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PREFACE.

I HE almost unexampled encouragement

which this work has, in it's origin, received

from the public, alxords a pleasing presage

that, with the continuance of those unremitted

attentions which have already been bestowed

by the editors, it may long continue to expe-

rience the same liberal support, and at length

become a perfeft Museum of Natural Curiosi-

ties.

In this small volume, alone, we may ven-

ture to assert, the most intelligent naturalist

will discover somewhat that is new, ^nd not

altogether unworthy of his attention
;

w^hile,

to readers in general, it cannot fail to afford a

very considerable fund of information and en-

tenainment.

If some of our descriptions should appear

short, to those who are unapprised of the fre-

quent paucity of materials, wq are persuaded

that the best, judges will still oftener wonder

Iiow we have been enabled to give so much.

As
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As our work is of a general nature, we

have studiously avoided that technicality of

science which is so apt to discourage those

who read chiefly for r.musement; without, in

the mean time, neglecting to introduce what-

ever may be essential, in this respeclij to rea-

ders of every description.

By the favour of a few friends, lone; resi-

dent in distant countries, and particularly bv

the friendship, of a gentleman who resided

many years in a highly respedtable omcial ca-

pacity at the British settlement in New South

Wales, we have not only been enabled to pre-

sent the naturalist with several non-descript

articles in this our first volume, but are quali-

fied to promise, from the same source, a great

variety of other rare produCLions, both in the

anraial and vegetable kingdoms.

To the many, therefore, who have been '^e-

s'erously pleased wit:i our labours, we mav
safely engage, that thev are not likely to find

the subsequent volumes less interesting, than

what has been so highly honoured with very

general regard.
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OURAN OUTANG.

There are few animals of which natu-

raiists appear to know decidedly so liale, as,

i of that which is commonly denominated the

' Ouran Outang. The various accounts seem^

i in general, better calculated to amuse frivo--

ilous readers, than to gratify any rational en->

' quirer after the true knowledge of nature.

Under the name Ouran Outang, or words-

varying a little in orthography, but of similar

sound, different animals of the ape kind have

been described; and, on the contrary, ani-

mals evidently varying from each other no

more than the generality of other animals of

a single species are commonly found to vary,

have obtained a great diversity of appel-

i lations.

The circumstance of the Ouran Outang's

near approach to the human form, may ac-

<X)uiit for the exaggerations into which tra-

velkrs
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vellers have been tempted; and, from specu-

lative writers of natural history, like the in-

genious Goiclsmith, and in this science the

still more ingenious and less speculative

BufFon, who record what they have heard

,
and read, as well as what they have seen and

examined, we must not expe£^: more than

they had means to give. These, and others,

treat it not only as a native of Africa, but

of the East Indies.

Linnsus seems to have considered it as the

Satyr of the ancients; and Dr. Tyson, who
has given to the world a minute and accurate

anatomical description, names it tlie Pigmy.

Brisson calls ii: 1'Homme de Bois, or the Man
of the Woods.; Bos-man, in his Voyage to

Guinea, the Smitten ; Purchas, the Drill

;

Tulpius, the Satyrus Indicus, or Indian Satyr

;

Bontius, the Troglodyte ; and Fyrard, who
says it is called Baris in Guinea, tlie Jocko

and the Enjocko. In Barbet's Guiney, it is

also named Barrys, as well as Quojas Mar-
rou

; and, by Battel, Barris and Pongo. In

Scotia's priiU, mentioned by Edwards, it is-

callcJ
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called the Chimpanzee; and, according to

Kjoep, as quoted by Linnaeus, it is in some

parts of the East Indies named the Kukur-

lacko.

From all this diversity, naturalists have

made their sele6lions : Buffbn presents the

Ouran Outang as of two species, the Fonga

and Jocko ; Edwards gives us, as synoni-

mous names, the Satyr, Wild Man, PigmVj

Orang Outaug, Chimpanzee, &:c. Gold-

smith, foliov^ing Biilfbn and others, calls

it the Ouran Oatano;, or Wild Man of the

Woods ; and Pennant, who in his Synopsis

of Quadrupeds makes but one species of the

Pongo and Jocko, describes it as the Great

Ape.

With this superabundance for our choicCj^

we have thought it sufficient for the present

purpose, to adopt only the most popular ge-

neral appellation : though, as our figure is

taken from the same stuffed animal, now de~

posited in the British Museum, as that of

Edwards represented in a different position^

and
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and which, he remarks, was precisely of the.

same speci^^s as that fcnrierrv disse6led and-

de?cr5ived by Dr. Tyson, under the name of

the Pigmy, we coT::ld full as well have sa-

tisfied our own minds, hv calling it, with him,

the Pigmv. Nor, perhaps, on considering

what is advanced by BufFon relative to the.

cxtrem.e youth of both these animals, neither

of them mxre than about tvvO years of age,,

and these almost the only ones which appear

to have been ever acftuaily and accurately exa-

mined by any experienced naturalists in Eu-
rope, should we have greatly objected to the

ijame of a young Satyr, with Linnsus..

Leaving, however, the decision, to future

discovery from fadls, rather than increasing,

by conje6lure, the present confusion, we
must refer our readers to the various authors,

for the particulars of what they have ad-

vanced on the subjc6l of these animals in

general
;„ afttr presenting them with what is

compleatly ascertained respedling those which,

were examined by Tyson, aud by Buffon and.

Edwards.

The
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. The animal described by Br. Tyson was

"brought from Angola in Africa. His body-

was covered with coal-black hair ; not fine

and short, intermixed, like the fur of brutes^

but all of a sort, like human hair: except

that, on the upper lip and chin, as well as

about tlie pubes, it was greyish and some-

what difFcrent. The hair behind was ex-

tremely thick
i but, before, it was rather

thin, and in some places almost bare : nor

was there any hair on tlie face, hands,, or

soles of the feet. The face was like that of

-a man, but the forehead was larger, and the

head more round. The upper and lower jaw

were less prominent than those of the monkey..

The ears, the teeth, the breasts and navel,

as well as the bending of the arms and legs,

greatly resembled those of man
;
and, in short,,

the animal, at first view, seemed to present

>a. figure entirely human ».

. On a closer survey, however, several com-

fparative imperfeiflions of form began to be

manifest. The most obvious diiFerences were,.,

the flatness of the nose, lowucss of the fore-

head,,,
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head, and want of prominence in the chin.

The ears were also too large ; the eyes too

nearly approached each other ; and the inter-

val bet'veen the nose and mouth was too

great. The thighs v/ere too short, a.nd the

arms too long ; the palms of the hands were

too narrow, being as long as the feet ; the

thumbs were too short : and the toes were-

as long as the fingers : the feetj in fact, too

much resembled hands, and were occasionally

used for the same purposes ; and the animal

had too great a bend on his haunches*

On an anatomical examination, thouo:h the

animal had thirteen ribs, being one more than

in man, there still appeared such an astonish-

ing simxilitude, that it seemed wonderful he

should want the higher faculties. The tongue,

and all the organs of the voice, were the

same, and yet the animal was dumb ; the

brain, too, seemed precisely like that of man,

and yet he was destitute of reason : an evi-

dent proof, as BufFon finely observes, that no

disposition of matter will give mind; and,

that the body, how nicely soever consti-uded^

is
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is Still construdled in vain, when there is not a

soul infused into it for the purpose of dire6l- ~

ing it*s operations 1

The Ouran Outang seen and described by

BufFon, said to be the same with that of Ed-

wards, which we have also delineated, was a,

female. Fler air was melancholy, and her de-

portment grave ; she approached even stran-

gers with respe6l ; would hand company to.

the door; sit at table ; unfold a napkin
;
wipe-

her lips; use a fork or spoon; pour out her

drink into a glass
;
join glasses, when invited ;

and go through all the ceremonies of the tea-

table. Though fhe would drink moderately ot

wine, fhe left it for milk, tea, or any sweet li-

quor. She was prodigiously fond of sugared

comfits, which were too plentifully supplied

by her numerous admirers ;
and, having a de-

fluxion on the breast, so much sugar contri-

buted to ificrease tlie maiady,^ and to shorten

her life. She remained at Paris but a single

summer, and died m London*

Edwards informs us, that she was only

about two feet and a half high, though some

voyagers
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vovagers to Africa and India relate that

tlie Quran Ouiang is nearly six feet when

standing or walking erecl. Her shape, he

observes, resembled most odiers of the mon-

key kind, and her hands and feet were the

£ame. She diiFered, in being wiihout a tail,

and in not having ahv callous skin behind to

sit on, as most inonkies have : the head was

rounder, and m^ore human : the forehead high

and rising ; the nose fiat; and the teeth resem-

bling those of m.an. The hair from the neck

inclined upwards round to the forehead ; and

the ears, v/hich w^ere naked, had much of

the human make. The face, and naked parts

of the paws, were of a swarthv fiesh-cclour

:

and the body and limbs were covered with a

loose, shaggy, reddish brown hair, thick be-

hind, and thin before; the hair from the

hand to the elbow^ inclining towards tlie latter.

A male, examined by Edvs-ards, was found

to agree, as much as possible, in everv re-

spedt. He believes them all to be natives of

Africa, though there are vovagers to India

who describe something like tliem.







WHOOPING CRANE.

The name of this finely formed bird is ob-

viously derived from it's peculiarly sonorous

voice. With the rest of the Crane kind, it

must be classed^ according to the Linnean

System of Zoology, as a species of the Ar-

dea, or Heron ; the chara6leristic of which

is, a cristated head almost bare of feathers.

. The length of the Whooping Crane, from

the tip of the bill to the end of the claws, is

five feet seven inches : the bone from the knee

to the foot is eleven inches long ; and the mid-

dlemost toe, v/ithout the claw, five inches^

The bill is six inches long, and toothed at

the point ; the nostrils are placed in the fur-

rows on each side, at about a third of the

length from the head ; and the chaps, which

are of a yellowish brown colour at their ex-

tremities, are dusky in the middle.

The
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The top of the head is covered with a red-

dish skin ; behind which, there is a triangular

blackish brown spot, with one ofthe points back-

wards : a similar skin covers the cheeks. The
sides of the head, the throat, neck, body, and

tail, are all white ; the entire wings, too, ex-

cept the nine exterior quills which are black,

and the tenth which is black and white, are

likewise white.

The thigh is bare five inches above the

knee; the legs and feet are covered with

black scales ; and the outer and middle toes

are united by a web as far as the first joint.

Buffon calls it the White Crane ; but most

other naturalists name it the Whooping Crane,

or Ardea Americanus.

Catesby has described this bird from a

skin given him by an Indian, who told hini

that these birds frequent in great numbers the

lower parts of the rivers near the sea in the

beginning of spring, and return to the moun-

tains in summer. This fa6l was afterwards

coiifirnted
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confirmed by a white ; who informed him,

that these birds are very noisy, and that they

arq seen in the savannahs at the mouth of the

Altamaha, and other rivers, near St, Augus-

tine's in Florida, and also in Carolina, but that

t:hey are never found farther north.

It is, however, observed by BufFon, that

they advance into the higher latitudes
; being

found in Virginia, in Canada, and even in

Hudson's Bay,

In Pennant's Arctic Zoology, there is the

following passage relative to these birds,

** They make a remarkable whooping

noise : this makes me imasfine them to have

been the birds whose clamours Capt. Philip

Amidas, the first Englishman who ever set

foot on North America, so graphically de-

scribes, on his landing on the isle of Woko-
ikou, ofF the coast of North Carohna,

'** When," says he, " such a flock of Cranes,

the most part White, arose under us with such

31 cry, redoubled by many echoes, as if an

army
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army of men had shouted together." This

%vas in the month of July ; which proves that,

in those early days, this species bred in the

then desart parts of the southern provinces,

till driven away by population, as was the case

with the Common Cranes in England, which

abounded in our undrained fens, till cultivation

forced them entirely to quit our kingdom."

This idea seems to be strengthened bv a re-

mark in Charlevoix's History of New France,

that there were, in Canada, Cranes of two co-

lours ; some entirely white, others of a grey

gridelin: they all, it is added, 'make excellent

soup.

The first voyagers to America speak of the

Cranes which they saw : Peter Maityr says

that, in the savannahs of Cuba, the Spa-

niards met with flocks of Cranes twice as

large as thofe of Europe.







PURPLE EMPEROR.

TThIS beautiful butterfly, called in England

the Purple Emperor, is the Iris, Nymphales,,

of Linnsus.

The striking difference between the upper

and under sides, renders it necessary to pre-

zent both, at a single view, on the same

plate.

For our description, we cannot do better.^

than to adopt that of the late ingenious T\Ir„

Moses Flarris, long Secretary to the Aureliaii

Society, under the patronage of the famous

Earl of Bute.

The antennce arc blaclc, having a little

brov/n speck on the extremity of each. The
head, thorax, and abdomen, are brown, and

covered with fine hair of a dark but glossy

afli-colour. The superior and inferior vs iogs^

are very dark near the margins or fan-edges ;

but all the other parts are changeable, accorvh
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ing to the different lights in which this beauti-

ful insedt is viewed. Sometimes it appears of

a sooty black ;
and, at others, the eye is sud-

denly dazzled with a resplendent glow of vi-

vid purple : so that, by frequently turning the

fly into different pofitions, the colours play

and ihift through ail the gradations, from a

sooty black to the mofl: brilliant purple, in

5uch a manner as undesciibably to charm the

eve with a dehghtful and amazing varietv.

The borders of the wincrs are ornamented

With . a row or line of misty orange spots

;

and, towards the abdominal corners of the in-

ferior wrings, there are two eye-like spots, one

cn each, v\'hich consist of a round black spot

with a small speck of white in the middle, the

black one being encircled with a gold-coloured

ring. The superior wings have each a num-
ber of white spots ; three of which, extend-

ing from the middle to the lower or flip-edge,

seem to join another band which crosses the in-

ferior wing, and reaches to that part which is

nearest the anus or end of the abdomen.

** On the under-fide, the eves appear of a

red brown, having a wliite streak under each.

The
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The palpi are white ; and the thorax, as well

^as the eyes, are of a blueiih or aih colour.

The white spots are very similar to those on

the upper-ficle ; but the neld, or ground co-

lour, is of a reddish brovvn variegated with

'black and orange. The table-membrane is

of a pale blossom-colour, with two spots of

Tslack. Towards the lov/er corner of the

wing, there is a large orange-coloured spot,

about three-eighths of an inch in diameter, the

-centre of which has a black ring, and within

that there is another of purple. The inferior

wings are of a dull pearl-colour near the body

or thorax, as well as on the outer-edge
;

but,

near the white bar or band which crosses the

middle, they are of a blood-red brown. The
eye on the upper -fide, near the abdominal cor-

ners, appears very faintly on this fide.

*' The ex^anfion of the wino-s is three

Inches.

** The Caterpillar, which feeds on sallow,

is of a green colour, and has two horns on it's

head, like a snail cr fiug. It is in the Cater-

pillar
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pillar st3.te during the winter
;
changes into a

Chrysalis, hanging by it's tail on the under-

fide of a leaf, in the spring ; and the Fly ap-

pears about the end of June,

It flies very high ; and sports round the

tops of oak and afli trees, where it often settles

on a leaf: but, the instant it perceives any

small fly, cr other insecl, passing by, it pur-

sues a little way ; and then, going round the

top of the tree, is sure to settle again on the

same leaf.

*^ The female appears in every respe^l like

the male, except that she lias not the beautiful

purple hue on t:ic upper fide.''
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RHINOCEROS.

Next to the elephant, the Rhinoceros may
be considered as the most powerful quadruped.

It forms a distin6l genus, of the order of Belluse,

in the class of Mammaha, according to the

system of Linnseus. In this genus, there are

I; only two species : the Rhinoceros Unicornis,

or one-horned Rhinoceros and the Rhinoceros

Bicornis, or Rhinoceros with two horns, one

above the other; the horns of both animals,

as the name in the Greek language implies,

arising from the nose. Both species were

known to the ancients; and the Rhinoceros

with a single horn, commonly described sim-

ply as the Rhinoceros, has been by some na-

turalists judged to be the unicorn of the sacred

writings.

The height of this animal is from six to

I'l

seven feet only ; but it's length, from the tip of

I
the nose to the insertion of the tail, frequently

j j|
extends twelve, and the circumference of the

body nearly equals the length j so that it's mag-,

t nitude,
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nitude, in faft, approaches that of the ele-

phant, though to the eye it seems very consi-

derably less, on account of the disproportionai'e

shortness of it's legs.

In the more important gifts of nature, how-

ever, which relate to intelligence, it is left at

a V very humble distance from that sagacious

animal, and appears to be elevated only in size

from the meanest quadrupeds. It's skin is

without sensibility
;
and, instead of a trunk,

it has merelv a moveable lip, to which all it's

means of dexterity are confined. The chief

sources of superiority vdiich it possesses over

other animals, are found in it's magnitude and

strength ; in the defensive impenetrability of it's

hide ; and in that offensive weapon on the nose,

which forms it's most distlnfruished chara61:e-

ristic. This weapon is a solid horn of peculiar

hardness; and, being situated far more advan-

tageously than the horns of ruminating ani-

mals, which defend only the superior parts ci

the head and neck, it so protecls the muzzle,

the mouth, and the face, that even the tiger,

who ventures to seize the trunk of the ele-

phant,
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phant, dreads the risque of having it's bowels

torn out by the horn of the Rhinoceros, and

rather chuses to decline any attack.

The body and limbs are covered with a skiff

so thick and hard, as to be not only insensible

to the stings of inserts, but impenetrable by

the claws of the lion or tiger, or even the

spear or bullet of the hunter. This skin is

sometimes of a dark or dirty brown ; some-

times of a fine grey, approaching to black ;

and, sometimes, has the colour and appear-

ance of an old elm-tree, partly spotted with

black and grey, and partly doubled into deep

furrows, which form a kind of scales. The
skin, in general, is incapable of either exten-^

sion or contra6lion ; but there are large folds

at the neck, the shoulders, and across the

rump, to facilitate the motion of the head and

limbs ;
and, between these folds, as well as

imder the belly, there appears a softer skin of

a light flesh-colour..

The head is proportionably larger than that

©f the elephant, but the eyes are smaller, and

generally;



generally half closed. The upper lip, which

is moveable, and.proje.cls over the under, can

be extended six or seven inches ;
and, being-

terminated by a pointed appendage, the ani-

mal is not only enabled to coUe6l herbage, or

other food, and deliver it into the mouth, but

also to seize any objedt with force, and feel

with considerable address. There are two

-sti'ong incisive teeth in each jaw", one at each

angle. The under jaw is square before, ana

Jiere are no other incisive teeth in the anteri-

or part of the mouth, which is covered by the

lips, but each side of the two jaws contains six

grinders. The ears always stand ere£l, and

resemble those of the hog, though they are

proportionably smaller ; and these, with the

extremity of the tail, are the only parts on

which there are any hairs or bristles.

Though the Rhinoceros was frequently ex-

hibited in the savage spe6lacles of the Romans,

from the days of Porapey, to those of Helio-

gabalus
;
though it had often been conveyed to

Europe in more modern times
;
and, tliough

fiontius, Chardin, and Kolben, drew figures

of
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of it in India and in Africa ; it was but im-

perfectly known, till Dr. Parsons published, in

1743^ his history of the Rhinoceros, from an

a6lual inspe6lion of the living animal in Lon-

don.

The Rhinoceros which that gentleman de-

scribed was brought from Bengal, at the ex-

pence of nearly a thousand pounds. lie was

only about two years of age, and had a daily

allowance of seven pounds of rice, with three

of sugar, divided into three portions ; he had

also hay and grass, which last he seemed most

to relish, and drank great quantities of water.

He was of a gentle disposition, and permitted

all parts of his body to be touched by visitors ;

never attempting injury to any one, except

v/hen hurt or hungry : he would then become

furious
;
and, in both cases, was only to be ap-

peased by food. He sprung forward, on such

occasions, and nimbly raised himself to a

great height, pushing his head violently against

the walls with amazing quickness, notwith-

standing his heavy aspe6l and unwieldy mass.

These njovements, produced by rage or impa-

tience,
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tience, were often observed in the morning,

before his rice and sugar were brought him

when, from the vivacity and promptitude of his

motions, it appeared probable that he could,

if unconfined, easily overtake any man who-

should offend him. He made many efforts to

escape ; but seldom ventured an attack on his

keeper, to whofe threats he was always sub-

missive. His cry was peculiar, being a mix-

ture between the grunting of a- hog and the

bellowing of a calf-

It was particularly remarked, that he listened

with a deep and long continued attention to

any noise; and that, though he were sleeping,

eating, or in the a6l of obeying any other

pressing demand of nature, he would instantly

raise his head, and continue to listen till tlie

noise ceased.

This young Rhinoceros was not larger tharr

a heifer; but his body was very long, and very

thick, and resembled that of a cow near the

end of her gestation. The. head was dispro-

poitionably
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portionably large ; and the horn, which was

black, was only an inch high,

. The horn of the Rhinoceros, however, is

sometimes more than three feet long, and six

inches diameter at the base ; and it is common-

ly of a brown or olive colour, though there are

instances of it's being grey, and even white.

The elephant is said to be often found dead in

tlie forests, pierced with the horn of the Rhi-

noceros. Combats between these two most s

formidable animals must, indeed, be dreadful.

Emanuel, king of Portugal, at the beginning

of the sixteenth century, willing to try their

strength, a6tually opposed them to each other,

and the elephant was defeated.

The Rhinoceros is a native both of Asia

and Africa ; it is, like the hog, fond of w^allow-

ing in the mire, and shevv^s the greatest predi-

lc6lion for moist and marshy grounds, seldom

quitting the banks of rivers.

The female produces but one at a time, and

at considerable intervals. The young Rhino-

ceros
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ceros does not, at first, exceed the size of a

large dog ; and it has no horn, though the ru-

diments are perceivable in the foetus. At two

years of age, the horn is about an inch long

;

and, at six, from nine to ten inches. Some of

these horns being known to have nearly reach-

ed four feet, it should seem that they continue

to grow during great part of the animal's life

;

and this, probablv, is of considerable extent.

The Rhinoceros of Dr. Parsons, in two years,

had only attained to half it's full height ; -it

may, therefore, be inferred, that this animal,

like man, lives to the age of seventy or eightv.

The Rhinoceros feeds on the grossest herbs.

Brushwood, broom, thorny shrubs, and thistles,

it prefers to the soft pasture of the most luxuri-

ant meadow^s. On a prickly shrub somewhat

resembling juniper, which grows in vast quanti-

ties on the heathy lands and mountains of Afri-

ca, and has obtained the name of the Rhinoce-

ros shrub, it chiefly delights to regale ; and it's

attachment to the stinking stapelia is little less

ardent. It is also fond of the sugar-cane, and

^ais every description of grain.

Destitute
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Destitute of any appetite for flesh, it mo-

lests not the smallest animals
;
and, having lit-

tle reason to fear the largest, lives amicably

with all. This pacific disposition renders

doubtful all accounts of it's frequent combats

with the elephant. Such contests, it should

seem, must necessarily be very rare, since there

k no offensive disposition on either side, Pli-

ny is the first naturalist who has mentioned

these coniiicls
;
merely, perhaps, from having

seen these animals compelled to fight in the

barbarous spedtacles of the Romans.

The method of taking the Rhinoceros, Is

chleiiy by watching till it is found sleeping,

when the hunters destroy it with fire-arms;

and, if there happens to be a cub, it is seized

and tamed. It is sometimes taken in pit-falls,

covered with green branches, dug in those paths

which this animal makes in it's way from the

forest to a river.

• The flesh of the Rhinoceros is much re-

lished by the Indians, the Negroes, and the

Hottentots. It is said to be well-flavoured,

but
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but coarse and hard. The Indians carefullv

colie6l the blood, as a remedy for disorders in

the breast. V/onderful medicinal virtues are

also ascribed to the horn taken in powder;

and, indeed, not only every part of the body,,

but even the urine and excrements, are consi-

dered, in the Indian Dispensatory, either as-

antidotes against poison, or infallible remedies

for particular diseases..

Many, in short, are the fables, which this

extraordinary animal has given rise to : and

we ought not to omit, that some of the best

naturalists assert, that the tongue is so hard and

rough as a6lualiy to tear ofF the skin of anv

person whom it licks ; while others, equally

respectable, maintain that it is as sod and

sm.ooth as velvet.







PAINTED CHINESE PHEASANT,

This beautiful bird, the Phasianus Picliis

of Linn^-eiis, is in England often vulgarly called

the Gold Chinese Pheasant: but v/e entirely

agree with EuiTon, in his remark, that those

authors who have applied to this bird, either

riie name of the Golden, or the Red Pheasant,

i)y both which names it has frequently been

described, would have had equal reason to

iKive called it the Blue—and, he mirrht have

added, the Green—since it is enriched by the

lustre of all these colours. This, however,

seems to h'Ave partly escaped the notice even

of the critical BufFon j for he, in some degree,

coir.mits the same fault, when he calls it—
*' Le Faifan Dore

; ou, Ic Tricolor rluppe dc

la Chine/'

The Painted Chinese Pheasant may be con-

sidered as a variety of the ordinary species^

enriched with a garb which sparkles with the

decorations of a more luxuriant chmate. They
are, probably, two branches of the same fa-

mily, which have been long separated, but caa
itill intermingle and breed together. Though
a native of China, it is sufiicientlv hardy to

suppor
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support the rigours of this climate ;
and, on

account of it's extreme beauty, is much bred

in our Pheasant walks.

It is FTV.ailer than the Common European

Pheasant; the bill is of a Irghc vcllcw colour;

and the eyes are encircled with a bright yellow,

hut have none of that red skin which sur-

rounds the eye of the Common Pheasant. The
j^idcs of the head are of a fiesh-coiour ; and

the crown is adorned with beautitul gold-co-

loured plumes, which the bird can either ele-

vate or depress. The upper part of the neck

is covered with orange-coloured feathers trans-

versely barred with black : the bottom of the

neck, and the beginning of the back, are of a

fine dark green hue, refled^ing a golden yel-

low, and these have also black transverse bars

at their tips ; and the remainder of the back, to

the tail, is of a beautiful yellow, mixed in

some places v. ith a few bright scarlet feathers,

'i'he piiinaries of the wings arc dusky or black,

with yellowish brown spots on their webs; tlie

middle qi.ills are of a dull red hue, mixed or

spotted with black; and some of the lesser

cluills are of an exceeding tine full blue: all

the
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the covert feathers are of a dull reddish colour ;

the first immediately covering the quills in-

clining somewhat to yellowish, with trans-

verse lines of black. The under-side of the

bird, from the bill to the tail, is a fine scarier.

The tail is prodigiously longer than that of the

Common Pheasant, more mottled, and in gene-

ral of brighter plumage. It is chiefly ?- mix-

ture of black and reddish brown : the two

middle feathers are black spotted with brown,

and the side feathers are obliquely streaked with

black and brown. A few long and. narrow

scarlet feathers, with yellow shafts, extending

nearly half the length of the tail, proje£l from

the rump; the thighs are clay-coloured; and

the legs, claws, nails, and spurs, are alf yeH'ow.

The female is smaller than the male, and

her tail shorter ; the colours of her plumage,

too, are inferior even to those of the Common
Pheasant : it is extraordinary, however, that

they sometimes acquire, in time, the beauty of

the male. It is a well ascertained fa61:, that

one belonging to Lady Essex changed, in the

space of six years, her mean, dusky colour,

into the rich lustre of the male, so as only to

be
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bt distinguished by tlie appearance of die eyes

and the length of the taiL This remarkable

change of colour takes place in most females
;

and commences at four years old, when the

males take a dislike to them, and treat them

harshly: the long, narrow feathers, which in the

males lay over the tail, begin then to appear

;

and, as they grow older, they become more

and more like the male. This, singular as it

may seem, BufFon ingeniously observes, in a

certain degree happens to ail animals.

Edwards remarks, that he saw, at the Duke
of Leeds's, a Common Pheasant, the plumage

of which had, in the same manner, becom.s

like that of the male. He adds, that such

changes of colours seldom take place, except

among birds whkh live in the donicstic state.

The eggs of the Painted Pheasant greatly

resemble those of the pintado. They are pro-

portionally smailcr than a hen's, and redder

than those of the Common Pheasant.

Sir Hans Sloane kept a male of tliis spe-

cies, which had been imported from China,

nearly hftccn years.







GREAT SPOTTED LIZARD,
WITH A FORKED OR DOUBLE TAIL.

That most accurate and ingenious natura-

list, Mr. George Edwards, who first figured

and described this singular species of Lizard,

for some time inclined to an opinion, that the

circumstance of it's having two tails, though

curious, might be merely accidental; but he

was, at length, fully satisfied, on seeing other

specimens with forked tails, that the peculiari-

ty was perfedlly natural.

From his description, which affords all that

appears to be known of this curious animal^

as it is scarcely mentioned by any other re-

speflable naturalist, we learn that it is about

ten inches long, and has a forked tongue like

the other Lizards.

The top of the head is covered with broad

scales of a whitish ash-colour ; the sides of thcr

head, the neck, the sides of the belly, the legs>

and the feet, are greyish; the eyes are black;

the
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the under chap is reddish; and the ears are

open holes.

There are two black fpots on each shoulder,

and the middle of the back is marked with

green throughout it's whole length; but this

colour occupies most space at the rump, and

terminates in a point between the shoulders.

The sides are marked with oval loose spots,

as well as the exterior sides of the hinder Itsfs

;

and the body, and part of the under-side of the

tail, are chequered with fine blue squares, se-

parated from each other by a darker blue or

black.

The tall, as far as it is single, is blue on the

upper side ; but the parts of both tails, from

the jundlion, to their respcftive ends, are of a

brownish ash-colour, and each of the feet have

hve toes, with the same number of sm.all nails

or claws.

It seems to be of the same family with the

Creat Green and Spotted Lizard ; which is a

native of Jamaica, and subsists on insccls.
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CAMEL.

In the original Hebrew, from which our

English name, Camel, has, through different

gradations, been ultimately derived, the word

Gamal literally signifies, " he has made re-

compence:" meaning to express, that this ani-

mal well repays the care of bringing it up.

The Camel forms a distinct genus of ani-

mals, in the Linnsean system of zoology: the

great characteristics of which are, that they

have six cutting teeth in each of their lower

jaws, but none in their upper; and that their

upper lips are divided, like those of hares, and

their hoofs small and undeciduous.

There are several species of Camels ; one

of which, usually called the Dromedary, in

England, has two protuberances on the back:

but, by Linnaeus, and most other great natu-

ralists, the Dromedary is described to be one of

the smaller species of Camels with a sii:gle

protuberance;
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protuberance ; and the animal with two pro-

tuberances is unifcriTxly named the Bac^rian

Camel. The two races, however, breed w^ith

each other; and the mixed progeny is said to

prove the best, both for docility and labour, of

all the several kinds.

Among the varieties of the Camel, the

largest and strongest species is called the

Turkoman ; the Arabian is the hardiest ; and

that which is called the Dromedary, Maiharv,

and Raguahl, is the most swift. Those which

have small protuberances, the most delicate

shape, and are of an inferior size, are used

solely for the purpose of riding, and never

carry burviens ; some of these are capable of

travelling a hundred miles a day, for nine davs

together, over burning sands. 'Xhe Camels of

Africa are well adapted to that parched and

unpropitious climate by the extreme hardiness

of tlieir nature; and are capable of perform-

ing journies from Numidia to Ethiopia, over

sultry desarts, where no other animals could

long survive.

Ill
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In Arabia, where the Camel most abounds,

k is held sacred, as an animal without the help

of which the natives could ^neither subsist,

traffic, nor travel. It's milk constitutes a part

of their nourishment ; they feed on it's flesh

;

they clothe tliemselves with it's hair
;
and, in

case of invasion, it serves to accelerate their

flight, being sometimes known to travel up-

wards of a hundred miles in a single day. By

means of the Camel, the Arabs jfind perfe6l

safety in their inhospitable desarts ; since all the

armies on earth might be lost in pursuit of a

flying squadron of Arabs, mounted on Camels,

and taking refuge in solitudes where nothing

interposes to impede their flight, or to force

them to face their invaders. Thus, where

nature presents only obje6ls of danger and

sterility, the Arab finds protedtion, food, and

liberty: in the midst of his solitudes, he lives,

independent and tranquil; and, instead of con-

sidering the wastes spread around him as a re-

straint on his happiness, he is taught by expe-

rience to regard them as the munitions of

freedom..

The
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The Camel has a small head ; shorr ears ;

and a long neck, slender and bending:. It's

height to the top of the protuberance is about

six feet six inches ; the colour of the hair is

eommonly a reddish ash. It has a long tail,

small hoofs, and fiat feet divided above, but not

quite through. On the legs it has six callo-

«iries; one on each knee, another on the in-

side of each fore-leg on the uppermost joint,

and one on the inside of the hind-leg at the

bottom of rhe thigh : there is also another, on

the lower part of the animal's breast.

BufFon seems to consider the Camel as the

most dom.esticated of all anim.als, and to have

most marks of the tvrannv of man imprinted

on it's form. He is of opinion, that this

creature is not now to be found in a state of

nature ; and that the nroiuberarxe on it's

back, the callonties on it*s breast and legs, and

even the great reser\'olr for water, are all the

'fredls of it's education, and badges of it's

F.laverv. 1 hese deformities he supposes to be

perpetuated by generation; so that, what at

first
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first was the effecl of accident, has by degrees

become natural. Certain it is, that the pro-

tuberance on the back of the Camel, which

is composed of a substance not dissimilar to

the udder of a cow, enlarges or diminishes

in proportion as the aniinal is fed»

Nine out of ten male Camels are usually

castrated ; and though this operation may
enfeeble them, it adds to their patience and

docility. The female receives the male in a

recumbent posture ; she goes with young about

a year; and, like the other large animals, pro-

duces but one at a time. Tlie milk of the

Camel is both abundant and nutritive; and,

mixed with water,, conftitutes a principal part

of the beverao-e of the Arabians. These ani-

raals begin to procreate at about three years of

age, and commonly live to forty or fifty.

I'he genital parts of the male resemble those

of the bull, but are placed pointing back-

wards y so that the urine seems to be eje6led

in the same manner as that of the female

:

and tills, as well as the dung, and indeed al-

most every part of the animal, is converted

to
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to some beneficial purpose. Of the urine,

sal armoniac is made
;
and, of the dung, liircr

for horses, and fire for culinary uses. This

animal comprises within itself a variety of

qualities : like the elephant, it is tractable

and tame ; like the horse, gives it^s rider se-

curity ; carries greater burdens than the ox or

the mule; and furnishes milk in as great

abundance as the cow. The flesh of the

young is said to be as delicate as veal; the

skin is applied to many useful purposes ; and

the hair is more beautiful and valuable than

the finest wool. ^

The Camel being a verv docile animal, is

easily instructed in the methods of taking up

and supporting it's burden. It's legs are bent

under it's belly a few days after it's birth; and,

in this manner, it is loaded and taught to rise

;

the burden being every day increased, by in-

sensible degrees, till the animal is capable of

supporting a weight adequate to it's strength.

The same care is taken to render it patient

©f hunger and thirst. Other animals usualh

receive
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receive their food at stated times, but the

Camel is restrained for several days together ;

and these intervals of famine are increased in

proportion as the creature seems capable of

supporting them. By this mode of education,

it lives several days without food or water

:

and, indeed, it's stomach is admirably fitted by

nature for long ahstinence
; since, besides the

four stomachs which all animals chewing the

cud possess, , the Camel has a fifth, which

serves as a reservoir to contain a greater quan-

tity of water than the animal has immediate

occasion for, where it remains without cor-

ruption or adulteration from other aliments.

When the Camel finds itself pressed with

thirst, it here finds an easy resource
;

fox,

tlirowing up a quantity of this water, by a

simple contra6lion of the muscles, irito the

other stomachs, it serves to macerate it's dry

food. As it drinks but seldom, it takes a large

quantity at a time ; and travellers, when
parched with thirst, are reported to have not

uiilrequently dispatched this useful animal for

tiic sake of the fluid it's stomach was expe6ted

to coiitain.

In
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In Turkey, Persia, Arabia, Barbarv, and

Egypt, the whole commerce of the natives is

carried on by means of ^^iiels ; and no car-

riage is more speedy, nor can any be less ex-

pensive. Merchants and travellers unite then:-

selves into a body, furnished with Camels, i

secure themselves from the insults of thos.

robbers who infest the countries throng";

which they are to pass. This assemblage

called a caravan, in which the number of iti-

nerants sometimes amounts to upwards of ten

thousand, and that of Camels to a still greater

number. Each of these animals is loaded

according to it's strength
;
and, so sensible is

the Camel of it's own abihtv, that it remains

on it's belly when overloaded, and refuses t

rise till it's load is proportioned to it's powers.

A large Camel is capable of carrying a thou-

sand weight, and sometimes twelve hundred
,

while the Dromedary is sufficientlv loaded wirh

six or seven. During these trading journies,

they travel but slowly ; and their stages, whicli

are generally regulated, amount to about thirty

or thirty-five miles ? dav. Each evening, when

tliey arrive at the place of their destination,

which
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which is usually some spot of verdure where

water and shrubs abound, the Camels are per-

i

mitted to feed at large
;
and, on such occasions,

' they eat as much in one hour, as is fully suf-

ficient to support them the succeeding twenty-

four. They prefer the coarsest weeds to the

softest pastures ; and the thistle, the nettle, the

casia, and other prickly vegetables, are their

favourite food. But ail natural supplies of

provisions being accidental, during these ex-

peditions, their drivers take care to supply

them with a kind of paste composition, which

serves as a permanent nourishment. As these

animals are accustomed to the same tra61:s,

they are said to know their way with preci-

sion, and to pursue their journey when their

guides are either absent or at a loss: and,

when they come within a few miles of their

usual baiting-place, they sagaciously scent it,

increase their speed, and often trot with addi=

tional vivacity to the end of their stage.

Many efforts have been made to breed Ca-
mels in Spain and America, but they have not

multiplied in either of these countries. They
arc
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are, indeed, sometimes introduced into them,

and fonnd prolific ; but the care of keeping

them is so great, and the accidents to which

they are exposed from the variableness of the

climate so numerous, that they never repay

their necessary trouble and expence : in a few

years, they are observed to degenerate; their

strength and patience forsake them
;

and, in-

stead of constituting the riches, they become

the burden of their owners.

It is not incurious to observe, how nearly

alike, in most ancient and modem languages,

is the name of the Camel. In Hebrew, it is

Gamal ; in the Chaldean, Gamala ; in ancient

Arabic, Gemal; in modern Arabic, Gimel;

in Greek, Kamelos ; in Latin, Camelus; in

Italian, and in Spanish, Camelo ; in German,

Koeraeli and, in French, Chameau.
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ASH-COLOURED AND RED PARROT.

This bird, the Psittacus Erithacus of Lin-

nxus, is nearly the size of a common pigeon.

The bill, which is of a blackish colour, is

hooked and angulated ; and the nostrils are

situated pretty near each other, in a whitish

skin which covers part of the bill above, the

sides of the head being covered with a similar

bare skin Avhich joins to the- bill forwards.

The eyes are small, and the irides yellow.

The plumage of the entire bird, except the

tail, is a mixture of ash-colour and red ; but

the shades are darker on the greater feathers of

the wings than in other parts. The tail is

wholly red, the feathers being short, and of

equal lengths ; and the legs and feet are co-

vered with a rough, scaly skin, of a dark ash-

colour.

The Common Ash-Coloured Parrot exadlly

resembles this bird
;
except that, in the former,

the body is compleatly ash-coloured, lighter on

the
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iJie ramp mid belly, and darker on the great

feathers of the wings.

The Ash-Coloured and Red Parrot is found

in many parts of Africa; and, particularly, in

Guinea. It is fre-q^uently brought to Europe,

and is by no means uncommon in England.

BufFon observes, that the Grev Parrot, as

the Cinereous Guinea Parrot with a crimson

tail, is commonly denominated in England, has

])cen often observed, after moulting, to become

marbled with, white and rose-colour ; occa-

sioned, as he imagines, either by some distem-

per, or bv advanced age. For this reason, he

is of opinion, that what Brisson has described

as varieties, under the names of the Red-

"W'inged Guinea Parrot, and the Red varie-

gated Guinea Parrot, are owing to accidental

changes of plumage. In tliat figured by

Edwards, called the Ash-Coioured and Red

Parrot, Buffon adds, that the red feathers ap-

pear mingled at random with the grey, as it

the bird had been decked out with borrow ed

plumage.

This
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Tliis appearance, whatever idea it might

convey to tlie mind of BiifFon, was unques-

tionably an exa6l delineation of nature, taken

by Edwards., with his usual fidelity, and which

we have as faithfully copied from that excel-

lent naturalist.

That this, and other Cinereous Parrots va-

riegated with red, are all originally of the

common Grey Parrot family, we incline to

believe ; their forms and habits are the same,

and there seems no other difference than the

diversity of feathers.

Many have been the disputes, w^hether Grey

or Green Parrots possess, in general, the

greatest powers of speech: and numberless

stories are gravely related of each, by their,

respe6live admirers, wdiich imply not only the

faculty of speech, but the presence of intelle6l

;

not only imitation and memory, but thought

and mind. These absurdities we are not at all

disposed to promulge ; nor can we venture to

decide, from our own knowledge, which plu-

mage has the pre-eminence. Like arguments re-

spedl-
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spedlingthe superiority of intellect which resides

with the diilerent complexions in the highest

order of animated nature, more of the boasted

superiority in either, we conceive, is ascribable

to the influence of education, and accidental

circumstances, than to climate or colour.

What Dr. Goldsmitli relates, may serve ta

illustrate our rem^ark—" In going through the

towns of France, some time since, I could not

help observing how much plainer their Par-

rots spoke than ours ; and how veiT distincllv

I underftood their Parrots speak French,

when I could not understand our own, though

they spoke my native language. I was at

first for ascribing it to the different qualities of

the two languages, and was for entering into

an elaborate discussion on the vowels and con-

sonants ; but a friend that was with me solved

the difficulty at once, by aifuring me that the

French women scarcely do any thing else

the whole day, than sit and instruct their fea-

thered pupils ; and that the birds were thus

distinil in their lessons, in consequence of

continual schooling."







PRIVET MOTH.

The name of this grand and beautiful Moth
is derived from the favourite food of it's ca-

terpillar, which is usually found feeding on

Privet, though it may sometimes be met with^

on the lilach.

The Caterpillar, when full fed, is about

four inches long, and of a fine green colour.

The head is bordered with black down each

side ; there are seven oblique stripes of purple

and white on each side of the body; and a

black and glossy, sharp -pointed, horn-like ap-

pendage, is fixed at the taiL

It goes into the ground about the middle

of August, where it changes into a large

brown Chrysalis
;
and, about the sixth or se-

venth of June, this fine grand and beautiful

Moth makes it^^s appearance, exa6lly as we
have figured it, measuring full five inches from

tip to tip of the expanded wings.

The
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The Privet Moth is one of the Sphinx kind.

It flies in the evening after dark, but is rarely

taken in the Moth state.

The embrio Caterpillars are easily found in

Privet hedges, by searching underneath for

them. They are black, and about the size of

a pea; but in form yerj much resembling

pieces cut from a small rope.
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TUFTED APE.

This singular species of Ape, which de~

rives it's name from the long upright tuft of

hair rising on the top of the head, and the

small one depending beneatli the chin, was

first figured by Edwards, but has been unno-

ticed by most other naturalists.

The head of this animal is about fourteen

inches long; the face being bluish and naked>

and the nose of a deep red. The eyebrows

are black, and the' ears are formed like those

organs in mankind. It has two long tusks in

the upper jaw ; and the fore-feet resemble hu-

man hands, with the nails of the fingers flat.

The fore-part of the body, and inside of the

legs and arms, are quite naked, and of a tawny

flesh colour: the other parts, except the but-

tocks, which are red and bare, are covered

with mottled brown and olive-coloured hair,

that on the back being dusky.

Tlie length of the whole animal, is not

more
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more than about four feet. It has a most

savage and disgusting appearance, and is pe-

culiarl}^ fierce and salacious.

Though it usually goes on all-fours, it will

sit on it's rump, and support itself with a

stick. In this attitude, it holds a cup, or even

a quart mug, in it's hand, out of which it

drinks with facility: and such is the strength

of this animal, that it was frequently seen,

when exhibited in London, so lately as the

year 1796, to hold itself down in a chair, by

means of it's stick, with such force, tliat two

strong men, one at each end, were unable to

lift up the animal*

Like the rest of the Ape tribe, it chiefly

subsists on fruits
;
and, apparently, has nut any

carnivorous appetites.
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GREATER BIRD OF PARADISE.

This very curious and beautiful bird, the

Paradisea Apoda of Linnaeus, is about the

size of a blackbird. The wings, when closed,

measure seven inches ; the long shafts, s'pring-

ing from the rump, twenty-seven inches ; and

-the longest of the soft loose feathers depending

in two separate masses of indiscribable deli-

cacy and beauty from beneath the wings,

is twenty-one inches. The bill is an inch

and three quarters long; and, from it's tip,

to the extremities of the common or shorter

feathers of the tail, is about twelve inches.

The bill has a slight convexity towards the

point, and is of a dirty yellowish green colour

;

the fore-part of the head is covered with

greenish black feathers of a velvet gloss, which

entirely surround the bill ; the throat is clo-

thed with green feathers of the same velvet

fabric, shining with a golden gloss ; and fine

yellow feathers extend circularly from the

upper part of the head to the sides of the neck.

The rest of the plumage, though delicate, i.s

of the common fabric. On the back, the

breast,
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breast, and the wings, it is of a beautiful

brown, inclining to cinnamon colour. The
two shafts, or filaments, springing from the

rump, though yellowish at their rise, are a

dark brown colour approaching to black.

This species is chiefly remarkable for the

plats of feathers under the wings on each side,

which extend themselves prodigiously bevond

the common feathers of tlie tail. Tliese fea-

thers are of an inconceivably fine structure,

and exceedingly light; and the webs are so

very open, that they may be seen through like

gauze. They are of a light yellow colour,

which softens by degrees, towards their extre-

mities, till it sinks into white.

The legs and feet, which are shaped like

tliose of the pye kind, and armed with

claws of fome strength, are of a dark brown

colour.

There is a fine specimen of this bird in the

Leverian Museum.







RATTLE SNAKE.

IHIS very formidable and poisonous reptile,

the Caudisonant of Linnaeus, is a native of

America, being wholly unknown in every other

part of the world. It is the largest serpent

that exists in North America ; and was for-

merly, at the first settling of Georgia, fre-

quently seen from seven to ten feet long, and

sometimes eis^ht inches in diameter. None
so tremendous^ however, have for many years

been met with ; the usual size being from four

to six feet in length, and about six inches ia

circumference.

The Rattle Snake is considered as a superior

species of viper: like that reptile, it has a

large head, and a small neck ; it's colours arc

dusky ; and it's fangs inflldl the most terrible

wounds. It differs, however, in having a
large sc^ fiendulous over each eye ;. and the

eye, which is small, is also furnished with a

ni(Sl:itating membrane, that preserves it from

liust. The scales are rather hard ; and usually

of
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of an orange tawny and blackish colour on

the back, and of an ash -colour inclining to

lead on the belly. There are, however, many

^varieties : some spotted, or marked extremely

dark, so as to seem almost black ; and others

.speckled and clouded so beautifully, as to be

denominated, by the Indians, Yellow Snakes^

The male may be easily distinguished from

the female, by a black velvet spot on the head^

and by the head itself being longer and more

slender. But that which most particularly dis-

tinguishes this from all other animals, and to

which it owes it's name, is the Rattle ; an ap-

pendage at the end of it's tail, which makes such

a loud noise, while the creature is in motion,

that it's approach may be readily known, and

consequently the danger avoided. This Rat-

tle, when separated from the tail, somewhat

resembles the curb-chain of a bridle ; and is

composed of several thin, hard, hollow bones,

linked loosely together, and rattling on the

s-lightest motion. Some naturalists are of opi-

nion, that the Snake acquires an additional bone

every year; and that, therefore, the creature's

age may be precisely ascertained: certain it is,

that young Snakes of a year or two .old. are

destitute
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destitute of Rattles; while many old ones

have been killed, which had eleven or thirteen

joints each. These Rattles are shaken with

prodigious noise and rapidity, when the animal

is disturbed ; and then most creatures tremble

at the sound, and instantly provide for their

safety in liight: the vulture and the peccary,

however, rejoice at these signals, hasten to

their favourite prey, and seize the Snake wiili

the utmost alacrity.

Widely different is the case, with regard to

almost every other class of animated being.

The certain death which ensues from the bite

of this terrific reptile, creates a' kind of soli-

tude wherever it is heard. It moves along,

however, with the most majestic pace, neither

offering to injure the larger animals, nor ap-

pearing apprehensive of insult. ' Unprovoked,,

it never annoys any creature, except it's natu-

ral prey : but, if pursued or molested, it in-

stantly throws itself into a spiral coil ; the tail,

by it's rapidity of motion, appears like a va-

pour, making a quick tremulous sound; the

whole body swells with rage, continually ri-

sing and falling like the action of a pair of

bellows

;
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bellows ; the beautiful parti-coloured skin be-

comes speckled and rough by dilatation ; the

head and neck appear flattened ; the cheeks

swell ; the hps, being constrifted, -discover it's

deadly fangs ; the eyes glow like burning coals
\

and the brandishing forked tongue, of the co-

lour of the' hottest flame, continually menaces

death and destru6lion
;

yet the creature never

strikes, till certain of reaching it's mark.

Then, ere6ting itself on it's tail, the wound is

inflidled in an instant ; when it draws back,

and meditates a second bite ; after which, if we
m.ay credit some authors, it remains torpid and

ina6live,without even attempting to escape.

The wound, though at first seemingly tri-

vial, is considerably more painful than tlic

sting of a bee; and this pain, far from abating,

becomes every moment more excruciating and

dangerous : the afFedled part swells ; the venom

reacheG the head, which soon assumes a mon-

strous appearance; the eyes appear red and

fiery ; and the heart beats quick, with frequcni

interruptions. In a short time, the pain grows

insupportable, and some expire under it in five

or six hours ; while others, with stronger con-

stitutions.
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stitutions, survive the agony somewhat longer,

only to yield to a universal mortification,

which speedily contaminates the whole frame,

A Virginian gentleman, walking in his fields,

accidentally trod on a Rattle Snake, which

had been lurking in a stony situation
;
when,

enraged by the pressure, it reared up it's head,

bit his hand, and shook it's Rattles. The

gentleman immediately perceived his dreadful

situation : but, resolved not to die unrevenged,

he killed the Snake
;
and, carrying it home in

his hand, threw it on the ground before his

family, crying out—" I am a dead man ! here

is my murderer!" His arm, in which the

swelling had already commenced, was instant-

ly tied up near the shoulder
;

and, the wound

being anointed with oil, every precaution was

used to check or extradl; the infeftion. Hav-

ing a remarkable sound constitution, he reco-

vered ; but not without experiencing the most

violent and dreadful symptoms for several

weeks successively. The arm, below the li-

gature, appeared of various colours ; and lie

felt a writhing among the muscles, which re-

presented to his terrified imagination, the very

motions
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motions of the animal that inflifted the wound.

This was followed by a fever, with the loss of

his hair, giddiness, drought, debilirs^, and ner-

vous faintings
;

till, at length, by slow degrees,

a very strong habit, co-operating with medici-

nal applications, compleatly expelled the latent

malignity.

In the History of Peru, an account is given

of a voung woman, vv'ho was wounded bv a

Rattle Snake, and died on the spot, before any

relief could be had
;

and, when the corpse

came to be taken up, the flesh separated from

the bones, so speedily did the violence of the

poison dissolve the strufiiure of the body.

Several remedies have been tried to alleviate

this calamity : a deco6lion of the Virginian

Snake-root is considered as the most eifica-

cious
;
and, at the same time, the head of tlie,

reptile, bruised and laid on the part afFc6lcd, is

judged to assist the cure. In general, howe-

ver, it is found to be fatal ; and the Indians,

sensible of this, frequently dip their arrows in

the poison lodged under the fangs of this ve-

nomous creature, when their savage disposi-

tion
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tion prompts them to execute any signal re-

venge on their enemies.

'I'hus far the history of this animal seems

lananimouslv confirmed by naturahsts; but,

with respect to it's fascinating power, and the

slowness or celerity of it's motions, there have

been various opinions. Some describe it's

motion as the swiftest imaginable, asserting

that it's Indian appellation^ Ecacoalt, or the

Wind Serpent, is to be understood of it's won-

derful agility ; others affirm, that it is the

slowest and most shiggrsh of all serpents, and

seldom moves from it's place; and a third

class insist, that thougli it moves slowly on

level ground, it travels among rocks at a pro-

digious rate. Of occasional rapid motion, it

certainly is capable
;
though, reasoning from

analogy, it's general slowness seems probable,

as the viper, which it so nearly resembles, is

remarkable among serpents for it's sluggish

motions.

Bartram, who had frequent opportunities of

seeing Rattle Snakes, in his travels through

the Southern States of America, where they

are
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are the biggest and most numerous, and sup-

posed to be the m.ost venomous and vindiclive,

after observing that they not only kill the

largest animals in a few minutes, but turn the

whole body into corruption, immediately adds^

" vet such is the nature of this dreadful rep-

tile, that it cannot run or creep faster than a

man or child can walk.'^

Most authors have ascribed to the Rattle

Snake, the power of charming it's prey into

it's mouth; which some, however, fiatlv de-

ny. The inhabitants of Am.erica, are said to

have opportunities of observing this fascination

every day i this Snake being often seen bask-

ing at the foot of some tree where birds and

squirrels take up their residence ;. there, coiled

on it'^s tail, with it's jaws extended, and it's

eyes gleaming like fire, It levels it's dreadful

glance at one of the animals above. The lit-

tle vi6lim too plainly perceives the meditated

mischief, and hops from branch to branch witli

a timorous, plaintive sound, wishing to avoid

the enemy, yet incapable of breaking through

the charm : thus it continues, for some time,

it's feeble efforts and complaints, but is still

seen
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seen approaching lower and lower towards the

bottom brandies of the tree
;

till, at last, as

if vanquished by the potency of it's fears, it

jumps from the tree diredlly into the throat

of it's dreaded destroyer.

In order to ascertain the authenticity of this

wonderful quality, a mouse was put into a

large iron cage where a Rattle Snake was

kept, and the efFe6t carefully observed : the

mouse remained motionless at one end of the

cage ; while the Snake continued fixed at the

other, with it's eyes glaring full on the timid

animal, and it's jaws opened to the widest ex-

tent. The mouse, for some little time, ap-

peared eager to escape ; but every efFort served

only to increase it's terrors, and to draw it still

nearer the enemy
;

till, after several inefFe6lual

attempts to destroy the fascination, it was ob-

served to run diredlly into the mouth of the

Snake.

To the above relations, the incredulous op-

pose their apparent improbability ; and assert,

that such a power ascribed to serpents is only

a relic
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a relic of a vulgar error, bv which it v/as sup-

posed that these creatures themselves could be

charmed, at the same time that thev possessed

the power of charming: thev aver, that ani-

mals are so far from running down the throat

of the Rattle Snake when in captivit\', that

the reptile vriii not then eat any thing, but

actually dies for want of subsistence. Thif

scepticism, perhaps, is cnlv an effeCL of that

modern philosophv, which doubts of evers'

thing that cannot be solved by human reason

:

and, where that sort of evidence is not pro-

curable, denies the fact, to discharge the ar-

gument. That there is a particular effluvia

of the eye in man, as well as in irrational

animals, which is capable of a kind of fasci-

nation, h<:s been admitted by many who ab-

jure the marvellous, and are bv no means the

dupes of a blind credulity : mav not the Rattle

Snake, then, possess a qualitv, in a superior

degree, proportioned to it's malignit)', which

is at least sensibly felt in other creatures ?

Dr. Owen gives an account of a singular

method of destroying the Rattle Snake, by

holding
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holding the bruised leaves of Virginian dit-

tany, or wild pennyroyal, fastened at the end

of a cloven stick, to the nose of the animal

;

who, by turning and wriggling, labours hard

to avoid the scent, but is killed by it in less than

half an hour. This is said to have been seen

pra6lisedin 1657, and in the month of July, at

which season of the year the animal is re-

puted to be in the greatest vigour and most

venomous. It is added, that the Rattle

Snake never frequents those spots where this

wild pennyroyal grows; and the do6lor re-

marks, that the strong smell of the broad

leaves of the Virginian dittany, which are very

hot and biting on the tongue, may probably

stop the passages of respiration, in these ani-

mals, or ferment with their blood, so as to

suffocate them.

Bartram offers a much easier expedient,

w^hich he has himself repeatedly tried. " A
stick," he says, " no bigger than a man's

thumb, is sufficient to kill the largest Rattle

Snake at one stroke, either on the head or

across the back.'* Nor, as he informs us, can
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it escape by running ofF, or does it ever at-

lemDt to do so ^vhen attacked.

This traveller obsen-es, that some nations

of the Indians never kill the Rattle Snake, or

anv other serpent
;

alledging, as their reason,

tliat if thev did so, the spirit of the snake

would excite or influence it's living kindred or

relations to revenge the injury or violence done

to it when alive.

The flesh of the Rattle Snake is said to be

much relished, even by Europeans.
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LUNULATED GILTHEAD.

J-N the system of Linnaeus, this fish, which

is a species of the span:?, is denominated

Sparus Lunula A urea inter Oculos. Tiiis ap-

pellation it derives from an arched or sena-

lunar gold-coloured stripe between the eyes,

which resembles a crescent with the horns

pointing towards the head. It is of a broad

figure, compressed on the sides, and bears some

resemblance to the bream. The back is sharp,

and of a dusky green colour; there is usually

a black spot at the upper angle of the cover

of the gills, and a purple one below them ; the

teeth in each jaw are oblong and roundish

;

and the tail is forked. The dorsal fin, Avhich

extends almost the whole length of the back,

consists of twenty-four rays, the pe6loral fi.ns

of seventeen, the ventral of six, and the anal

fin of fourteen.

This fish is one of the pIsces sexatiles, or

fishes which haunt deep waters and bold rocky

shores. It grows frequently to the weight of

marc
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more than ten pounds; and is plentifully

caught, in diiFerent parts of the Mediterra-

nean, daring the summer months.

It feeds principally on shell-fish, which it

comminutes with it's teeth before it swallows

them: and, though the flesh is reckoned ex-

trem.ely coarse, it was much esteemed by the

ancient Romans, when known to have fed on

the Lucrine oyster.

There are, at least, two more species of the

Gilthead ; one called the Red, and the other the

Toothed. The Red Gilthead is in size and

shape very httle different from the Lunulated,

but tlic whole body is of a red' colour: the

Toothed Gilthead has, in the lower jaw, two

rows of slender sharp teeth, and on each side

a slender canine tooth ; the upper jaw has only

a single row; and the colour of the back is

black, the sides are som.ewhat lighter, and the

belly is of a silvery brightness. This species

is in several other respedls very diflcrent from

the Lunulated Gilthead.







BRASILIAN BITTERN.

This species of Bittern, the Ardea Brasilia

ensis of Linn^us, is by BufFon called the

Onore of the Woods. Marcgrave ranges it,

under the general name Soco, with the Herons

:

but, as BufFon observes, it appears to be much

more related to the Qnorcs, and consec^uently

to the Bitterns o

The Brasilian Bittern is a native of South

America, and found in Guiana, as well as in

Brasil ; where it was first seen by Europeans,

and thence obtained it's nam.e of distin6lion.

Marcgrave says, that the neck of this bird

measures a foot ; and that the total length,

from the bill to the tail,, is about tliree feet.

The bill, which is yellowish, is black to--

wards the end; the head, and upper part of

the neck, are ferruginous streaked with black ^

and the feathers on the lower part of the neck

are long and loose like those of the Common
Bittern, the upper parts of them being rust co-

ioured, and the lower white spotted with black..

The
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The back, the coverts of the wings, "and the

secondaries, are barred with black and ferru-

ginous ; the breast and belly are white in the

middle, and barred with black on ths sides
;

the tail is barred with black and white ; and

the legs are of a yellowish brown. BufFoii

notices, as a circumstance uncommon, that

the plumage of this bird is the same on the

breast, the belly, and the sides. .

Though we have few authenticated parti-

culars of it's general habits, they probably

correspond with those of the Common Bittern.

These birds, particularly when young, are

esteemed very excellent food ; . and the Brasi-

lians, who lay in wait for them among the

sedges, where thev prey on frogs and insedis,

as well as feed on vegetables, shoot them in

great numbers.
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ZEBRA.

This beautiful animal is denominated by

Linnaeus, " Equus Zebra, Fasciis Fuscis Ver-

sicolor from which it seems apparent, that he

considered it as of the horse kind: Brisson, on

the contrary, calls it " le Zebre, ou TAne

Raye;" as being, in his opinion, of nearer

affinity to the Ass. In Kolben's Cape of Good
Hope, it is mentioned simply as the Wild Ass

;

while Klein decidedly names it, Equus Ferus

genera suo," the Wild Horse of it's own kind.

Zebra, or some word of similar sound, seems

to be it's general appellation. In Congo, it is

called Zebra, Zevera, and Sebra
; and, accord-

ing to Pyrard, Esvre in Angola.

Pennant considers the Zebra as the most ele-

gant of all quadrupeds ; and Bulfbn, after ex-

pressing the same opinion, says, that it has the

figure and gracefulness of the horse, united

|With the nimbleness of the stag. It is gene-

rally smaller than the horse, and larger than

the
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the ass
;
and, though often compared to these

two animals, under the names of the wild

Korse, and striped ass, it is not a copy of either,

but should rather be considered as their model,

if in nature every species were not alike origi-

nal, and had not an equal right to claim the

honours of creation.

The Zebra, therefore, is neitlier a horse nor

an ass ; for, though often attempted, they were

never known to intermix and produce together

:

nor is it the animal mentioned by the ancients

under the name onager; the onagri, or wild

ass species, being still numerous, and differing

from the domestic asses by those qualities only

which result from freedom and independence.

But neither the onager, nor the fine asses of

Arabia, can be regarded as the origin of the

Zebra species, though they resemble it in figure

and swiicness. None of them exhibit tliat va-

liety of colouring - by which the Zebra is so

eminently distinguished. This beautiful spe-

cies is singular, and very remote from all other

.^J^jjit^,, It also belongs to a different climate

from that of the onager, being only found in

die eastern and soutlicm regions of Africa,

from
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from Ethiopia to the Cape of Good Hope,

and from thence as far as Congo. It exists

not in Europe, Asia, or America, nor in any

of the northern parts of Africa. Those men-

tioned by some voyagers to have been seen in

Brasil, had been transported thither from

Africa ;
others, noticed in Persia and in Tur-

key, had been carried from Ethiopia; and al-

most all which have ever been brought to

Europe, came from the Cape of Good Hope.

This point of Africa is their native cHmate,

where they feed in herds, and are very nu-

merous. Such, however, is their vigilance,

that they never suffer any thing to approach

them ; and their extreme celerity soon renders

vain every hope of pursuit.

This animal, in it*s shape as well as size,

seems to be a nearer resemblance of the mule

than either of the horse or the ass. It*s ears

are shorter than those of the latter, and longer

than the former. It's head is large, it's back

straight, and it's tail tufted at the end, like the

ass; and, like the horse, it's skin is smooth

and close, and it's posteriors are round and

fleshy.

The
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The Zebra is remarkable for the lustrous

smoothness of it's skin; and, in the delicate

regularity of it's particoloured bands or stripes,

it has no parallel. Though the colours of

these stripes som.ewhat vary, from a chesnut

brown to black, and from white to a pale buff or

yellow; they are, generally, in the male white

and brow^n, and in the female white and

black. These beautiful stripes are alternately

disposed, like belts or ribbands, with such re-

gularity and exa6l proportion, that nature has

the semblance of having employed the rule and

the compasses. They are straight, narrow,

parallel, and as nicely separated as those of a

striped silk or stuff. The colours, in fa6l, are

never blended or confused ; but arc uniformly

preserved round the body or limb, without the

smallest difference of hue. The head, body,

thighs, legs, and even the tail and ears, are thus

beautifully streaked; so that, at a little distance,

persons unacquainted with the animal, miglit

suppose that it was dressed out by art, and not

thus admirably attired by nature.

Such is tlie exquisite i)eauty of this animal,

and so exceileatly are all it's parts adapted for

utility
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Utility as well as ornament, that it might seem

peculiarly calculated by nature to gratify the

pride and pleasure of man. But it appears,

to have uniformly evinced a lofty disdain of

servitude; and neither force, stratagem, nor

mildness, have been able materially to abate

the just sense it seems always to entertain of

the conscious dignity of it's native indepen-

dence. The persevering tyranny of man,

however, which has long since subjugated the

horse and tlie -ass—both, probably, when first

taken from the forest, equally ferocious, obsti-

nate and unmanageable—will, in time, it can

hardly be doubted, add this animal to the num-

ber of those which are already obje6ts of his

domestic despotism.

That this has not hitherto been efFe6):ed,

may in some measure be accounted for. In

the countries where these animals most abound,

the human inhabitants appear to be but a few

degrees elevated above the quadruped. The
natives of Angola andCafFraria have no other

idea of advantage to be derived from animals,

than as they are proper for food. Neither the

fine stature of the Arabian courser, nor the

beautiful
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beautiful markings of the Zebra, affording al-

lurements to a race of people, who consider

only the quantity of an animal's fiesh, without

regarding it's conformation. The delicacy of

the Zebra's shape, or the painted elegance of

it's form, are as little esteemed by them, as by

the lion that in like manner makes it his prey.

We may hence reasonably conclude, that the

Zebra has continued wild, because it is the

native of a country where no suitable and

successive efforts have been used to reclaim ir.

The pursuits hitherto diredled against it, have

been more against it's life than it's Hberty:

thus the animal has been taught to consider

man as it's destroyer, not it's protedlor; and

we cannot wonder that it should refuse to yield

obedience where it has so seldom experienced

mercy.

Animals, in general, seem to possess a kind

of instindlive knowledge of their enemies, and

take everv precaution to avoid them. The

deer flies from the lion, and the mouse from

the paws of the cat. The instinct which warns

these and other animals of their danger, may

have prevented the Zebra, with many others,

from
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from submitting to those from whom, while

they had every thing to dread, they had no-

thing to hope.

Should the Cape of Good Hope, which

we have recently taken from the Dutch, con-

tinue in our possession, the period of tliis ani-

mal's being tamed, and rendered serviceable^

may probably not be very distant : and if we
could, by proper care, improve the breed, as

we have done in many other instances, we
might at length acquire a new race of domestic

animals, as large as the horse, and far more

strong, fleet, and beautiful.

The male Zebra, however, in the Royal

Menagerie at Paris, from which BufFon took

his description, could never be entirely con-

quered, notwithstanding all the assiduous ef-

forts made to reclaim him. A groom, indeed,

was sometimes able to mount him, with the

assistance of two other men to hold the reins

:

but such was his extreme fierceness, that the

rider never considered himself safe on his

back; and even the approach of any one

always seemed to render the animal more reso-

lutely
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lutely bent on exhibiting a determined and

most invincible resistance. BufFon adds, that

the Zebra's mouth is extremely hard; his ear

are so sensible, that he flings whenever they

are touched; and, like a vicious horse, he is as

restless and as stubborn as a mule.. But the

wild horse, and the onager, are perhaps equally

untra6lable ; and he thinks it extremely pro-

bable that, if the Zebra were early accustomed

to obedience, and to a domestic state, it would

become equally gentle with the ass and the

horse, and might supply the place of both.

The Zebra, too, presented to our queen,

soon after her arrival in England, and which

was for some years kept in her majesty's sta-

bles near Buckingham House, though taken

young, and treated with the utmost indulgence,,

was extremely vicious and untraftable.

In agreement with these, is the account of"

several Zebras being sent to Brasil, not one of

which could be tam.ed. They would only per-

mit a single person to approach them; and,

though tied up short, and secured with all ima-

ginable care, one of the animals contrived'

to
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to get loose, and adlually bit the groom to

death.

But, if we may credit Dapper, the Portu-

guese so far succeeded, as to tame four Zebras,

which were sent from Africa to Lisbon, and

adlually drew the king's coach; and two arq

( said, by Buffon, to have been received in Hol-

land, for the purpose of drawing that of the

stadthoider. Merolla asserts, that the Zebra,

when tamed, which he speaks of as being very

• common, is not less estimable for swiftness

\' than beauty,

I:

I

Though the Zebra is a native of so hot a

climate, it seems capable of existing in any

country not intensely cold ; and one of these

animals, which was a few years since exhi-

bited in England, would eat bread, meat, and

tobacco, as well as grass or hay.

The female is supposed to bring forth her

young annually, like the horse and the ass

kind, but of this there is no certain testimony.

The voice of the Zebra, however, is unlike

either
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either of those animals, rather resembling the

confused barking of a mastifF dog.

The Zebra is considered as a valuable pre-

sent to the oriental princes ; and a governor

of Batavia, who sent one which he had re-

ceived from Africa, to the Emperor of Japan,

had an equivalent returned to the value of

sixty thousand crowns. Teller also informs

us, that the Great Mogul gave two thousand

ducats for a Zebra ; and it is not uncommon

for the African ambassadors to take with them

some of these beautiful creatures as intro-

dudVory presents to the Grand Seignior.

BuiFon inclines to the opinion, that the fer-

tile mule of Tartary, called the czigithai, is

an animal of the same species with the Zebra.

[ here seems to be no difference between them

but in colour; and the variations -of colour

alone, in hair or feathers, are known to be ex-

tremely slight distindlions, frequently depending

on the nature of the climate. The czigithai

is found in the southern parts of Siberia, in

Thibet, and in Tartarv. Gerbillon remarks,

that
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that the czigithai is common in the country of

the Moojoux and Kakas; that it differs from

the domestic mule^ and that it cannot be

trained to bear burdens. Muller and Gmelin

assure us, that these animals are numerous in

the country of the Tongusians, where they

are hunted Hke other game
;

that, in Siberia,

towards Bonsja, they are very plentiful in dry

seasons ; and that they resemble a bright bay

horse, in figure, size, and colour, except that

they have vefy long ears, and a tail like that

of a cow.

If those travellers who examined the czigi-

thai, had at the same time compared it with the

Zebra, they might probably have discovered a

great number of relative appearances. In the

Petersburgh cabinet, there are stuffed skins of

both animals
;
and, from these, it seems mani-

fest that, though they differ in colour, they

belong to the same or a very neighbouring spe-

cies. Time alone can remove or confirm these

conjevflures: but, as all the other animals of

Africa are likewise found in Asia, if the Zebra

and czigithai should not be of the same spe-

cies,
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cles, the Zebra would form a single exception

to this general rule
;
especially, as the czigithai.

if not the same species with the Zebra, mav

possibly be the Asiatic onager, or wild ass.

Perhaps, concludes BufFon, the horse, the as?,

the Zebra, and the czigithai, belong to th r

same genus, and constitute three or four

ranches of one family, the two first of which

have long been reduced to a domestic state.

We mav, therefore, he adds, presume to hope,

that the two last will likewise be tamed, and

prove a useful acquisition to mankind.
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iHE Wolverene, 'or Ursus Liiscus of. Lin-

naeus, is by most naturalists considered as a

variety of the Glutton. The Linnaean name,

however, certarniy implies -the oipirjion of that

great naturalist to have been,; that k has affinity

to the bear.

•j; The ag€ur.4te 'Edwardsj^/whose figure we
fhive adoj^ted, andi on -whom we.can always

rely, calisi ^heranimal which he has depi6led,

-tile Quickhatch, or Wolverene. BufFon re-

jin^rksj that this animal, which was found

near Hudson's Bay, is probably the same with

the Canadian Carcajou, and tlie European

'Glutton/ So confused, however, are the ac-

counts given by naturalists of the Glutton

—

some resembling it to a badger, some to a fox,

some to a hyaena, and others classing, it with

the weasel kind—that several naturalists, iii

.which number was Ray, have adluaily doubted

of it's existence. Too much incongmity is

certainly
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certainly discernable in BufFon's account of

the Glutton, -for us to adopt hastily all the ideas

of that ingenious naturalist ou this subje6l»

The Wolverene is about double the size of

the fox : it's back is arched ; it*s head is low^

it's legs are short, it's belly almost traiHng on

the ground; and it's tail, which is of a mid«

dling length, is bushy towards the extremity.

It has a black, sharp-pointed visage; and short

round ears, almost lost in the hair. The head,

back, and belly, are covered with reddifh hair

jj

^tipped with black; the sides are of a yellowish

brown hue ; on the throat, there is a white

spot; on the breast, a white crescent; and the

jl fiegs which are thick and strong, are of a

deep black colour.

This animal rests on it's foot as far as the

joint of the leg, like others of the bear kind;

and the tail is covered with long coarse hair,

reddish at the base, and black at the extremitv.

The whole body is cloathed with very long

and thick hair, varying in colour according to

the season of the year.

Though
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Though we conceive that, on the whole,

the Wolverene more resembles the Carcajou

of Canada, than the Glutton, we cannot avoid

thinking them different animals. Yet even

the Glutton, as described by Pontoppidan, in

his Natural History of Norway, seems to

wear the same appearance as the Wolverene.

This author, after observing that the Glutton

which he describes is chiefly confined to the

diocese of Drontheim, remarks that the skin

is so very valuable, that the animal is not shot

<^vith fire-arms, to prevent it's skin from being

damaged ; and that the hair is soft, and of a

black colour, shaded with bfown and yellow,

One general description of habits appears

•to have served all the various naturalists, for

these animals.

The Wolverene, the Glutton, and the Car-

cajou, are indiscriminately charged with the

possession of voracious and insatiable appe-

tites : they are all said to be the vultures of

•quadrupeds ; and to be only prevented from de-

stroying every animal of the forests, by the

slowness
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slowness of their pace. They lurk, however,

behind bushes, and in trees
;
and, suddenly

springing on their prev, fasten on the shoul-

ders of ahorse, an elk, or a stag, and conti-

nue eating a hole into the body of their mi-

serable vi61:im, till the poor animal faints and

sinks with agony and loss of blood. They

.area terror even to the wolf and the bear ; and

the beaver, the sable, and other small animals,

are their ordinary prey. For the latter, they

are said even to visit the traps, without ever

being themselves taken in tl:iem, and thus to

anticipate the human hunters.

After all, we continue to doubt that the

Wolverene, or Quickhatch, is the same ani-

mal as the Glutton, or even as the Carcajou

;

the former Is mentioned but by few naturalists,

the latter have scarcely escaped any.

It may nlso be remarked that, as some na-

turalists describe the Wolverene or Quick-

batch to be often found in Canada, and ^Ame-

rica is the universally acknowledged country

of the Carcajou, whatever affinity ihere may
be
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be between them, it should seem that there

must, of necessity, be some obvious distinc-

tion.

BufFon, however, positively maintains, in

his supplementary remarks, that the American

Carcajou is the same animal with the Euro-

pean Glutton ;
or, at least, that it is a species

very nearly allied to the Glutton : but, he owns

his convi6i:ion, that it is not the same animal

as the Kinkajou, which some naturalists have

imagined, whose opinion he had formerly

adopted. He observes, that Gmelln is the

only writer who seems to think that the Glut-

ton travels into warm countries : but this fa6i:,

he adds, appears very suspicious, if not en-

tirely false. Gmelln, like some other natura-

lists, among whom is Brlsson, has perhaps

confounded the Hyaena of the south, with the

Glutton of the nortli ;
which, though they re-

semble each other in natural dispositions, and

particularly in voraciousness, are very diffe-

rent animals.

To the increase of the fur trade, we chiefly

owe
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owe the improved knowledge w^hich we have

of many animals in the various tribes which

contribute to the supply of that beautiful and

comfortable article of cloathing, and of dress,

during the wi.;ter seasons of our northern

clime ; and, from it's augmentation, we shal

probably derive, in time, more decisive in

•formation on these subjefts.-







BUSTARD,

The Bustard, is in Greek called Otis
; and,

in Latin, Avis Tarda, or the Slow bird: from

which last, the Italian name, Starda, seems

to be derived; and, from that, the old French

term Bistarde, and the English Bustard.

But though the Greeks called it Otis, and:

Aristotle, whose description perfectly agrees

with our Great Bustard, mentions it by this

name in three places, the Latins, deceived pro-

bably by the resemblance of the words, fre-

quently confounded it with the Otus, which is

a no6turnal bird. Pliny, after properly say-

ing, that the bird named Otis by the Greeks,

is called Avis Tarda in Spain, wliich charac-

ter applies to the Great or Common Bustard

;

subjoins, that it's flesh has a rank taste, which
agrees with the Otus, according to Aristotle

and to fad, but has no reference to the Great

Bustard : and this mistake may be the more
easily supposed, since Pliny, in the following

chapter, evidently confounds the Otis with the

Otus^
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Otus; that is, the Great Bustard, with the

Eared Owl.

A long and laborious account is given by

Buffon, of the eiTors into which several dis-

tinguished naturalists have fallen respe(5ling

this bird ; which he denominates, rOutarde.

The Bustard, or Otis Tardis, in the Lin-

nean system, forms a distinct genus of birds,

of the order of Grallae; the distinguishing

charadlers of which are, that the feet have

only three toes each, and those all placed be-

fore ; that the upper mandible of the bill is

arched; that the nostrils are ovated- and that

the tongue is bifid.

The Great, or Common Bustard, is said to

be found in Lybia, in Syria, in Greece, and

in Spain ; in France, in the plains of Poitou

and Champagne ; in the open countries situ-

ated on the east and south of Great Britain,

from Dorsetshire to the Mers and Lothians

in Scotland; in the Netherlands, and Germa-

ny; and in the Ukraine, and Poland, where it

passes, according to Rzacynski, the winter in

the
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the midst of snow. There are, however,

some difFerences in the colours of the plu-

mage, in the bill, &cc.

The Bustard is the largest land bird of Great

Britain. It is much bigger than the turkey;

the male, on an average, weighing above

twenty-five pounds. It's breadth is about nine

feet, and it's length nearly four.

The male has a tuft of feathers, about five

inches long, on each side of the lower mandi-

ble ; the head and neck are cinereous ; the back

is barred transversely with black, bright, and

rust colour; the greater quili feathers are

black ; the belly is white ; the tail, which con-

sists of twenty feathers, is marked with broad

bars of red and black ; and the legs are of a

dusky colour.

The female is about half the size of the

male. The crown of the head is of a deep

orange colour, traversed with black lines, and

the rest of it is brown. The lower part of

the neck before is ash-cololurcd ; but, in other

respecis,
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respe6ls, she resembles the male, except that

the colours of the back and wings are brighter.

Bustards were once far more common in

England than at present ; the increased culti-

vation of the country, and the extreme delicacy

of the flesh, have occasioned great havock with

this species. They are, however, still fre-

quently seen, in flocks of more than fifty, on

the extensive downs of Salisbury Plain ; on

Newmarket and Royston Heaths, in Cam-
bridgeshire ; and on the Dorset uplands. In

these situations, where there are neither woods

nor hedges to screen the sportsman, they en-

joy a kind of indolent security. They feed

on herbs, grain, and every kind of seed. But

their chief food seems to be, those large

worms which, during the milder months,

swarm before sun-rise on the downs, and the

numerous berries which grow among the

heath. In vain does the fowler creep forward

to approach them
;
they have always centinels

placed on proper eminences, which incessantly

keep watch, and warn the flock on the smal-

lest appearance of danger. But though they

cannot be reached by a fowling-piece, they are

sometimes
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sometimes run down by greyhounds. Being

voracious and greedy, they often sacrifice their

safety to their appetites ; and, as they are ge-

nerally very fat, they are unable to fly without

much preparation : when, therefore, the grey-

hounds come within a certain distance, the

Bustards run off, clap their wings, and endea-

vour to jgather under them air enough to rise ;

in the mean time, the dogs are continually

gaining ground, till at last it is too late for

flight. However, notwithstanding the slug-

gishness of their usual pace, they can, wlici?

in danger, run very fast
;
and, once fairly on

the wing, are able to fly several miles without

-resting.

As there are but few places where Bustards

can at once find proper food and security,

they seldom wander above twenty or thirty

miles from home; and, their fbod being re-

plete with moisture, they are enabled to live

on plains, where there are scarcely any springs

of water. Nature, however, as a security

against drought, has furnished the males with

a pouch, the entrance of which lies immedi-

ately under the tongue, and which v>'ill contain

nearly
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nearly seven quarts of water. With this, it

is probable, they supply the hens when sitting,

and the young till they are able to fly.

Like other birds of the poultry kind, Bus-

tards change their mates at the season of in-

cubation, which is about the latter end of

summer. If the number of males and females

be equal, they separate in pairs
;

but, should

the males prove most numerous, they fight till

reduced to an equality. They build their nests

on the ground, by scraping holes in the earth,

and sometimes line them with a little straw or

grass. The hen lays only two eggs, w^hich

are not so large as those of a goose
;
they are

of a pale olive brown, sprinkled with small

dark spots. They are about five weeks in

hatching ; and the young ones run about the

moment they are emancipated from their shells.

Bustards generally live about fifteen years

;

but they cannot be propagated in a domestic

state, as it is impossible to supply them with a

sufficiency of that food in which they princi-

pally delight.
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This fine, large, and beautiful Butterfly, is

a native of the East Indies. It is called the

Cyane
;

or, Zigzag: and the objedl which we

have given, was figured by that ingenious au-

relian, the late Mr. Moses Harris; who in-

forms us that it came from Siam, and that the

expansion of it's \YLngs is full three inches

and three quarters.

From the material differences between, the.

upper and under sides of this butterfly, both

sides are separately delineated, and it.will there-

fore be proper to describe them, as much as

possible, in a similar manner.

ry.

The head, thorax, and abdomen, are of a

dark brown. The ground of the superior

wings is black ; but of an orange brown to-

wards the thorax, with a long dash of light

blue down the long tendon, which is tlie se-

cond from the slip or lower edge. About half

way,
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way, there is a broad, irregular, whitish or

cream-coloured bar, which crosses the wing

to within a quarter of an inch of the fan-

edge. The under wings are of a milky or

cream-coloured white ; having three rows of

black spots crossing the wings from side to

side, parallel to each other, amounting to

about twenty-one in each wing. They are all

bordered with a band of black, which is about

a quarter of an inch broad; ornamented with

a beautiful and very peculiar zigzag line,^

which gives the English appellaiion to this fly.

This zigzag line, taking it's beginning from

the tip or apex of one of the superior wings,

continues all along round the borders of each

pf the four wings, till it reaches the tip of the

other superior wing.

The under side of this Butterflv has a broad

zigzag border, similar to that of the upper,

but a little narrower in the under wing?. The

general ground of the four wings, on this side,

is a sort of cream-colour ; the inferior wing

being spotted similar to the upper side, pretty

large, and crouded near the thorax, where the

ground
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ground is blue, as it is on the table-tendon or

upper edge. The superior wing is ornamented

with black spots or clouds of various forms.

There are four remarkable round or oval ones

near the outward border; and those which

Iseem to croud near the shoulders are orna«

mented with blue and red, which separate or

jjurround them in a manner not easy to be de-

!;cribed. The legs are white; and the thorax

\s of a dark brown, having two black marks

i)n each side.

!
This Butterfly, though sufficiently common,

n difFerent parts of the East Indies, is not very

ften brought to Europe. It is, notwithstand-

ig, well known among aurelians ; and may be

;en in most cabinets of consequence, such as

re have described it. We cannot, however,

oast any knowledge of it's peculiar , habits

;

nd are even uninformed as to it's appearance,

ther in the caterpillar or chrysalis state.

Goldsmith remarks, that the number of But-

rflies is prodigiously great ; and that, though

innsEus has reckoned up above seven hun-

ed and sixty different kinds, the catalogue is

still
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still very incomplete. Every coUedlor, • he*

adds, can here shew undescribed species ; in

general, however, those of the warm climates

are larger and more beautiful than those bred'

at home. Such, indeed, is their extreme beaut*

ty, in the eastern nations, that they form onc'

of the principal ornaments of oriental poetry.
.

I
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LITTLE INDIAN BUFFALO.

The generality of naturalists seem to be

but little acquainted with this species of tlie

Buffalo ; the accuracy of the figure, however,

may be fully relied on, having been originally

published by Edwards, from a drawing com -

municated to him by Sir Hans Sloane

He denominates it the Little Indian Buffalo,

iind describes it as growing to the size of a

calf six months old. It resembles the Englisli

bull in shape; except that it has very short-

horns, and a bunch rising on the back, be-

tween the shoulders, somewhat like that of

the camel.

The nose is broad, flat, and destitute of hair

;

on the lips, or muzzle, there are some loose,

shaggy, straggling hairs; and the hair on the

inside of the nose is whitish. The horns,

which are small, and of a dark colour, appear

but a little way above the rough hair on the

top of the head; and the ears are much longer.
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as well as larger, than the horns,, being of a

flesh colour, and internally destitute of hair.

The body is wholly covered with sleek hair;

that on the head, neck, tail, back, and sides,

being of a blueish colour. The loose skin on

the neck is white ; and the belly is covered

with so small a quantity of lightish hair, that

it shews the flesh colour. The legs are of a

light colour, spotted and marked with black,

and become graduallv whiter towards the feet.

The tuft of hair at the extremity of the tail is

black ; and the hoofs, which are shaped like

those of the cow, are of a dark brown.

Buffon, who has greatly laboured and ex-

panded his account of the Buffalo, under one

general head, comprehending also the Bonasus,

the Urus, the Bison, and the Zebu, considers

this Little Indian Buffalo as the latter animal,

and merely a variety of the common ox. This,

he says, may be easily proved, by simply re-

ferring to the figure of the animal eiven by Be-

lon, Prosper Alpinus, and Edwards, and to his

own description of it. He saw it alive : and

thr conductor told him, that it came from

Afilca, where it was called Zebu ; and that it

was
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was domestic, and used for riding. It is, in-

deed, a very mild, and even a fond animal.

It's figure, though thick and squat, is quite

agreeable ; and such appears to him it's per-

fe6t resemblance of the ox, that he declares it

not within his power to give any better idea

of it, than by remarking that, if a handsome

bull were viewed through a glass which dimi-

nished obje6ts one half, this contradted figure

would be that of the Zebu.

In a minute description of this animal,

made by BufFon^ in 1752, he observes, that

this small ox has a perfedl resemblance to that

of Belon. It's crupper is round, and plumper

than that of the common ox. It is so gentle

and familiar, that it licks the hand like a dog,

and caresses every person who approaches.

It is a very beautiful animal ; and it's intelli-

gence seems to be equal to it's docility. The
owner observed, that it was brought from

Africa, and that it's age was tv/enty-one

months. The distance between the horns

was little more than four inches : they were

one foot two inches in length; and six inches

in circumference at the base
; and, at half an

inch
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inch from the points, only an inch and a

half. They are of the ordinary colour of

horn ; and black near the extremities, which

ir^ one foot seven inches distant from each

other. The bunch, consisting entirely of

fiesh, is seven inches in perpendicular height
;

the hair which covers it being blackish, and

an inch and a half lonor. The tail to the end

of the vertebrss is little more than two feet in

length
;
but, including the hair which hangs

down to the ground, it is two feet ten inches

and a half. The longer hairs of the tail mea-

^are one foot three inches ; the testicles are a

foot and half distant from the anus ; and it

has four paps, situate like those of the bull.

To this we may add the description given

bv Belon; with which, BufFon observes, his

'-. A n very well corresponds.

Eelon says, it is thick, fat, smootli. and

-vcli shaped. It is old, though it's body is not

. 0 large as that of a stag : but it is more squav,

iud thicker than a roebuck; and so neat and

compa6t in all it's members, that it is extreme-

ly a'^rceable to behold. It's feet resemble

tho:-:

V.
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those of the ox, and it's legs are short and

squat ; it's neck is thick and short, and the

! dewlap very small. It has the head of an

OX) and the horns rise from a bone on the

top of the head : these are black ; much

notched, like those of the gazelle or Barbary

antelope ; and formed like a crescent. It has

ihe ears of a cow ; it's shoulders are plump,

ind a little elevated ; and it's tail is long, and

:overed with black hair. It has the appear-

mcc of an ox, only it is not so tall. Belon

jdds, that this small ox was brought to Cairo

jrom Azamia, a province of Asia, and that it

5 also found in Africa.

Prosper Alpinus, who describes this animal,

nd gives a figure of it, as well as Belon,

!Lys that it is found in Egypt.

I Mis description, BuiTun observes, agrees

ith his ow^n, as well as with that of Belon.

he only differences between the three, are in

e colour of the horns and the hair. The
sbu of Belon was ^^ellow on the belly,

own on the back, and had black horns;

at of Prosper Alpinus was red, marked with

small
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small spots, with horns of the crdinarv colour;

and BufFon's was of a pale yellow, almost

black on the back, with horns of the same

colour as those of the common ox. In the

figures of Belon, and Prosper Alpinus, the

bunch on the back is not sufficiently marked.

The opposite error, BufFon asserts, takes

place in the figure which Mr. Edwards has

given of this animal.

Besides, he ventures to add, the figure is in-

compleat ; for it seems to have been drawn

from a very young animal, whose horns were

onlv beginning to shoot. It came, Mr. Ed-

wards savs, from the East Indies, where these

small oxen are used as we use horses. From

all these hints, and likewise from the varieties

in the colour, and the natural mildness of this

animal, it is apparent, Buffon concludes, that

it belongs to the bunched race of oxen, and

has derived it's origin from a domestic state.

After this article was published bv BufFon,

a Zebu having been brought to the Royal Me-

nagerie, he gives what he calls a more perfe(9

description ,:
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description ; from which, notwithstanding his

former suggestion as to the youth of the Little

Indian Buffalo of Edwards, our ingenious

countryman appears to have been perfedtly

right.

This is Buffon's new description—The Ze-

bu was not larger than a calf of nine weeks

old. We knew it, however, to be an aduh,

and at least seven or eight years of age, by in-

spe6tion of it's teeth. It arrived at the mena-

gerie of Versailles in August 1761, and it's

horns were then as large as they are now in

the year 1763. They are five inches three

lines long, and four inches three lines in cir-

cumference at the base. They are black at the

points, and in every other respeft resemble

those of the common ox. It has a bunch on

the withers four inches and a half high, and

it's circumference at the base is sixteen inches.

In other respedts, it differs not in figure from

our ox ; except that its legs and feet are pro-

portionably smaller, and it's ears larger..

The tuft of hair above the coronet is black

;

the legs and upper part of the tail are yellow-

ish;
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ish ; the under part, and the long hairs at the

point of the tail, are white, and a foot in

length; and the rest of the body is variegated

vith black and brown spots of different di-

mensions, and slightly tinged ^vith a reddish

colour.

Buffon adds, that he had learned, from

fresh enquiries, that the Zebu is probably the

same animal which is called the Lant, or Dant,

in Numidia, and several other northern pro-

vinces of Africa, where it is very common;
and that the name Dant, which solely pertains

to this animal, has been transported from

Africa to America, and given to an animal

which has no resemblance to the former but

in the size of it's bodv, and belongs to a very

different species. This American Dam is, in

fa6l, he says, the Tapir, or the Maipouri

;

and the African Dant alone, which he consi-

ders as our Zebu, the Little Indian Buffalo of

Edwards.







BLACK-CAPPED LORY.
~

The name Lory, BufFon remarks, has been

, applied, in the East Indies, to a family of par-

rots, whose cry resembles the sound of the

word Lori. They are hardly distinguished

from the rest of the genus, except by their

plumage, which is chiefly red. The bill is

I

also smaller, and less hooked, but sharper,

I than that of any other Parrot. The aspe6l of

the Lory is lively, it's voice is shrill, and it's

motions are quick. It is, accordlng'to Edwards,

j the most nimble of all the Parrots ; and is, in

fail:, the only one that can leap to the height

of a foot. It is easily taught to whistle, as

well as to articulate words ; soon grows tame

;

and, what is uncommon in all animals, retains

it's chearfulness in captivity. This bird,

which is In general very delicate, and- difficult

to transport, seldom lives long in the tempe-

rate climates of Europe.. Even in it's native

regions, it is subjedt to epileptic fits, like the

Maccaw and other Parrots ; at least, when in

a. domesticated state. Sonncrai, in his Voy-

age
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age a la Nouvelie Guinee, observes that orni-

thologists have improperly discriminated the

different species of the Lory, by the epithets

of the Philippine, the East-Indian, the Chi-

nese, 6cc. These birds, he maintains, inhabit

only the Moluccas, and New Guinea ; from

whence, wherever they may be found, he is

persuaded that they must have been originally

carried. Of still greater impropriety are those

guilty, who rank some species of the Lorv as

natives of America, since none exist in that

quarter of the globe; and if travellers have

seen a few individuals, they have been intro-

duced from the Asiatic islands. He adds, that

the Lories in one island, he constantly found,

were of a different species from those in ano-

ther, though at a short distance only. A si-

milar observation has been m.ade respecting

tlie islands of the West Indies,

The Black-Capped Lory, or Psirtacus Lory

of Linnffius, is a very beautiful bird. Brisscn

calls it the Lorius Philippensis, or Lory of the

Philippine Islands.

This specie?, which is about tlie size of the

turtle-
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turtle-dove, and is a native of the East Indies,

has an orange-coloured bill. At the base of

the upper chap there is a dusky flesh-coloured

skin ; and the eyes are encircled with a bright

gold-coloured iris, beyond which there is a

bare skin of an obscure flesh-colour. The
crown of the head is covered with black fea-

thers, those on the hinder part having a blue-

ish cast: the other parts of the head, the neck,

back^ rump, the covert feathers above the tail,

the breast, and the upper part of the thighs,

are of a bright scarlet hue
;
except a space be-

hind, between the neck and the back, which

has a small admixture of red, and another on

the lower part of the breast also mottled with

red. The belly, the lower parts of the thighs,

and the coverts beneath the tail, are of a fine

blue colour ; and the upper part of the tail is

also blue, except that the central feathers have

somewhat of a blackish tinge. The inner

webs of the tail feathers are yellowish; tlie

upper sides of the wings are green ; and some

of the middle feathers are yellow on the bor-

ders of their webs. The inner webs of the

quills are of a beautiful yellow hue : except

at the tips, where they are dusky; and the co-

vrrt
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vert feathers on the insides of the wings,

which are red with a slight admixture of

yellow.

Buffon denominates this bird the Tricolor

Lory ; an epithet which he has been induced to

give it, from the fine red, azure, and green,

which are disposed in large spots on the plu-

mage. The bird is nearly ten inches long ; and

few, he thinks, are so beautiful, as well from

the brilliancy of the colours as their elegant

contrast.

Edwards, who saw it alive, says that it

whistled pleasantly, and pronounced several

words distinctly
;
and, leaping briskly on it's

roost, or even the finger, it called with a clear

voice—" Lory! Lory!" It played with the

hand ; and ran after any one, hopping like a

sparrow. This charming bird, however, lived

but a few months in England.

The Lory is considere ^ by naturalists in

general, as conneCling the chain of Parrots,

from the Maccaw, the largest of the tribe, to

the Parror|UCt, which is the smallest ; but to

this
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tliis there seems an objecSbion, which has not

hitherto been remarked, since there are several

Parroquet Lories, enumerated by BiiiFon^

which bear the same affinity, in every thing

but size, to the Lory in general, as the com-

mon Parroquet does to the Parrot properly so

called, which is less than the Maccaw and

larger than the Lory.

It is not a little remarkable, that Goldsmith,

in speaking of the various classes of Parrots,

barely mentions the Lory, and what he does

say seems unaccountably absurd. These are

his words

—

The large kind, which are of the size of

a raven, are called Maccaws; the next size

are simply called Parrots; those which are en-

tirely white, are called Lories ; and the lesser

size of all are called Parakeets."

This is all the account—we cannot say, the

information—which Goldsmith affords us re-

spe6iing the Lory, which is considered, as by

far the most valuable of all the several descrip-

tions of the Parrot tribe: ten reals being a

common
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common price in the East Indies, for a single

bird of this class, called the Noira Lor^^, by

Buffon; and which the natives of Ternate,

Ceram, and Java, where it is found, as well as

theDutch and Portuguese, call simply the Noi-

ra. In the narrative of the first voyage from

Holland to Java, it is said that several of these

beautiful birds, w'hich the Dutch were endea-

vouring to bring home, all died during-the pas-

sage : in the second vovage, however, one was

carried to Amsterdam
;
and, since that tim.e,

BufFon tells us, they have continued to be oc-

casionally imported. He adds, that this bird

shews strong attachment, and even afFeclion,

to it's master : it caresses him with it's bill,

and strokes his hair with surprising gentleness

and address; but, at the same time, expresses

an aversion to strangers, and bites them wi:h

much apparent rancour.
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IHE Gurnard, or Trigla of Linnceus, is a

g€nus of marine fish, consisting of several

species: particularly, that esteemed food, cele-

brated by 3hakspeare, the Grey Gurnard, or

Trigla Gurnardus of Linnsus, which is the

most common, and frequently found in the

British seas ; the Red Gurnard, or Trigla Cu-

cuius of Linnaeus, called also the Rocket, and

agreeing with the tub-fish in it's general ap-

pearance; and the Sapphirine Gurnard, or

Trigla Hirundo of Linnaeus.

To all that were then known of these spe-

cies, the Latins gave the general name of Cii-

culus, from the supposed imitation which the

sound issued by this fish bears to the voice of

the Cuckcw ; and it is probable that, from a

different idea of that sound, which to the ears

of our ancestors, as well as ourselves, seemed,

and still seems, more of a grunting noise, like

that of a pig, than the distin6l articulation of

a cuckow, it has obtained the English appella-

tion of the Gurnard.

Of
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Of the Gurnard, in general} the distinguish-

ing charafters are, that the nose slopes, the

head is covered with strong bony plates ; there

are seven branchiostegoiis rays ; and three slen-

der appendages at the base of the pedtoral fins.

The Sapphirine Gurnard, deuncated in th©

annexed figure, is frequently caugh: on the

Cornish coast, and some other pares of the

British seas. It is particularly beautiful ; and

has, certainly, some not very remote resem-

blance, when swimming, to the swallow in tlie

ztt of flying ; to which circumstance it is ob-

viously indebted for it's Linnaean name. This

fish is distinguished from cvcrv other species

of Gurnards, by the breadth and colour of the

pectoral fins, w^hich are very broad and long,

and of a pale green hue, most beautifully spot-

ted and edged with a rich deep blue. The dor-

sal fins are lodged between iwo rays of spines

of a serrated form ; the back is of a greenish

cast ; the lateral line is rough ; the sides are

tinged with red ; the body is white ; and the

eves, the pupils of which arc green, have two

small spines on the inner corner of each.
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WILD BOAR.

The Hog, the Hog of Slam, and the Wild

Boar, are joined by BufFon, in one single de-

scription : because, as he observes, they form

but a single species ; the Wild Boar being the

original, and the other two the same animal

in a domestic state.

These animals are remarkably singular.

Their species is solitary, and detached : it is

approached not by any neighbouring species

which, like that of the horse and ass, and of -

the sheep and goat, may be regarded as prin-

cipal or as accessory; neither is it subjedl to

a variety of races, like that of the dog. It

participates of several species, but essentially

differs from the wdiole. Let those, says Baf •

fon, who wish to limit the immensity of Na-

ture to the contra6led views of imperfect sys-

tems, attend to this animal, and they will dis-

cover that it eludes all their methodical ar-

rangements.

It's feet, which are cloven hoofed, have not

only no resemblance to the whole hoofed

tribes^
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tribes, but they a6lually do not resemble the

cloven hoofed animals : because, though the

hog appears to have two toes only, it has four

concealed within. It has no resemblance to

the digitated quadrupeds : because it walks on

two toes only ; and the other two are neither

so situated, nor so far extended, as to serre

the purposes of walking. Cloven footed ani-

mals have horns, and no cutting teeth in the

upper jaw; they have four stomachs, chew

the cud, &c. but the Hog has no horns, only

one stomach, does not ruminate, and has cut-

ting teeth both above and below. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that it belongs neither to the

gen as of whole hoofed, nor to that of cloven

hoofed, animals. As little pretention has it to

be ranked v/ith the digitated quadrupeds : for

it differs from them, not only in the extremity

of it's foot; but, still more, in it's teeth, sto-

mach, intestines, internal parts of generation,

&c. So that, in some respedts, it forms the

link between the whole hoofed and cloven

footed animals
; and, in others, between the

cloven footed and digitated animals. In the

number and arranG:ement of it's teeth, it dif-

fers less from the whole hoofed quadrupeds,

than
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than from the other khids: it resembles them,

too, in the prolongation of the jaws, as well

as in having but a single large stomach ;
yetj

by an attached appendage to this stomach, as

well as by the position of the intestines, it

seems to approach the cloven footed or rumi-

nating race, and it likewise resembles them in

the external parts of generation. At the same

time, in the form of it's legs, in the habit of

it's body, and in the number of it's progeny,

it resembles the digitated quadrupeds. It also

affords a kind of exception to two general

laws of nature : one, that the larger the ani-

mals, the less they are prolific ; the other, that

digitated animals are the most fertile. Though
of a size far beyond mediocrity, it is well

known to produce more than other quadrupeds.

In short, the Hog seems to be of an equi-

vocal nature
;

or, rather, it appears so to

those who mistake the hypothetical arrange-

ment of their own ideas for the common or-

der of Nature, and only perceive, in the infinite

chain of being, some conspicuous points, to

which they would refer every naturLd pliaeno-

menon.

The
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The fat forms another peculiarity. It is

not intermixed with the flesh, as in the human

body, the dog, the horse, and other animals

which have no suet; nor is it, like the suet

of the deer, goat, sheep, Sec. placed at the ex-

tremities of the flesh: for the lard of the Hog
covers the whole animal, in the form of a

thick, distin6l, and continued stratum, be-

tween the flesh and the skin ; a phenomenon

observable only in the whale and other ceta-

ceous animals. What is still more singular,

it never sheds it's fore-teeth, which always

continue to grow. Besides twenty-eight grind-

ders, it has six cutting teeth in the under jaw,

and a corresponding number in the upper : but,

by an irregularity, of which there is not in

nature another example, the figure of the six

teeth in the under jaw is different' from those

in the upper; for, instead of being sharp and

cutting, they are long, cylindrical, blunt at the

points, and form nearly a right angle with

those of the upper jaw, so that their extremi-

ties apply to each other in a very oblique

manner. Tusks are peculiar to the Hog and

a few other animals : they differ from other

canine teeth, by extending out of the mouth, and

CO ntlnuing
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continuing to grow as long as the animal lives^

which is sometimes twenty-five years. In the;

clephant and sea-cow, they are cylindrical,

and placed in the upper jaw only
;
but, in the;

Wild Boar and Hog, they are flat, and arm

both jaws : those in the under being the most

formidable, and chiefly used by the Wild Boar

to wound it's assailants. The tusks of the

"Wild Boar, are larger than those of the do-

mestic Hog, being sometimes ten inches in

length i it's head is also longer, and it's snout

has more strength : it's feet, too, are larger,

and it's toes more separated. The Wild Boar

is always black ; or rather, perhaps, of an

iron grey, inclining to black.

The Hog is considered as the rudest and

most brutal of quadrupeds^ it is, in fa6l, a

compleat pidture of sensuality ! All it's ha-

bits are gross ; all it's appetites impure : all

it's sensations confined to a furious lust, and

a brutal gluttony. It devours, indiscriminate-

ly, every thing that comes in it's way ; fre-

quently, even it's own progeny, the moment
after their birth: yet, it is remarkable, it

never attacks or devours other living animals.

The
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The rudeness of the hair, hardness of the skin,

and thickness of the fat, render it little sen-

sible of slight blows
;
and, BufFon says, it has

even been known to have had mice lodged on

it's back, and devour it's skin and fat, without

discovering any mark of sensibility. It's other

senses, however, are extremely acute. The
Wild Boar hears and smells at so great a dis-

tance, that the hunters are obliged to watch

it in silence during the night, and place them-

selves opposite the wind to prevent it's smelling

them.

The Wild Boar, till it lias passed the third

year, follows the sow, and lives in a common
herd, which unite their forces against the

wolf and other enemies. But it no sooner ar-

rives at a state of maturity, than it becomes

conscious of it's own strength, and traverses

the forest undaunted and alone. It has, then,

no apprehensions from any single enemv ; and

disdains to fly even from man himself.

The female, in the wild state, produces but

once a year, generally in May or June. In

the rutting season, which is January or Febru-

ary,
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ary, the male follows the female, and remains

with her about thirty days in the thickest and

most soHtary retreats of the forest. He is

then most ferocious ; and, if another male en-

deavours to occupy his place, becomes per-

fe£^ly furious : they fight, and not unfrequently

kill each other. The sow never rages, ex-

cept when her young are attacked: and, in ge-

neral, it may be remarked, that the males of

most wild animals during the rutting season,

and the females after they bring forth, become

more or less savag-e.o

Hunting the Wild Boar was formerly a very

favourite diversion even in England. The
animal flies slowly; and, frequently turning,

defends itself against the dogs, and often kills

many of them. The snout of an old Wild

Boar is the only part which is esteemed : but

the ancients castrated the young Boars, when
they could contrive to take them from their

mothers
;
and, returning them to the forests,

they grew fat, and made far better pork than

that of the domestic Hog.

These animals, though very numerous, and

diffused over Europe, Asia, and Africa, existed

not
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not in America, Buffon says, till they were

transported thither, and to most of the Ameri-

can islands, by the Spaniards. These, in many
places, have so multiplied, as to become wild.

The Mahometans, like the Jews, consider

swines flesh as unclean ; but the Chinese, who
are extremely fond of pork, rear Hogs in nu-

merous herds, and the flesh is their com^nonest

food. The Chinese Hogs, as well as those of

Siam and India, differ from the common kind ;

chiefly, however, in being smaller, having

shorter leg?, and affording a whiter and more

delicate flesh. They are by no means uncom-

mon in Europe ; and will intermix and pro-

duce with the domestic Hog. The Hog of

Siam has a greater resemblance to the Com-
mon Hog than to the Wild Boar.

Bi\ffon observes, that the ears furnish the

most evident mark of degeneration ; for they

become more supple, soft, inclined, or pendu-

lous, in proportion as the animal is altered, or

softened, by education, in a domestic state,

from the Wild Boar, which must be regarded

as the model of the species.
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This bird, is the Vultiir Papa of Linnsus ;

the Viiltur Monachus of Klein j the Cozca-

coauhtli of Ray; the Queen of the Aurae

of Willughby; and the Rex Vulturum, or

King of the Vultures, of Brisson, Edwards,

BufFon, and most other naturalists. The lat-

ter takes notice, that Edwards, who had seen

several of the birds in London, has given an

excellent figure, and a corre6l description.

BufFon, who has colle6led the remarks of

the different authors relative to the nature and

stru6lure of this bird, as well as given his

own observations, begins with asserting that

it is an undoubted Vulture ; it's head and neck

being naked, which is the most discriminating

character of the genus.

It is not, however, so large; the extreme

length of the body never exceeding two feet two

or three inches, and it's circumference about

that of the female turkey. It's w-ings, com-

pared
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pared with those of the other Vultures, are

shorter; and it's bill is thick and short, and be-

gins it's curvature only at the point. The bill

is sometimes entirely red ; at others, red only at

the extremities, and black in the centre. The
cere, which is of an orange colour, is broad,

and stretches from each side to the crown of

the Iicad. In this cere, the nostrils are placed:

they are of an oblong shape
;

and, between

them, the skin projedis like a loose jagged

comb^ falling on eitlier side, according to the

motion of the head. The eyes are surround-

ed By a scarlet skin, and the iris has the colour

and lustre of pearl. I he head and neck are

naked of feathers ; the crown being covered

with a flesh-coloured skin, which is of a live-

ly red behind, and' a darker before. Below

the hinder part of the head, there rises a .^mail

tuft of down ; from whicil, on each side, un-

der the throat, a wrinkled skin extends, of a

brownish colour, mixed with blue and red near

it's termination, the whole being marked with

small lines of black down. The cheeks, or

sides of the head, are clothed with a similar

black down ; and, between the bill and the

eyes, behind the insertion of the mandibles,

there
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there is a brown purple spot. On each side

of the iipper part of the arch . of the neck, is a

small longitudinal line of black ,dow,n, the

space between the two being of a dirty yellow

coloitr; Tlie sides of the arch of the neck are

red ; passing, -in the descent, by insensible

shades, into a yellow. Under the naked part

of the neck, there is a collar, or ruff, com^

pjpsfid of longish soft feathers of a deep ash-

colour : this collar, which entirely surrounds

the .?ieck, and descends on the breast,, is so

broad that, when the bird contra(5ls itself, it

can conceal the neck and part of the head, in

the manner of a cowl ; to which circumstance

it owes it's denomination of Mouachus, or

Monk, given to it by Klein and some other

naturalists. The feathers on the breast, the

belly, the thighs, the legs, and the under sur-

face of the tail, are white, slightly tinged with

yellow: those of the rump, and the upper

surface of the tail, are observed greatly.to vary;

being black in some, and in others white. The
other feathers of the tail are constantly black .

the great feathers of the wings are also black,

but commonly edged with grey.. The feci

->A)tc, in some, of a dull white, or yellowish,

'
'*

" and
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and the nails blackish ; in others, the feet and

nails are both reddish. The nails are very

short, and but slightly curved.

This bird, BuiFon says, is a native of South

America; and not of the East Indies, as some

authors have asserted. He observes that, in

his extensive search among the works of tra-

vellers, he has not discovered the smallest in-

dication of the King of the Vultures, among

the birds of Africa and Asia. He concludes,

therefore, that it is peculiar to. the southern

regions of the new continent, and is not

found in the old. It may, he adds, be ob-

jedled that, as the Ouroutaran, or Eagle of

Brasil, frequents both the African, and Ameri-

can shores, which he admits it does, the King

of the Vultures may enjoy the same extensive

range. But, though Fernandez says that this

bird rises to a great height, holding it's wings

much extended
;
and, that it's flight is so vi-r

gorous that it withstands the most furious

winds; BufFon thinks it probablv unequal to

the journey: remarking that, in general, the

Eagles fly better than the Vultures. Besides,

he concludes, this bird is delicately sensible of

cold

;
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cold; and, therefore, could not pass by the

north. At all events, he expresses his cer-

tainty, that the King of the Vultures is con-

fined to it's natal region, and haunts the tracts

between Brasii and New Spain.

Edwards tells us, that the person -who

shewed these birds in London, assured him

that they came from the East Indies ; notwith-

standing which, he supposed them to be

American.

The King of the Vultures, is said to attack

onlyweak victims. It feeds on rats, lizards,

and serpents; and will devour the dung of

animals, and even human excrement. It has,

accordingly, a very disgusting smell ; and it's

flesh is so rank, that even the savages will not

eat it.

- The common notion, that Vultures never

prey on any living animals, is a vulgar error.

It is true that they want the bold and vigorous

ch'ara6ter of the eagle, and are of a mean
aiid filthy nature : confining their depreda-

tions to such animals only as are easily mas-

.
"'i ' tered
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tered, and feeding voraciously on dead car-

cases of every .description, however putrid.

'Of this -very disgusting tribe, the King is

Iby far the most beautiful; and tlie figure

'-which we have given is precisely that of Ed-

wards, so highly praised by BufFon.
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INDIAN SEA-CRAB.

This curious and beautiful species of the

Crab is found on the coast of the oriental

seas ; from which circumstance it derives it's

appellation of the Indian^ or East Indian, Sea

Crab.

It is mentioned, and has been delineated, by

several naturalists;- chiefly on account of it's

singularity and beauty ; none, however, have

given any particulars of it's habits, which^

may therefore be supposed similar to those of

the ordinary species.

It is described as being about a span Ibng,-

and of a very singular colour. The shell, in

genera] is speckled with yellow spots, except

where three purple ones appear inclosed by a'

circle of white.

The claws, next the body,- are yellowish ;

they are white in the middle; and, at the ex-

tremities, they are of a deep purple.

The
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The eyes projedl ia a remarkable manner^

to the distance of an inch from the head.

There is sornething extremely pleasing in

the colour and general appearance of this

Crab; which is said to be a very dehcate food,

and much relished by Europeans.
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AFRICAN TORTOISE.

In the Linnaean system, the Tortoise forms a

distin£l genus of animals of the class of am-

phibia, and order of reptiles ; the charadlers

of which are—that the body has four feet, is

defended by a thick crust, and furnished with

a tail, and the naked mandibles a;re without

teeth. Of this genus, Linnaeus enumerates

fifteen species. ... .

Ida tiiu ii:>

It has been customary to divide Tortoises

into two classes; those which live on land,

and those which subsist in the water. Use

has also made a distin6tion in the name: the

former being called, the Tortoise, or Land

Tortoise, and the latter, the Turtle, or Sea

Turtle.

Seba, however, has satisfadorily demon-
strated, that the Land Tortoise will live in

the water, and that the Sea Tortoise, or Tur-^

tie, can exist on the laud
; consetjuently, that

they are both, ampliibious,. though their gene-

ral
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ral habits are resped^ively most prone to the

situations from \vhence they derive their po-

pular names of distm6tion.

In their external form they all pretty much-

resemble each other ; their outward covering

being composed of two great shells, the one

laid on the other, and only touching at the

edges: when, however, we come to inspect

them closer, we find the upper shell to he com-

posed of no less than thirteen pieces, laid flat

on the ribs, like the tiles of a house, by

which the shell is kept arched and supported.

The shells, both above and below, which to an

inattentive observer seeni only each a single

piece, are in reality bound together at the

edc^es by very strong and hard ligaments, pre-

serving some small share of motion, .At the

opposite edges of this vaulted body, there are

two holes : one, for a very small head, shoul-

ders, and arms, to peep through; the other,

for the feet and the tail From these shells

the anirrial is never disengaged
;
and, as the

head, tailj and legs, can be almost wholly

troriceaTc9 at pleasure, they afford it, in gene-

r;i], a secure defence, against every species

of
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of destroyer, except that which is self-named

Euman.

The Land Tortoise, from it*s habits, making_

most use of it*s feet in walking, is much nim-

bler on land than the Sea Turtle. The Tor-

toise, when thrown on it's back, by rocking

and balancing it's body like the motion of an

infant rocked in a cradle, at length turns itself

again on it's belly; but the Turtle, once

turned, remains without the power of recoverr

ing itself, or ever moving from the spot. It

is remarkable that the brain of the, Tortoise,

though small, is three times as large as that of

the Turtle; yet the latter animal has been

known to weigh more than eight hundred

weight, while the former is only, ia general,

from a single foot to five feet ia length, mea-

suring from the end of the snout to the extre-

mity of the tail, and from five inches to a foot

and a half across the back.

. The Tortoise lives chiefly in holes dug in

the tnountains, or near marshy lakes. It has

a small head, somewhat resembling that of a

:«er|)eot; the ?ye isr witl^QWt any ypp^x lid, the
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under lid serving to cover and preserve that

organ; and, instead of teeth, it has only two

bony ridges hard and serrated, which serve to

gather and grind it's food. Such is the

amazing strength of the jaw^s, that it is im-

possible to open them when they have once

fastened: even though the head be cut off,

they still keep their hold; and the muscles,

in death itself, preserve a tenacious rigidity.

This animal, therefore, though of a peace-

able nature, and subsisting almost wholly on

vegetables, is by no means ill equipped for war

;

more especially as it seems endued almost with

immortality. Goldsmith says, *' nothing can

kill it;" but he was a poet, and must not be

understood literally. He adds, *' the depriving

it of one of it's members is but a slight injury:

it will live, though deprived of the brain; it

will live, though deprived of it's head.'*

Rhedi, in pradlising some experiments on

vital motion, made a large opening in the

skull of a Tortoise, washed the cavity so as

not to leave the miuutest part remaining, and

then set ilic animal at liberty, which walked

away
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away without seeming to have received the

smallest injury; except that, indeed, the ani-

mal shut it*s eyes, and never—he finds it ne-

cessary to add—again opened them ! The hole

was soon afterwards seen to close
; and, in

three days, there was a compleat skin covering

the wound. In this manner, for six months,

the Tortoise lived without any brain
; walking

about with apparent unconpern, and moving

it*s limbs as before the cruel operation. But

the Italian philosopher had the barbarity to

push still farther his experiments. In short, he

cut off the head
;
which, for more than a quar-

ter of an hour, continued to rattle the jaws

like a pair of castanets, and the animal, even

then, survived twenty-three days. Of it's

sufferings, what conception can be formed,

when we consider that they were sufficient to

destroy a creature capable of bearing so

much !

Such is the longevity of the Tortoise, that

it is known commonly to live more than eighty

years ; and there was one kept in the garden

of the archiepiscopal palace at Lambeth,

which was remembered above a hundred and

seventy.
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seventy. This animal was at last killed by

the severity of a frost, from which it had not

sufficieudy defended itself in it's usual winter

Tetreat, a heap of sand at the bottom of the

garden.

From the smallness of it's brain, and the

slowness of it's motion, it obviously appears

to be a torpid, heavy animal, requiring rest and

sleep. In fa6t, it reposes during the winter

;

and, at that season, when it's food is no longer

found in plenty, happily becomes insensible to

the want. It sometimes buries itself two or

three feet in the earth, having first providently

stored it's hole with moss, grass, and leaves.

' Like the bat, mole, serpent, and lizard, it is

awakened from it's dormant state by the ge •

nial return of spring ; and, in a few weeks,

begins to transmit it's posterity, when the pro-

creative a£l: is said to continue near a months

The eggs are contained in the ovary, above

the bladder, which is extremely large i and,

before their exclusion, they are round and

naked, with some red spots. When they are

laid, however, they have an oval (qrm, being

-^'-^^ V ^1? n£iij
, ij.iODi smaller
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smaller and longer than those of the domestic

hen. Swammerdam, on comparing the size

of the eggs, with the diameter of the passage

through which they are protruded, was of

opinion that the bones separated for the pur-

pose, and again closed : but it seems more

probable that the eggs give way on the occa-

sion. All the eggs have a yolk and a white;

but the shell is like those soft eggs which hens

occasionally drop before their time. TheshelU

however, is much thicker, as well as stronger,

and is longer coming to maturity prior to ix'^^s.

exclusion.

Though the Turtle is well known to lay

from a hundred and fifty to two hundred eggs

in a season, the Tortoise, from the scarceness

of the animal, is suppovsed not to produce any

great number. The female, when ready to

lay, scratches a slight cavity in the earth, ge-

nerally in a smmy situation ; there depositing^

her eggs, and covering them with grass and

leaves, she abandons them to be hatched by

the, warmth of the season.. Tlie young ge-

nerally appear in about twenty^six dayj; ^ r^nd

they no sooner <juit the eggs, than tliey seek

therr
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their food untaught. The shell, with which

they ar€ from the first covered, expands and

grows larger with age ; being composed of a

variety of pieces, all capable of extension at

their sutures, so that the shell admits of in-

crease in every dire6tion. Thus the covering

of the Tortoise grows larger, as the internal

parts expand ; resembling, in some measure,

the growth of the human skull, which is com-

posed of a number of bones, increasing in size

proportionably to the quantity of brain.

Though the Tortoise, in a domestic state,

will eat almost any thing, it prefers fruits,

leaves, corn, bran, or grass; and is said sel-

dom to prey even on snails, worms, or insedh,

except when other food is scarce. It is, how-

ever, kept frequently in gardens , for the ex-

press purpose of devouring these animals

;

and, in warm climates, is reputed to be a great

destroyer of bugs. It is by no means uncom-

mon for children to get on the back of a

Tortoise; and, such is it*s sti-ength, that it

never seems overloaded, but moves off with

it's burden to where it expedls to be fed, though

it can seldom be induced to proceed farther.

The
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The African Tortoise, which is the figure

we have deHneated, was kept many years in

the garden belonging to the College of Phyfi-

cians, London.

It is the Testudo Pusilla of LinnSfeus, and

was imported from Santa Cruzj in West Bar-

baryi

This species is thus accutately described by

the ingenious Edwards

—

' The irides are of a reddish hazel colour
;

the lips are hard and corneous ; the head is

covered with yellowish scales ; the neck, hin~

der legs, and tail, are covered with a flexible

skin. of a dull flesh-colour; and the fore legs,

which are partly exposed when the head is

drawn in, have yellow scales on their outfides.

The shell is round, pretty prominent on the

upper side^ and flat underneath : it is divided

into many compartments, or separate scales,

with furrows or creases all round, lessening

one 'within another to the middle of each

^calCi The shell is of a yellowish colour,

clouded with large and small irregular dusky

or
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or black spots. There are five claws on each

foot forwards, but four only on each of the

hinder feet.

When this creature is apprehensive of any

danger, it draws it's head, tail, and legs, into

the shell ; a quality which it possesses in com-

mon with the rest of the genus.

It is somewhat singular that, though the

Land Tortoises, among moderns, engross the

appellation of Tortoise, to the exclusion of

the various kinds of Sea Tortoise, v^'hich are

denominated Turtle, the Hawksbiil species of

this latter class are the animals which supply

the Tortoiseshell, as it is still called, that is

manufadlured into such a variety of useful

and curious articles.

1
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The Dodo, or Struthio Cucullatus, in the

Linnaean system, comprehends a genus of

birds including three species ; the Hooded, the

Solitary, and the Nazarene. They are all na-

tives of the Isle of France, and Bourbon, where

they are called Drontes. The Dutch name

them Dodaers, and the Portuguese, as well

j
as the English, Dodos. Among naturahsts^

i they have obtained such a great variety of

I

names, that Buffon, remarking how little ad-

[
vantage can be gained by giving the same

^ animal a different appellation in each lan-

j

guage, insists that the real effe6l of the mul-

titude of synonyms, is to produce embarrass-

ment and confusion. *^ Do not multiply ex-

istences," he adds, was once the maxim of

philosophers y
but, at present, we have con-

stantly reason to remind naturalists, not to

multiply names without necessity.

The first Dutch who saw the Dodo in the

klaiid of Mauritius^ now the Isle of France,

jiamed
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named it Vv^algh-Vogel, or the Disgusting

Bird ; both on account of it*s ugly figure, and

the rankness of it's smell: the flesh, however,

is said to be good and wholesome food. It is

remarkable, that the Portuguese first called

this island, Ilha do Cirne, or the Island of

Swans; probably, because of the many Do-
dos which they had seen, and which they had

mistaken for swans. Indeed, Ray, Willugh-

bv, and other eminent naturalists, have called

it Cygnus CucuUatus ; the Capuchined Swan.

Naturalists are by no means agreed to consider

the beautiful bird of Nazareth as a Dodo,

and some have even disclaimed it's affinity to

the Solitary, or Hermit.

The Dodo, as the Hooded Dodo is simply

denominated, seems clogged bv it's unwieldy

carcase, which it can hardly colle6l strength

enough to drag along. It consists, we may

philosophically say, of brute passive matter,

where the living organic particles are too spa-

ringly disseminated. It has wings, but they

arc too short and feeble to raise it from the

ground; it has a tail, but it is disproportioned,

and out of place. We might, observes Buf-

fon.
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fon, take it for a tortoise, disguised in the

cloathing of the winged tribe. It's propor-

tions, and it's movements, in short, give an

idea of the most heavy and aukward of or-

ganized beings; and it appears, among the

feathered tribes, what the sloth does among

quadrupeds, an unresisting creature, ahke in-

capable of flight or defence.

The body is not only bulky, but almost cu-

bical, supported with difficulty on two ex-

ceeding thick and short pillars, and carrying a

head so strangely shaped, that it might be

taken for the whim of a caricature painter.

This head rests on a huge swelling neck, and is

composed of two great chaps, or mandibles,

opening far beyond the eyes, which are large,

black, and prominent; so that the animal, in.

gaping, exhibits a most enormous mouth.

The bill, consequently, is of an extraordinary-

length; and it is also thick, as well as sharp at

the end, having the appearance of two pointed

spoons laid on each other with their convexi-

ties turned outward. From this combination,

there results a stupid and voracious physiog-

nomy
; and, to finish the deformity, a bordering

of
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of feathers round the root of the bill, arches

the face somewhat like a cowl or hood» The
upper mandible is blackish throughout, except

at the hook, where there is a red spot; the

holes of the nostrils are placed very near it's

middle, and close to the two transverse folds

which rise at this part on the surface. The
feathers of the Dodo are in general very soft,,

and their predominating colour is grey
;
deeper

on the upper part of the body, but brighter

on the stomach,^ belly, and entire under part.

There is some yellow, as well as white, on

the quill feathers of the wings ; and also on

those of the tail, which appear frizzled, and

are few in number. The feet and toes are

yellow, and the nails black. Each foot has

four toes ; three placed before, and one behind,

the hinder having the largest nail.

The large stone, pretended to be always

found lodged m the stomach of the Dodo,

and to which has been ascribed the same ori-

gin, and the same virtues, as to the Bezoars,.

Clusius is of opinion, after an examination of

two very different ones, is merely swallowed

by the bird, like the granivorous class, and

not formed in it's stomach.







HONEY FLOWER OF NEW
SOUTH WALES.

Such is the wonderful profusion of curious

and beautiful plants in the fertile regions of

"New South Wales, that the spot first explored

was immediately denominated Botany Bay;

a name which, by the vulgar, is still fre-

quently, but most absurdly, used as the ap-

pellation of the whole of that very extensive

country.

Of these botanical produdions, and other

rare obje6ls of natural history, by the friend-

ship of a gentlemen in an official department,

who was for many years resident, we possess

a very valuable colle6lion of original draw-

ings, executed with admirable accuracy and

taste.

From the subje6l which we have at present

sele£lcd, under the name of the Honey Flower

of New South Wales, and which may be con-

sidered as a melliferous shrub, the natives are

accustomed
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accustomed to suck a most delicious honey

;

which is found as well in the calyx, as at the

bottom of the seven crimson tubes composing

this beautiful flower.

The Honey Flower is borne by a perennial

shrub, which grows chiefly in a gravelly soil,

and usually rises to about four feet in height

;

the flowers, which are pretty numerous, being

about double the size represented in the an-

nexed print.
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GREAT-EARED MONKEY.

The Great-Eared Monkey, or Simia Midas

of Linnaeus^ is a species of monkey cbieily

remarkable for it's ears, which are large,

ere6l, naked, and almost square.

BufFon calls it the Tamarin, as well as the

Great-Eared Monkey; the former, according

to Binet, being the name of this animal in

Cayenne.

This beautiful little creature, which is only

about the size of a squirrel, is very lively, and

easily tamed ; but it is so extremely delicate,

that it cannot long sustain the inclemency of

a northern climate. It inhabits the warmer

regions of South Americai and is also found

in the Isle of Gorgona, south of Panama, in

the South Sea,

The distln6tive charadters of this species,

as described by BufFon, are as follows

—

It
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It h^s neither cheek pouches, nor callosi-

ties on the buttocks. The tail is flaccid, and

twice the length of the body and head. The

partition between the nostrils is very thick,

and the apertures are placed at the sides. The

face is of a dusky flesh-colour; the ears are

square, large, naked, and of the same colour;

the eyes are chesnut; and the upper lip is di-

vided nearly like that of the hare. The head,

bodv, and tail, are covered with soft black-

ish brown hair ; and the hands and feet with

short hair of an orange colour. The body

and limbs are finely proportioned.

The female of this species is not subject to

the menses : indeed, BufFon elsewhere remarks,

it will generally be found, that the apes, ba-

boons, and monkies, with naked buttocks,

are alone subject to this evacuation.

Pennant says, that the hair on the forehead

of the Great-Eared Monkey, is upright, and

long ; that on the body, soft but shaggy. The
head, whole body, and upper part of the

limbs, he also says, are black; except the lower

part of the back, which is tinged with yel-

low.
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low. The tail too, is black ; the teeth are very-

white ; and the nails are long and crooked.

Binet describes the animal as black, witb

yellowish spots on the shoulders. It has, he

says, the head and face of a lion ; with small

teeth as white as ivory, and arranged with

great symmetry j and is very familiar and

playsome.

Dampier, speaking of this species, says

that, at low water they come to the sea-

side, to feed on muscles and periwinkles-,

which they dig out of the shells with their

claws.'*

From the impra6ticability of it's long sur-

viving the cold of our northern clime, the

Great-Eared Monkey is seldom seen alive in

Europe, where it's peculiar habits are not at

2,11 known. It appears, however, from the

little which is to be colleiSled, in perusing the

works of travellers and naturalists, that it is

of a nature both a6live and docile ;
and, in

more rcspeits than in size, it reminds u« al-

most as much of the scjuirrel as of the monkey

tribes,
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tribes, though it's tall is not garnished with

long hairs like that of the former animal.

Edwards calls it the Little Black Monkey

;

but we have preferred the more common
name of the Great-Eared Monkey, as better

corresponding w^ith the idea which certainly

gave rise to the Linnrean appellation ; and

which, in fa£l:, forms it's chief charadteristic

distindlion.

It is remarkable, however, that Goldsmith,

who classes the Great-Eared Monkey among

the Sagoins of the new continent, or monkevs

with feeble tails, incapable of holding the

animal in a hanging position, takes not the

smallest notice of it's ears ; and barely men-

tions, that it is usually black, with the feet

yellow: some, however," he adds, " are

found all over brown, spotted with yellow."

This is all the account he gives us af the ani-

mal
J
and, by mistake, as it should seem, for

he probably meant to give the native name

from BufFon, he calls it the Tamaim, instead of

the Tamarin.
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a poetical mind, not conversant with the

systematic arrangements of nature, it must be

no small mortification to find, on perusing the

works of some of the most able naturalists,

that the Dove, that great favourite of every

child of Fancy—whose very name is as fa-

vourable to verse, as analogous to love, the

supreme topic—is now rarely noticed; at

least, under it's original appellation.

LinnjEus, the great master of the art of ar-

ranging nature, describes under the word Co-

lumbae, wliich is literally Pigeons, all the

Doves, as they have been commonly deno-

minated, as well as all the different classes of

Pigeons; and his plan seems adopted by Pen-

nant, Latham, and others.

BufFon, with an almost equal disregard of

poetical feelings, recognizes them, it is true,

as distin6t from tlie Pigeon, but he calls them

Turtles; a name to which, as Knglrshmen,

we should beg leave to object, were it only

from the circumstance of it\s being the same

word as that which distinouishcs the famous

amphibious animal, whose luscious green fiit

so
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SO contributes to the obesity of our Epicurean

countrymen.

Anciently, we incline to believe, the whole

genus were, in England, confined to three

classes, and all denominated Doves : the Stock

Dove, the Ring Dove, and the Turtle Dove.

From these, domesticated, and occasionally

breeding together, added to what have been

brought from other countries, with their sub-

sequent intermixtures, have originated, as it

should seem, all the various families of those

birds, commonly called Pigeons, which are now
found in Great Britain.

In support of our favourite name, as it ap-

plies to the Ring Dove, for example, we may

adduce the Dutch Ring Duve ; the Flemish

Kriess Duve ; the Swedish Ring Dufwa ; and

the Danish Ringel Due.

We mav also remark that, though the word

Pigeon appears to be universally adopted for

all the birds of this genus, when living in a

domesticated state, the place in which tlicv are

kept is far more frequentlv called a Dovc-Cot,

t)r Dovc-House, than a Pigeon-House.

Nor,
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Nor, after all, though we frequently find

the Stock Dove, converted into Stock Pigeon^

and the Ring Dove sometimes into Ring Pi-

geon, do we ever remember to have seen the

Turtle Dove called a Turtle Pigeon, by any

naturalist whatever. Bufton, however, drop-

ping the word Dove, calls it simply the Tur-

tle, or Common Turtle
;

against which we
have already entered a protest.

To oppose our opinion against the great

names which have been quoted, would cer-

tainly be presumptuous. But, as enquiry is

open to all, and every author is free to offer

his sentiments, which everv reader is equally

as free either to adopt or to rcje6l, we see no

reason for restraining the impulse which wc
feel to enlarge a little, in behalf of an ac~

knowledged favourite, whom we do not wish

to have entirely banished from our groves.

Though the amiable poet. Goldsmith, in

his History of the Earth and Animated Na-
ture, speaks of Doves under the general name
of Pigeons, and seems inclined, like other na-.

turalists, to abandon them, we can trace, as

wc
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we apprehend, in his descriptions alone, suffi-

cient to support us in the notion, that there

subsists a natural distin6lion between the Dove

and the Pigeon families; notwithstanding we
are ready to concede, that the blended proge-

nies, in general, may be considered as Pigeons,

rather than Doves.

AVe shall present, from Goldsmith, a few

cxtra6ls, in his own words

—

" The fidelity of the Turtle Dove is pro-

verbial, and makes the usual comparison of

such poets as are content to repeat what others

have said before them : but the Pigeon of the

Dove-House is not so faithful; and, having

been subjedled to man, it puts on licentious-

ness, among it's other domestic habits.

So great is the produce of the Pigeon, in

jt*s domestic state, that near fifteen thousand

may, in the space of four years, be produced

from a single pair: but the Stock Dove sel-

dom breeds above twice a year; for, when tlic

winter months come, the whole emplovment

of the fond couple is rather for self-prcserva-

tion» than transmitting a posterity. They

seem,
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seem, however, to have a stronger attachment

to their young, than those who are found to

breed so often ; whether it be that instin6i: a6ls

more powerfully upon tliem in their state of

nature, or that their afFe6tions are less divided

by the multiplicity of claims.

" Thcreare many species of the Wild Pigeon

which, though bearing a strong affinity to the

Stock Dove, are nevertheless sufficiently diffe-

rent from it to deserve a distln6l description.

The Ring Dove is of this number ; a good deal

larger than the former, and building it's nest

with a few dry sticks in the boughs of trees.

This seems a bird much fonder of it's native

freedom than the former, and attempts have

been frequently made to render it domestic, but

tliey have hitherto proved fruitless
;
for, though

their eggs have been hatched by the tame pi-

geon in a Dove-House, yet, as soon as they

could fly, they always betook themselves to the

woods where they were first produced.

" The Turtle-Dove is a smaller but a much
shyer bird than any of the former. It may
easily be distinguished from the rest by the iris

of the eye, which is of a fine yellow, and by

a beautiful
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a beautiful crimson circle that encompasses the

eye-lids. The fidelity of these birds is noted

;

and a pair being put in a cage, if one dies the

other will not survive it. The Turtle Dove is

a bird of passage ; and few, or none, remain

in our northern climates in winter. They fly

in flocks, when they come to breed here in

summ.er; and delight in open, mountainous,

sandy countries. But they build their nests

in the midst of woods, and chuse the most re-

tired situations for incubation."

To these extra61:s, which clearly acknow-

ledge a sufEcient difference between the Pigeon

and the Dove, to constitute distinct species
;

we may add the remark of Buffon, who ex-

pressly says, *' the various and even opposite

habits shew, that under the Pigeon are in-

cluded many different species.'*

That the Doves, as well as Pigeons, of

every known description, wherever they could

be procured by the breeders of Pigeons, have

been induced, as much as possible, to corrupt

the purity of their original nature by human

artifice, so as to form unions which, in their

original state, would never have taken place,

cannot
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cannot well be doubted
;
and, from such in-

tercourse, added to the many natural varieties,

local and accidental, have arisen the very nu-

merous tribes of Pigeons now known in Eu-

rope. But still, as in the above descriptions of

Goldsmith, by a discerning eye, the genuine

Dove, with it's amiable and aifedlionate habits,

may easily be recognized, as a distin61: bird

from the Pigeon.

Even from the predominant hues of their

feathers alone, little as feathers are to be relied

on in discriminating birds, an idea may some-

times be formed : the beautiful brown which

takes it's name from the Dove is well known,

and there is a blue almost equally chara6le-

ristic of the Pigeon; varied as both almost

constantly are with other colours.

Among the various species of the Dove,

there are few more beautiful than that which

we have figured from Edwards ; and which

that accurate and judicious naturalist has de-

nominated the Green-Winged Dove.

Tlie bill of this bird, which is a native of the

East Indies, is nearly an inch longj it is of a

scarlet
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scarlet colour from the point to the nostrils, and

of a pale blue from the nostrils to the head.

The eyes are darkish; and, from the forehead,

which is white, proceed two lines of the same

colour, above the eyes, towards the hinder pare

of the head. The crown of the head is blueish ;

the sides ef the head, the neck, and the breast,

are rosaceous ; and the belly is of a dirtv orange

hue, which insensibly blends itself w^ith the

rose-colour of the breast. The upper sides of

the wino;s, when viewed in certain lights, dis-

play a beautiful green; and, in others, assume

the tinge of bright copper, or gold. The

larger quills are a dirty black ; and the shoulders

or ridges of the v%-ings are of the same colour

with the belly. The covert feather are a dark

cinnamon ; the interior webs of rhe quills be-

ing in some parts tinged with a common cin-

namon, but in others with a dusky black.

The middle ot the back is a dirtv brown ; and

the lower part of the back, and the feathers

which cover the tail, are cinereous. The

middle feathers of the tail are black ; and the

outer ones cinereous, with black tips. 1 he

legs and feet are reddisli, and the claws are a

light brown.
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This curious tree is found in great perfec-

tion on the barren tra6l of land which lays

between Port Jackson and Botany Bay. It's

height is various ; being in some five feet, in

others not more than two, from the ground.

The outside, or bark, invariable appears black,

and as if it had been burnt to a cinder.

From the sides exudes a yellow gum;

which, being drawn out by the heat of the

sun, falls to the ground, and is commonly

found buried in large lumps in the sand.

This gum, when dissolved in spirits and wa-

ter, makes a pleasant beverage. The natives

are seldom without it
;

kneading it into a

paste, with which they stop holes in their ca-

noes, and secure the joints of their spears and

fiz>gigs.

From the head of this tree proceeds a quan-

tity of long, coarse grass, of which they make

torches

;
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torches
;
and, from the centre, there grows a

long stem, or bull-rush, ten or eleven feet in

length, which those people sometimes use in

making their spears and fiz-gigs \ but it is not

tough, being very full of pith.

At the flowering season, six or eight inches

of the upper part is covered with a quantity

of small pale yellow flowers, full of honey*

The seeds, which are inclosed in hard, prick-

ly vessels, inserted in the rush itself, are food

only for parrots and cockatoos.

Large disgusting grubs, or worms, are often

found in the body of the tree, of which the

natives are very fond.

The medicinal qualities of this Gum, wliich

is the Resin Acaroides of the last London

Dispensary, are not unknown in England. It

is of an astringent nature, and is said to have

been given with some success in consumptive

cases. It is a gum resin, slightly fragrant,

and it's scarcely perceptible taste inclines to

sweetness.

This
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This curious and beautiful tree is some-

times called the Gum Rush
;
and, at others,

the Yellow Gum Tree
;
by the European in-

habitants of New South M^ales.

It has been introduced among the scenery of

one of the beautiful views in the very interest-

ing account and description of New South

Wales, recently published by David Collins,

Esq. Judge Advocate of that flourishing set-

tlement.

With this single exception, however, the

Grass Gum Tree, we believe, has never been

before engraved.
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GOAT.

The Goat, or Capra Hircus, in the Lin-

naean system of zoology, forms a distin6t ge-

nus, of the order of Pecora ; the distinguish-

ing chara6lers of which are, that the horns

are hollow, turned upwards, and annulated on

their surfaces—that^ there are eight cutting

teeth in the lower jaw, but none in the upper

'—and, that the male generally has a beard.

The Goat, which some naturalists consider

as differing very little from the sheep, seems

ill fa6l still farther removed from that animial

than the ass from the horse. The Buck Goat,

Buffon remarks, as willingly copulates with

the ewe as the jack-ass with the mare ;. and

the ram unites with the She-Goat in the same

manner as the stallion with the she-ass. But

though these commixtures are frequent, and

sometimes prolific, no intermediate species has

been formed between the Goat and the sheep.

The two species are distln61:, and still remain

at the same distance from each other. No
real
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real change has been efFe6i:ed by these mix-

tures; they have given rise to no new or mid-

dle race of animals. They have only pro-

duced individual diiFerences ; which have not

the smallest influence on the unity of each

primitive species, but confirm, on the contra-

ry, the reality of their characleristic and es-

sential distindlion.

Though there are manv animals which re-

semble the Goat, as well as the sheep, ia

speaking of them generally, we confine our-

selves to the domestic kinds. Whether the

foreign kinds could intermix with our com-

mon species, or not, is unknown : we are,

therefore, warranted in considering them as

distinct species, till sufficient evidence is ob-

tained, that they not only procreate together,

but produce fertile individuals ; since this is

the only charadler, according to Bulfon,

which constitutes the reality of what is called

species, both in the animal and vegetable king-

doms.

The Goat is one of those domestic animals,

the value of which is overlooked, because so

far
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far exceeded by that of the sheep ; it is thus

that the ass, whose place is supphed by the

horse, is considered as of httle consequence.

Were the horse or sheep removed from na-

ture, the ass and the Goat would be invalua-

ble; and the same arts would immediately be

put in practice to cultivate and improve their

kinds, as the higher orders of useful animals

now generally experience. In their present

negledled state, tliough domesticated in some

degree, they vary little from the wild animals

of the same kind; man has left them their

primitive habits and forms : and, little indebted

to his assiduity, they have the greater obliga-

tions to nature.

In sentiment and dexterity, the Goat is

vastly superior to the sheep. It approaches

man spontaneously, is easily familiarized, sen-

sible of caresses, and capable of attachment

in a very considerable degree. It is stronger,

lighter, has more agihty, and is less timid,

than the sheep. Sprightly, capricious, va-

grant, and lascivious, it is with difliculty con--

fined to a flock. It loves to retire into soli-

tude ; to climb steep and rugged places ; to

stand,
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Stand, and even to sleep, on the points of rocks

©r clifFs overhanging the sea, and at the edges

of the most tremendous and terrific precipices.

It's fondness for climbing, and traversing dan-

gerous heights, seems to have been assisted by

nature in the formation of it's hoofs ; which

are cloven, hollow underneath, and have sharp

edges : thus, it walks with as much faciiitv on

the ridge of a house as on level ground.

When two Goats are yoked together, which

is not uncommon in countries where thev

most abound, they will, as if by consent, take

the most hazardous leaps ; and so well do they

time their mutital efforts, that they very rarely

miscarry in these joint attempts.

The Goat being liardv, and easilv sustained,

falls chieflv to the lot of the poor, v^-ho want

pasture for the supply of niore delicate ani-

mals. It prefers neglected wilds to all the

cultivated £elds of art ; browzes on the heathy

mountains, or shrubby rocks; is fond of the

tops of the boughs, or tender bark, of young

trees ;
and, eating almost every herb, is injured

by a very inconsiderable number. It bears in-

tense heat far better than the sheep, and is

neither
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neither terrified at a storm, nor apparently in--

commoded by rain .; seeming to be only af-

fe6led by immoderate cold, which produces

the vertigo, a disease often fatal to this ani-

inaL

The inconstancy of the Goat^s disposition

is marked by the irregularity of it's a£lions,

•It goes forward, stops short, runs., leaps, ap-

jproaches, retires, conceals itself, returns, and

jflies ofF, as if merely tidluated by caprice^

without any other cause than what arises from

an excentric vivacity ; so that the suppleness

of it*s organs, and the strength and nervous-

ness of it's frame, are scarcely sufficient to

support the petulance and rapidity of it's na-

tural movements-

: The G oat comraonly brings forth but a single

kid. In warm climates, however, though this

animal degenerates, and becomes smaller, it is

more fruitful, very frequently producing three

Dr four kids at a time. The buck is capable

)f procreating at the age of twelve months,

md the female at that of seven: but the fruits

)f these premature embraces are feeble and

defective
;
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defective
;
and, in a domestic state, they are as

much as possible restrained till about eighteen

months.

The colour of these animals varies ex-

tremely ; and the hair is in some long and

rough, but in others smooth and short. The
He-Goat is a beautiful, vigorous, and ardent

animal; and, in the course of two or three

months, sufficient to impregnate a hundred

and fifty females. But this ardour, which

brings on a speedy decay, continues only three

or four years ; and, at the age of five or six,

he becomes old and enervated. The female

continues fertile till seven. She is in season

during the months of September, October,

and November ;
but, if allowed to approach

the male, willingly receives him, and is capable

of producing, at all times of the vear. She

holds, however, much surer in autumn ; and

the months of 06lober and November are pre-

ferred, because the > oung kids are brought

forth when the herbag^^ is tender. The period

of gestation is full five months ; the kids

being delivered in the beginning of the sixth.

They suck only a month or six weeks.

The
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The milk of the Goat is sweet, nutritive,

and medicinal: it is less liable to coagulate on

the stomach, than that of the cow; and,

therefore, much preferable, where the digestion

is weak. The peculiarity of this animal's

food, communicates to the milk a flavour dif-

ferent from that of the sheep or cow, which

renders it very grateful to those who are fond

of this aliment.

I

In several parts of Ireland, as well as

Wales, and the Highlands of Scotland, Goats

constitute the chief possessions of the humble

natives. On mountains where no other ani-

mal could subsist, the Goat gleans a sufficient

maintenance, and supplies the hardy inhabi-

tants with a varied luxury. Their beds, com-

posed of Goat skins, are soft, clean, and

wholesome; and they regale on the milk,

which they also make into butter and cheese.

The kid, even by civic epicures, is considered

as a dainty
;
and, notwithstanding the strong

odour of the He-Goat, which proceeds only

from the hide, even his flesh, when the ani-

mal has been properly fattened, is by some

preferred to venison. The flesh of the Goat,

however,
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however, except in warm climates, where

mutton is always ill tasted, must certainly be

considered, on the whole, as very inferior to

that of the sheep; and, were it only for the

injury which the Goat does to young planta-

tions, by it's cropping the tender boughs, and

destroying the bark of young trees, it will

hardly ever be in any great degree drawn

from it's beloved rocks and mountains, in the

cultivated countries of Europe. Yet, on va-

rious occasfons, this animal contributes to the

necessities of human life. It's hair, and skin,

are used in several manufa61:ures ; it's horns

are made into the hafts of various instruments;

and it's tallow h superior to that of the sheep-

or ox. The value of the flesh, and milk, are-

well known; the latter, in consumptive ha-

bits, being esteemed an excellent succedaneum

for asses milk, and by some it is even pre-

ferred. In many of the mountainous parts of

Ireland and Scotland, as well as in Wales,

this milk, turned into whev, has been found

surprisingly efficacious, bv convalescnts,

where coolers and restoratives were necessary.

To several of those places, during the proper

season, such patients generally resort; and,

from
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from the combined aids of this salutary and

innocent beverage, pure air, and exercise,

they frequently experience a return of health,

and a renovation of constitution, after all

other expedients have proved abortive-

The age of the Goat is indicated by the

teeth, and the knobs of the horns. The num-

ber of teeth in the She-Goat is not uniform

:

they are generally fewer than those of the

male, whose hair is also more rude, and his

beard and horns are longer. Their excessive

venery is a bar to their longevity, for they sel-

dom live beyond their twelfth year. Both

males and females, with very few exceptions,

are furnished with horns. White Goats,

however, without horns, are said to give most

milk, and black Goats are esteemed the

strongest. The mottled ones are certainly

tlie most beautifuL

The Goat, like the ox and sheep, has four

stomachs, and chews the cud. It's species is

more generally diffused than that of the sheep

;

•Goats, every way similar to our own, being

fouiKl in many parts of the world. They arc

only
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only smaller in Guinea, and other warm cli-

mates, and larger in Muscovy, and other

northern regions. The Goat, however, was

not a native of the new world, having been

mtroduced there by the original discoverers : the

Americans, indeed, were unacquainted with all

our domestic animals ; such as. Goats, sheep,

hogs, cows, and horses. The increase of

these creatures in every part of that continent,

especially it's southern division, is really pro-

digious : but, in the rigorous climate of Ca-

nada, the Goat is too delicate to perpetuate it's

race ; so that new supplies are obliged to be

annually imported, in order to prevent it's ex-

tinction,

Pontoppidon, in his Natural History of

Norway, informs us that, from the port of

Bereen alone, so numerous are Goats in that

country, eighty thousand raw hides are annu-

ally exported.







BROWN AND ASH-COLOURED
CRANE.

This beautiful Crane, the Ardea Canadensis

of Linnaeus, is by Buffon called simply the

Brown Crane, and described as about a third

smaller than the Whooping Crane.

From the accurate Edwards, to whom we

are indebted for the figure, we learn that the

bill of this bird is four inches long ; and that the

wings, when closed, are eighteen inches. The
leg bone, from the knee to the foot, is seven

inches long ; and the middle toe is above three

inches. The bill, which is formed like that

of the Wliooping Crane, is of a dusky co-

lour; except the point of the lower cliap,

which is of a light flesh-colour. The top of

the head, from the bill to the ear-holes, is

covered with a reddish skin, thinly beset with

black hairs; but the sides of the head beneath

the eyes, and the inferior side of the throat, are

white. The hinder parts of the head and

neck all round are cinereous, and gradually

become
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;become brown at the rise of the breast. The
beginning of the back, and the covert feathers

of the wings, are of a light reddish brown,

with tips of a darker hue. The greater quills

are a blackish brown, with white shafts ; and

those which fall next the back are brown,

their points extending be^^ond the prime quills

when the wings are closed. The tail is of a

brownish ash-colour, and the breast changes

from brown to cinereous, which colour

reaches to the covert-feathers of the tail,

where they are whitish. The lower part of

the back, the rump, and the upper coverts of

the tail, are of a light ash ; and the legs, feet,

and claws, are entirely black, the former be-

ing bare above the knees.

These differences, BufFon obsen-cs, and that

of the size, which in this family of birds va-

ries much, are not sufficient to feparate this

species from that of the European Crane.

Thev arc, at least, two kindred species
;
espe-

cially, as their habits, and the climates where

they exist, are s.milar. They usually advance

into the north, as far even as Hudson's Bay,

where they breed; but, on the approach of

winter,
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winter, again return towards the south, hold-

ing their course, as it should seem, through

the country of the Illinois, and of the Hu-
rons, and pushing onwards to Mexico, or

even farther. These American Cranes, there-

fore, have the same instin6t: as those of Eu-

rope : they travel, also, from north to south ;

and this is, probably, what the Indian meant,

who told Catesby that they retired from the

sea to the mountains.

The Brown and Ash-Coloured Crane ad-

vances from Mexico to the northern parts of

the continent early in the spring. It appears

in Hudson's Bay about the month of May;
"where it frequents the lakes and pools during

the summer, and retires again in autumn.

This bird is easy to be recognised in the To^

quilcoyotl of Fernandez, as thus described

—

** To the Crane a species may be referred,

which is of the same size, and has similar ha-

bits and instindls ; it is called ToquilcoyotI,

in imitation of it's cry: it's whole body is

browii,
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brown, mixed with black and cinereous ; it's

head is decorated above with a scarlet spot."

This North American Crane, which emi-

grates from the regions of the south, Brisson

has made his eighth species, under the name
of the Mexican Crane ; and which Willughby,

Klein, and Ray, have termed the Grus In-

dica.

The Brown and Ash-Coloured Crane, as

figured and. described by Edwards, that inge-

nious naturalist remarks, was . first brought

from Hudson's Bay ; to which place it re-

sorts in the summer season.







WAR-RE-TAW.

This pfrand and beautiful flower has been

named by Dr. Shaw, and Dr. Smith, in their

Zoology and Botany of New Holland, the

Embothrium Speciocissimum, or Great Em-
bothrium or Warretah. The most Intelligent

residents m New South Wales, however, call

it the War-re-taw, as better according with

the pronunciation of the natives. It is for

this reason that we, too, have preferred the

compound word.

The War re-taw, which is usually found

to flourish best in a gravelly soil, grows fre-

quently from six to seven feet in height. It

bears honey in the petals, and is universally

deemed the most superb flower of New South

Wales.

It is remarkable, that the flowers of New
South Wales, in general, are melliferous, but

that very few of them are odoriferous.
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GREAT WOOD MOUSE
^

OF AMERICA.
;

From the curious manner in which this,

animal is seen to carry it's young—conveying,

them on it's back, .'with their respective tails

all encircling it's own—we are not a little

surprised to find it noticed by so few modern

naturalists.

Buchoz, however, in his celebrated Dons

Merveilleux de la Nature, has furnished us

with the annexed figure, which we consider

as too interesting to be neglected in a professed

collecTtion of the Curiosities of Nature.

But, though Buchoz calls it the Surinam

Kat, we are not inclined to follow him in that

appellation. Tlie Philander, or Phalanger,

has by some naturalists been erroneously de-

nominated the Rat of Surinam, which is an

undoubted Opossum ; and these writers have

been much censured for so egrcgiously mis-

taking an animal decidedly diflcicnt from every

species
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I —^—
•

species of the Rat. The lacSl is, that Rats,

of various descriptions, procig'ously abound

in Surinam
;
and, from a late account of tha:

place, it appears that they literally over-run

not only the country, but the inhabitants,

over whom these disagreeable intruders are

perpetually passing as they lay in bed.

The Great Wood Mouse of America is

certainly not among the number of these un-
' welcome visitors

;
though we incline to be-

lieve it a native of Surinam, as well as of other

I
southern regions of America. But it's abode

I

is chiefly in the woods : and we suspeil that

j the Mus Sylvestris, or Wood Mouse, of Bris-

j «on, may be this animal ; and not, as has been

supposed, the common Brown Rat, or Surmu-

^ lot of BufFon.

Brookes, who calls the subje£l: of our en-

quiry the American Wood Rat, describes it

f as nearly the size and shape of a common

I Rat. It has, he says, shining eyes, and stiflT

' ears, without hair. On the upper lip there is

a long beard, and over each eye are two long

hairs
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hairs like hogs bristles. The tail is naked,

and curls at the end ; and that of the male is

spotted with a deep red bay colour. The
upper part of the body is reddish ; but the

belly, feet, muzzle, and forehead, are of a

whitish yellow, except round the eyes, where

it is of a deep brown. All the nails on the

fore feet, and those on the great toes of the ,

hind feet, are blunt and short, but the rest are

sharp. The feet are like those of a monkey,

and it carries it's young on it's back. Some,

he adds, call it the Wood Dormouse.

In the above description, though by no

means exa6tly according in every particular,
'

it is impossible not to recognise the animal of

Buchoz, which we have called the Great

Wood Mouse of America
;

conceiving it

rather a Mouse—if not, in reality, a large

species of Dormouse—than a Rat, as we ge- i.

nerally understand that word, of any dcnomi-
.j

nation whatever.

I

It is not a little singular, that BufFon, in de-

scribing the common Brown Rat, or Surmulot,

observes
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observes that it sleeps not, like the Dormouse ;

but goes out in winter, especially when the

weather is mild,
,

Why is this negative introduced, if he had

not some presentiment that even his Surmulot

might be suspe6led of an affinity, at least

with the Dormouse?
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CASSOWARY,

OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

•* HE bird, of which the annexed engraving

is a corre6l representation, was taken alive,

and carried into the settlement at Port Jack-

son, about six months before the drawing

of it was made ; at which time, the subject

appeared to be about eight or nine months

old.

•* In full grown birds, the colour of the fea-

thers is much darker than in the young ones.

They are very swift of foot, when pursued;

and have been known to strike severely with

the heel. When standing ereft, they have

a£lually measured full seven feet in height

;

and, from Mr. CoUins's Account of the Eng-

lish Colony in New South Wales, lately pub-

lished, it appears that a female, which had

been killed, was found to contain exadtly fifty

eggs.

The
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** The eggs of this Cassowary, known by

modern naturalists, under the general name of

the Cassowary of New Holland, are not so

large as those of the Ostrich. Their shape

is nearly an oval, and their colour a bottle

green.

** The nest is constru6^ed principally of

dried fern ; and is formed on the ground,

usually at the edge of a swamp. In one nest,

eighteen eggs have been found ; the weight of

each being about three pounds. The flesh of

the Cassowary of New South Wales is coarse

;

but it has often proved, to the writer of this

/ sketch, when in that country, a welcome and

delicious meal.

* A singularitv is noticeable in the con-

«tru6lion of the feathers, two q^uills proceed-

ing from each shaft.

** The food of the Cassowary consists,

chiefly, of the tops of flowering shrubs,

rushes, and weeds. On dissecting it, the giz-

zard has been found extremely large : and the

tongue
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tongue is peculiar; being broad at the root,

pointed at the tip, and jagged, or serrated, oa

each side.
[

The natives name this bird Ma-ray-ong.

That from which the drawing is made, soon

grew exceedingly domestic; fed in common
with fowls, &c. in the yard ; and ran, when^

ever it heard itself called by it's owner."

To the above genuine and original particu*

lars, for v/hich we are indebted to an inge-

nious friend, may be added what has been said

by the few writers on natural history who
have yet noticed this beautiful bird,

Mr. Smellie, the very respe6table translator

of Buffon, remarks that a new species of

Cassowary has lately been discovered at

Botany Bay, and termed the New Holland

Cassowary. It is much larger than the for«

nier ; being seven feet two inches long, while

the other is only five feet and a half. It runs

exceeding swiftly, and it's flesh is palatable

food."

Latham
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Latham thus characterises this Cassowary.

It is blackish; it's crown flat; it's body

bristly; it's head and neck planted with quills;

and it's legs serrated behind.''

In Surgeon White's Journal of his Voyage
to New South Wales, we are informed that,

*' on the SOih of February 1788"—it should,

probably, have been the 2d of March—a New
Holland Cassowary was brought into camp.

This bird," he adds, stands seven feet high,

measuring from the ground to the .upper part

of the head; and, in everv respect, is much

larger than the common Cassowary of all

authors, and differs so much therefrom, in it's

form, as to clearly prove it a new species.

The colour of the plumage is greatly similar,

consisting of a mixture of dirty brown and

grey; on the belly it was somewhat whiter;

and the remarkable structure of the feathers,

in having two quills, with their webs, arising

out of one shaft, is seen in this as well as the

common sort. It dliFers materially, in want-

ing the horny appendage on the top of the

bead. The head and beak are much more like

those
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those of the ostrich, than the common Cas-

sowary, both in shape and size. Upon the

upper part of the head, too, the feathers, with

which it is but thinly covered, are very small,

looking more like hair than feathers. It far-

ther differs, in having the neck pretty well

clothed with these small feathers, except the

chin and throat; which are so thinly covered,

that the skin, which is there of a purplish co-

lour, may be seen clearly. The small wings

are exceedingly short; and form a ridiculous

contrast with the body, as they are even less

than those of the common Cassowary : they

have no large quills in them, being only co-

vered with the small feathers that grow ail

over the body. Another singularity also pre-

s-ents itself in this species, which is in respe61:

to the legs. As to the back part of them, the

whole length is indented, or sawed, in a re-

markable manner. The toes are three in

Eumber; the middle one long, the other two

short, with strong claws, not unlike the same

part ot the common species. On examining

the viscera, they differed from every other

species of the feathered kind which I had ever

keen

;
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seen; particularly, in having no gizzard, or

second stomach ,; and the liver was so very-

small, that it did not exceed in size that of a

blackbird. To this liver w^as joined a large

gall-bladder, well distended with bile. The
crop, or stomach, was filled with at least six

or seven pounds of grass, flowers, and a few

berries and seeds. The intestinal ca.nal was

at least six yards long, very wide, and of a re-

gular cylindrical shape from the opening of

the stomach to the vent. The heart and lungs

were separated by a diaphragm or midrijfF, and

bore a tolerable proportion to the size of the

bird. The flesh of this bird was very good,

and tasted not unlike young tender beef.

" This bird is supposed to be not uncom-

mon in New Holland, as it has been. frequently

seen by our settlers, both at Botany Bay and

Port Jackson ; but is exceedingly shy, and

runs faster than a greyhound. One of them,

however, has been shot.'*

From tliat bird, Mr. White published his

engraving of the New Holland Cassowary;

and
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and the original, being sent to England by the

Governor, as a present to Lord Sidney, was

deposited, through the medium of Sir Joseph

Banks, in the colledlion of the late Mr. John

Hunter.

Captain Tench, who also mentions this

bird, in his Narrative of the Expedition to Bo-

I tany Bay, calls it the E)mu ; a name by which

ic was very commonly known in New South

Wales, though it certainly is a Cassowary,

and not an Emu.

If we add that gentleman's account, which

greatly corresponds with the preceding, though

written first, the reader will, we believe, be in

possession of all that has been published on

the subject.

' The bird which principally claims atten-

tion, is a species of ostrich, approaching

nearer to the Emu of South America, than

any other we know of. One of them was

shot, at a considerable distance, with a single

ball, by a convift employed for that purpose
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by the governor: it's weight, when compleat,

was seventy pounds ^ and it's length, from the

end of the toe to the tip of the beak, seven

feet two inches^ though there was reason to

believe it had not attained it's full growth.

On disseftion, many anatomical singula-

rities were observed : the gall-bladder was re-

markably large, the liver not bigger than that

of a barn-door fowl J and, after the stri6lest

search, no gizzard could be found. The legs,

which were of a vast length, were covered

with thick strong scales, plainly indicating the

animal to be formed for living in desarts; and

the foot differed from an ostrich'^s, by forming

a triangle, instead of being cloven.

** Goldsmith, whose account of the Emu is

the only one I can refer to, says, that " It is

*' covered from the back and rump with long

•* feathers, which fall backward, and cover

•* the anus; these feathers are grey on the

*' back, and white on the belly/*

" Th»
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*' The wings are so small, as liaidiy to deserve

the name, and are unfurnished with those

beautiful ornaments ^^h;ch adorn the wings of

the ostrich. All the feathers are extremely-

coarse, but the constru6llon of them deserves

notice ;
they grow in pairs from a single

shaft, a singularity which the author I have

quoted has omitted to remark.

** It may be presumed, that these birds are

not very scarce, as several have been seen,

some of them immensely large ; but they are

so wild, that our fleetest greyhounds are left

far behind in every attempt to catch them.

The flesh was eaten, and tasted like beef.'*

If Captain Tench had turned to the account

of the Cassowary, instead of the Emu, he

would have found that Goldsmith has noticed

the double feathers springing from a single

shaft. The Emu, as wc have before sug-

gested, is a different bird.

It is singular, that the gizzard should be

described as wanting, in the first Cassowary
which was shot in New South Wales, and

that
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that it should since have been found parrieu-

iarly lar^e in this bird.

This remark we cannot avoid making, as

we are persuaded of the truth of our friend*s

-account ; which expressly states, that the

gizzard has been found extremely large." Far

be it from us, however, to insinuate, in the

slightest degree, that Captain Tench, and

Surgeon White, are not persons of equal ve-

racity. Our friend's information seems to

have been the result of farther and more mi-

nute enquiry : not conSned to a single sub-

ject, as was at fxrst neeessarilv the case; but

sanctioned, and supported, in all probability,

by repeated proofs, during a long residence,

subsequent to the early accounts published by

those ingenious gentlemen.
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On viewing the beautiful colours of the

Coralline Snake, we almost lose the idea of

horror which is attached to the representation

of noxious animals in general. The rich lus-

tre of the coralline red, banded at intervals

with a delicate yellow, which is inclosed by

a deep but brilliant blue, presents to the eye

an assemblage so truly fascinating, that we
incline to forget it is a serpent which wc
are contemplating.

It is called, by Goldsmith, the Coral Ser-

pent ;. and he only informs us that it is red,

and that it's bite is said to be fatal.

Of this fatality, however, we have some

doubt j though Dr. Owen, in bis Essay towards

a Natural History of Serpents, certainly as-

serts that, in general, the red in serpents is a

denotation of their malignity.

The Coralline Snake is unquestionably a

native of South America ; and a snake which

greatly resembles it, only that the blue bands

are said to be black, is mentioned by Captain

Stedman, in his account of Surinam.

The
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The Andes, or lofty mountains of Chill, in

South America, which Antonio De Herrera, in

his History of America, calls a prodigy of

nature not to be matched in it*s kind, consist

of two chains of high mountains, about 1500

leagues in length, stretching along the Pacific

Ocean, from the Isthmus of Darien, to the

Straits of Magellan ; and Chimborazo, the

most elevated point in this vast chain, is

50,280 feet high, being 5000 feet higher than

any other mountain in the known-world. " In

this spacious region," savs Herrera, " are ad-

ders as red as blood, seven or eight feet long
;

which in the night appear like burning coals,

but are not so dangerous as other serpents that

are imps of darkness."

It is ingeniously observed by Goldsmith,

that though few species of the serpent are ve-

nomous, the difficulty of always deciding

which are and which are not so, helps to pre-

serve even the numerous inolFensive tribes
;

which would otherwise soon be destroved by

animals who at present fly from them with

dread and abhorrence.
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PIG-TAILED MONKEY.

IHIS animal, the Maimon of BufFon, is not

larger than a cat» It has received from diffe-

rent naturalists, different names,, but is best

known by that of the Pig-Tailed Baboon, or

Monkey.

Buffon remarks, that the Ape, the Ba-

boon, and the Monkey, form three bodies,

between each of which are two intervals ;.

the first filled up by the Magot, and the second

the Maimon : this last fills up the chasm

between the Baboon and the Monkey, in the

same manner as the Magot does that between

he Ape and the Baboon. In f:i6l, the Mai-

-non resembles the Baboon by it's thick and

arge snout, and it's short and crooked tail ;

' )ut differs from it, and approaches nearer the

I

donkey, by it's gentle disposition, as well as

j

ly it's size, which is much less than that of

lie Baboon^'*
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The Pig-Tailecl Monkey, Baboon, or Ape

—for it has been described under all these ap-

peliacions, and even by Edwards under the

latter—receives it's common epithet from the

circumstance of it's tail's being naked, and

curled up like that of a pig; which is not the

case with any other known species oi either

the Baboon or Alonkey tribes.

It's face is naked, and of a swarthy red-

ness ; it's eyes are of a chesnut colour, and it's

eye-brows black ; it has two sharp canine

teeth ; and it's ears are like those of the hu-

man species. The crown of the head is

dusky ; the limbs and body are brown, in-

clining to cinereous^; the fingers are black

;

tlie nails are long -Und flat ; and the thumbs

on the hind feet are very long, and connected

to the nearest toe by a broad membrane.

Though this animal is very spirited and full

of fire, it has none of tliat petulant impudence

l^hicli is so disgusting in the Baboon ; a dif-

ference imputed by Buffon to t;^.e state of the

genitals, which are in the Pig-'I'ailcd Monkey

concealed
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concealed within the skin. It has callositie;?

on the buttocks ; and the female is subject to

menstruation.

The Pig-Tailed Monkey is a native of

Sumatra, and some other southern provinces of

India, as well as of Japan ; for which reason

it is but little adapted to sustain the rigours of

our climate. That which BuiFon saw at Pa-

ris lived but a very short time ; and Edwards's

lived only one year in London.

** This beast," says Edwards, was

brought into England in 1732. It was ex-

tremely spirited, and full of adiion, and was

near the bigness of our common house cat: it

was a male, and lived under my care only one

year; and another of them, a female, hap-

pening at the same time to be exposed in a

shew of beasts, I brought the two exiles to-

gether, to see if they would claim or acknow-

ledge^ their kindred. The moment they came

into each other's presence, they testified their

mutual satisfadllon, and seemed quite trans-

ported at the interview."

The
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The Pig-Tailed Monkey is, in short, a very

docile animal
;
and, in Japan, is taught innu*

merable tricks, and carried about by the moun-

tebanks. Keempfer was informed, by one of

these people, that the animal he possessed was

a hundred and tv^'o years old. Though we
cannot call this the best authority, it seems

probable that, in it's native regions, tke animal

is Very long-lived.







RING-TAILED EAGLE.

The Ring-Tailed Eagle, or Falco Fulvus

of Linnaeus, is described by Buffon, as con-

sisting of two varieties; tbe Brown Eagle,

and the Black Eagle

»

Aristotle has not distinguished them by

name and it appears that he classed them

under the denomination of MeAaivatro? ; that

is, Black, or Blackish Eagle. He properly

separates this species from the Golden Eagle,

because it difFers—First, in size ; the Ring-

Tailed Eagle, whether Black or Brown, be-

ing smaller than the Golden Eagle—Secondly,

by the colours ; which are constant in the

Golden Eagk, but vary in the Ring-Tailed

Eagle—Thirdly, by it'*s cry; the Golden Ea-

gle often uttering a doleful plaint, while the

Ring-Tailed Eagle seldom screams—Fourth-

ly, by it's natural dispositions;, the Ring-

Tailed Eagle feeding all it's young in the nest,

training them, and condu6ling them, to prey

after they arc partly grown;, wliile the GoU
dcii
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den Eao;le drives them out of it's aerv, and

abandons them as soon as they are able to

fiv.

It appears," says BufFon, *^ easy to

prove, that the Brown and Black Eagle, v. hich

I have classed together, do not reallv consti-

tute two distin6l species- We need only

compare them together, even from the charac-

ters given by nomenciators with the view of

distinguishing them. They are both nearly of

the same size
;
they are of the same brown

colour, only sometimes of a deeper shade ; in

both, the upper part of the. head and neck is

tinged wltli ferruginous, and the base of the

large feathers marked with white ; the legs

and feet arc alike clothed ; in both, the iris is

of a hazel colour, the cere of a bright yel-

low, the bill that of blueish horn, the toes

yello\v, and the talons black : in short, the

>vhole diiierence consists in the shades and

distribution of the colours of the feathers

;

which is by no means sufficient to constitute

two dlfFercnt species, cspeciallv when the num-

ber of the points of resemblance so evident-

ly exceeds that of the difference. I have,

therefore.
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therefore, without scruple, reduced these two

species to one. Aristotle has done the same

thing, without mentioning it: but it appears

that his translator, Theodore Gaza, perceived

it; for he does not render Ms^aivasro?, by

Aquila Nigra, but by Aquila Nigricans pulla

fulvia, which includes the two varieties of

this species, both of which are blackish, but

the one of which is more tinged with yellow

than the other. Aristotle, whose accuracy I

often admire, gives names and epithets to the

animals which he mentions. The epithet of

this bird is Xaywtpovcr, or the Destroyer of

Hares. In fa6t, though the other Eagles also

prey on hares, this species is a more fatal ene-

my to those timid animals, which are the con-

staiit olvje61:s of their search, and the prey

which they prefer. The Latins, after Pliny,

termed the Eagle Valeria, quasi valens Viri-

bus, because of it's strength; which appears

greater than that of the other Eagles, in pio-

portion to it's size.*'

That both the Black and the Brown Eagle

:orae under the denomination of Ring-Tailed,

camiot
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cannot be denied
;

yet, we apprehend, they

are still distindl species.

The Black Eagle, termed by Frisch,

Schwartz-braune Adler, or the Black-Brown

Eagle, which BufFon ranges with the Ring-

Tailed Eagle, is esteemed by Linnseus a diffe-

rent species, under the name of Falco Me-

lan^etus.

The specific character giveii by Linnsus of

the Falco Fulvus, or Ring-Tailed Eagle, is

this— It^s cere is yellow, it's feet are wool-

ly, and dull rust-coloured-; and it's tail is

marked with a white ring. The Brown Ea-

gle was stated, in the tenth edition of the Svs-

tcma Naturae, as a distincfi species, by th-e

name of Falco Canadensis, and described as

** having a yellow cere ; it^s feet woolly ; it's

body dusky coloured ; and it's tail white, tip-

ped with brown," In the twelfth and subse-

cjuent editions, however, it is considered as

merely a variety. The spaces between If s

eyes and it^s ears are naked ; and it's breast is

sprinkled with triangular spots,
J

Botll
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Beth Linnaeus and Pennant conceive, that

Marco Polo, in his Description of the Usages

of the Tartars, aUudes to this species ; and not,

as BuiFon imagines, to the Golden Eagle.

In the classings of natural history, the great-

est men have frequently fallen into errors

;

and, perhaps, in the present instance, it would

be difficult to Rx, with precision, the exadl

boundaries of the respe^cive species.

We feel no difficulty, however, in decidedly

pronouncing, that it is the Brown kind of

Ring-Tailed Eagle, which we have delineated,

from Edwards, in the annexed print ; and from

whom we have named it, simply, the Ring-

Tailed Eagle,

This bird, which seems peculiar to th«

northern parts of Europe, and to America, is

the size of tlie Common Eagle. The bill is

of a blueish horn colour ; the upper mandible,

which is arched, hangs about an inch over the

lower, having an angle or tooth on each side ;

and the lower mandible is shorter than tlic

upper, and inclosed in it. I'he irides are

hazel-
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hazel-coloured ; and the pupil is black. Be^

tween the bill and the eyes there are spaces

of bare skin of a dirty hue, -thinly set with

small black hairs ; the head and neck are in-

vested with narrow brown feathers, ending in

fharp points ; and the whole body is covered

with dusky brown feathers, darker on the

back, and lighter on the uaider side. The
breast is marked with white triangular spots in

the middle of each feather ; the covert fea-

thers of the wings are of the same colour as

those of the body ; the quills or fiag-feathers

of the wings are black ; and a few of the

quills in the first row of coverts next the

back are variesfated with transverse lines of a

darker and lighter colour. The tail, which is

of an equal length with the wings when

closed, is white
;
except the tip of the fea-

thers, which are black or dark brown, and

the covens under the tail are a reddish brown

or bav. The thighs are invested with dark

brown feathers of a very loose texture,

through which a white down in some places

appears ; and the legs are covered, quite to

the feet, with a soft reddish-brown plumage.

Tiierc are four toes on each foot, veiy thick

and
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and strong, and covered with yellowish scales;

and the claws, or talons, whicii are black, and

extremely powerful, bend almost into semi^

circular figures, and terminate in very sharp

points.

In Ellis's account of the White-Tailed

Eagle of Hudson's Bay, it is easy to recog-

nize the Ring-Tailed Eagle.

It was probably this species of Eagle, which

is frequently seen in Ireland, of which Gold-

smith relates, that a man having swam over to

one of the beautiful little islands on the cele-

brated Lake of Killarney, for the purpose of

plundering an Eagles nest, and returning with

the two Eaglets tied to a string, was attacked

while in the water by the parent birds—who
had, unfortunately for him, perceived both

their loss and the plunderer—and in a few mi-

nutes compleatly dispatched with their beaks>

wings, and talons.

A more fortunate peasant, in Scotland,

where the Eagle, of dliterent species, is still

more frequently found than in Ireland, as

Goldsmith
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Goldsmith also relates, was accustomed to vi-

sit an Eagles nest, or aery, during the absence

of the old birds, and rob their young of hares,

partridges, and other delicacies, provided for

them by their parents ; who never discovered

the theft, though they were, doubtless, under

the necessity of procuring a much greater

portion of food than usual, to appease the

unsatisfied cravings, and consequent clamours,

of their injured offspring.







BANKSIA PYRIFORMIS.

The Banksia Pyrlformls, or Pear-shaped

Banksia, is one of thofe vegetable productions

discovered at Botany Bay, when the coast of

New South Wales was first explored by Sir

Joseph Banks and Dn Solander for the pur-

pose of making botanical acquisitions, which

have been named after Sir Joseph, in conse-^

quence of the indefatigable perseverance dis-

played by that scientific gentleman in the pur-

suit of his favourite study. As the great Lin-

naeus has done Sir Joseph the honour to give,

on this account, tlie classical name of Banksia

to some of the principal plants of New South

Wales, that compliment has been extended by-

other naturalists to the fruit which forms the

obje6l of our present enquiry.

This species, which was unknown to Lin-

seus, and has not received from Gaertncr

any
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any specific character, is thus described by

White, in his account of New South Wales—

The Banksia with soh'tarv flowers, ovate

downy capsules, and lance-shaped entire

smooth leaves : the capsules being larger than

ih any other known species."

The Banksia Pyriformis is, in fa6l, a ligne-

ous, ar woodvpear; and has, from it's colour

snd form, all the resemblance of the European

pear when unripe.

Many people, in New South Wales, we arc

assured, w^re at first sight of it much de-

ceived; for, finding it hanging in clusters on

the trees, and probably feeling no disinclination

to food of almost any kind, they congratu-

lated each other, that the woods were fur-

nished with a fruit which promised to gratify

the taste with something like what they were

fond of in their own country: but, on hastily

knocking them off the branches, and cagcrly

npplying their teeth to them, they quickly

found that there was less likelihood of losing

tlv.'ir
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their appetites, than their teeth themselves, on

the occasion since nothing but the ahiiost

iron bill of the cockatoo, or parrot, could

possibly find any thing eatable in them.

It was in vain, too, that they indulged 3

faint hope of what the mellowing hand of

tim.e, might efFe6l in the amelioration of this

deceptive fruit, which for ever remains impe-

netrable by the human tooth. * Yet the seed,,

which is winged, is not found unpleasant in

flavour ;
and, when the pear is ripe, the fer~

vour of the sun soon splits the ligneous part,

as it appears in the annexed figure, and the

seed drops out.

The fruit itself is covered with a soft down,,

like that on a peach ; and the tree which bears

it is of a moderate height, wearing a rough,

uncouth aspe6l.

The natives call the Banksia Pyriformis,

the Merry-dugur-ro. Like all the other trees

^•6f New South Wales, with the sole exception

3'" of
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of the cedar, the tree which bears this ligne-

ous pear is an evergreen.

The fruit is about double the size repre-

sented in the print; whicl^is an exact, though

reduced copy, of an original drawing from

nature.
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AMERICAN BISON".

IHE Bison is defined, by Linnaeus, a Beeve

with horns turned upwards; a hunch back;,

and a very long mane and beard. -

It seems agreed, by naturalists in general,

that the Bison, which is called Sober by the

Lithuanians, and Wisent by the Germans,

is merely a variety of the cow kind, and chief-

ly distinguished from the rest by a lump be-

tween it's shoulders. ^

Buffon saysy that all the southern parts of

Africa and Asia are inhabited by Hunchc*d

Dxen
;
among which a great variety is to be

met with, as far as respe61:s size, colour,

shape of the horns, &cc. The Bison, or

Wild Hunched Ox, is generally stronger, and

much larger, than the tame Ox of India : it

is, however, sometimes smaller; but this is

said to depend only on the quantity of food.

In Malabar, Abyssinia, and Madagascar,

where the meadows >are naturally spacious and

feitilc.
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fertile, the Bisons are all of a prodigious size ;

,in Africa, and Arabia Psetrea, where the land

is dry, the Bisons, or Zebus, are of the small-

est stature.

In every part of America, BufFon remarks

there are Oxen without hunches, which the

Spaniards and other Europeans have success-

fully carried tliither. These having multi-

plied, are now only become less in their new

abodes
;
yet the species was. absolutely un-

known in South America : in all the northern

parts, however, as far as Florida, Louisiana,

and even to Mexico, the Bisons, or Hunched

Oxen, are to be found in great numbers.

These Bisons, which formerly inhabited the

woods of Germany, Scotland, and other of

our northein countiies, have probably passed

from one continent to the other ; and are be-

come, like other animals, smaller in this new

world. As they have been habituated to cli-

mates more or less cc^ld, they have preserved

their coats more or less warm ; and their hair

is, of consequence, proportionablv longer and

thicker. The beard is longer at Hudson's

Bay, than at Mexico ; and, in general, the

hair
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I

hair is softer than the finest wool. We can,

1 therefore, scarcely avoid helievlng these Bisons

of the new continent to be of a different spe-

cies from those of the old. Yet they have

preserved all the principal characters ; the

hunch on the shoulders, the long hair under

the muzzle, as well as on the hinder parts of the

body, and the short legs and tail : and, if we
give ourselves the trouble of comparing what

Hernandez, Fernandez, and every other his-

torian and traveller of the new world, have

said, with what the ancient and modern natu-

ralists have written concerning the Bison of

Europe, we shall be convinced that these ani-

mals are not of a different species. Thus, the

Wild and the Tame Ox ; the European; Asi-

atic, American, and African, Ox ; the Bona-

sus; the Aurochs ; the Bison ; and the Zebu;

are all animals of one and the same species,

which have acquired their different variations,

from the several distinctions of climate, food,

and treatment.

Even the hunch or wen of the Bison, is

.^aid to be no other than an accidental charac-

ter, which is defaced and lost iu the mixture of

the

/
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the two kinds. The Aurochs, or Ox without

a hunch, is the most powerful or predominant

of the two
;
being found in ahnost every cli-

mate, either wild or domesticated : but, were

it the reverse, the hunch, instead of disap-

pearing, would extend, and continue, on every

/one of this mixed breed. Besides, BufFon con-

tends, this hunch of the Bison, like that of

the Camel, is less the production of nature,

than the effe61: of labour, and a mark of sla-

very. From time immemorial, in almost eve-

rv quarter of the globe, man has constrained

the Ox to carry burdens ; till the habitual and

often excessive load has deformed the back,

and is afterwards propagated by generation.

Undcformed Oxen are scarcely to be seen,

except in those countries where thev do not

use them as beasts of burden. In all Africa,

on all the Eastern continent, the Oxen are

hunch-backed, from having constantly carri-

ed heavy burdens on their shoulders ;
but, in

Europe, wliere they are onlv employed for

draught, thev have not undergone this altera-

fion, and are never seen with that deformity.

'I'hc tvsi cause cf this, very probably, arose

from
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from the weight and compression of the bur-

dens ; and a second may be found in tlie

superior abundance of food, for it disappears

when the animal is lean and ill fed. The en-

slaved hunch-backed animals, having escaped

ov been abandoned in the woods, have there

produced a wild posterity, loaded with the

same deformity
;
which, far from disappear-

ing, may have increased, by the abundance of

vegetable food in every uncultivated country.

On the whole, BuiFon concludes that, out of

the Buffalo, the Bonasus, the Aurochs, the

Bison, and the Zebn, to each of which both

the ancient and modern naturalists have given

a separate and distindl species, there remain,

in fa6l:, only two; the Buffalo, and the Ox.

These two animals, though greatly resem-

bling each other, both in a domesticated state,

and often living under the same roof, and fed

rn the same meadow, when brought together,

and even excited by their keepers, have con-

stantly refused to engender. Their nature is

more distant than that of the Ass from the

Horse : there even appears to be a strong an-

tipathy between them ; for it is affirmed, that a

cow
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COW will not suckle the voung Buffalo, and

that the female Buffalo refuses the same kind

office to a calf.

The reasoning of Buffon is curious; but

it will not, we presume, satisfy manv minds.

The Bison is generally chara6lerised, by na-

turalists, as having the fore-pans somewhat

resembling those of the lion, with a long

shaggv mane, and a beard under the chin.

The head is small; the eyes are red and fierv;

the looks are furious and commanding; the

forehead is extensive ; and the horns are placed

very far asunder. A hunch, almost as high

as that of a camel, grows on the middle of

tlie back, which is esteemed a peculiar delicacy

by the inhabitants ot those countries where

the animal is found in a wild state.

The American Bison differs from all others

in several particulars. It is larger than the

Ox ; has low, black, short horns ; a large

beard under it's chin ; and long hair springing

from between it's horns, which falls over it's

eyes, and gives it a hideous appearance. The
hunch
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hunch oil it's back begins at the haunches,

and gradually increases till it arrives at the

shoulders : the first rib before is half a yard

higher than those on the back, and is three

inches broad. The whole hunch is covered

with long reddish hair; and the rest of the

body with a sort of black wool, which is

much valued in America. The breast is large;

the buttocks are narrow ; the neck, legs, and

tail, are very short; and the head is dispro-

portionably big.

These animals have so exquisite a sense of

smelling, that it is very difficult for either men
or dogs to get near them, except on the lee-

ward side
;
and, so extremely timid are they,

that a whole herd of American Bisons will,

it is said, fly from a single dog. Yet, when-

wounded, they become very furious, and turn

on the hunters with determined resolution.

In some parts of America, the hunting of

these beasts forms a favourite diversion. The
hunters, after arranging themselves in four

lines, so as to form a very large square, begin

to set fire to the grass, which in the hunting

season
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season is usually verv dry and long. As the

flame runs along the lines, they advance closer

together; and the Bisons, which are extremely

terrified at the sight of fire, speedily fly from

it, and get into a close body ; when the Indian

hunters rush briskly to the attack, and sel-

dom suffer any to escape.

In Carolina, many of these animals are

brought up tame : some of them, however,

frequently retain their wild disposition ; break

through their inclosures ; effect their escape ;

and, ravaging the fields, draw after them,

wherever they penetrate, the whole of the

tame herds.

The flesh of the female is esteemed excel-

lent food; and the skin, both of the male and

female, are particularly valuable.

The tongue of the Bison is .^aid to be as

rough as a file ; with which, if it happens to

touch a man's cloaths, it seldom tails to get

hun into it's power, and soon tear hiin in

pieces.
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KING BIRD OF PARADISE.

FEWbirds, it has been remarked, have more

puzzled the learned, than those which are

denominated Birds of Paradise. Some have

descrihed them as inhabitants of the air, living

only on the dew of heaven, and never resting

on the earth; others, though they have ac-

<|uiesced in the latter part of their history,

admit that they subsist on flying inse6ls : and,

while some have insisted, that they have no

legs i others contend, that tlieir legs are not

only very iarge and strong, but tliat they are

absolutely birds of prey.

Tlie fa6t is, that the inhabitants of the Mo-
lucca Isles, of wliich tiie Bird of Paradise is

a native, perceiving tr<e strong inclination of

Europeans for these beautiful birds, originally

pradtised jnany dcceltv<^, with a vievv' of en-

hancing their value. In particular, they con-

stantly exposed them for sale without legs, and

protested that they never had any. "^rhe cre-

dulous Europeans, finding such singularly

beautiful
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beautiful birds destitute of legs, concluded that

they must necessarily be inhabitants of a su-

perior clime, and accordingly named them

Birds of Paradise. Error, however, is happi-

ly riot always long-lived; and, in the present

instance, it was at length discovered, that

these birds not only have legs, but tliat they

are so disproportionably large and strong as

to take considerably from the elegance of the

birds, which were probably on. that very ac-

count originally deprived of them by the

crafty natives.

To the recent discoveries of Sonnerat, we

are indebted for much additional information

respecfling the Birds of Paradise
;
which, un-

questionably, exceed all other classes, in the

"beauty, variety, and peculiar constru6lion, of

their plumage.

Tt appears that they associate in large flocks,

amidst tlie delightful spicev w^oods and groves

of their native islands ; and that the inhabi-

tants themselves are so sensible of their supe-

rior bcaurv, as to name them, in their lan-

guage,
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girage, God^s Birds. From the rapidity of

their flight, as well as from their being conti-

nually on the wing in pursuit of insects,

added to the circumstance of their emigrations

during the tempestuous seasons of that torrid

clime, they are sometimes called Swallows of

Tcrnate.

- oAt the beginning of August, they are seen

^ying together in great numbers ; and, as

the inhabitants of the Moluccas incline to be-

lieve, following their King, who is distin-

guished from his subjedts by the beauty of his

plumage, as well as by that respe6l and venera*

tion which they are said to render him. In the

evening th^y perch on the loftiest trees of the

forest; and, particularly, on one bearing a red-

berry, of which they seem remarkably fond.

In those ireCvS the natives conceal themselves;,

and exert their utmost address to shoot the

King with their arrows: for, that being cf-

fedled, the greater part of the flock soon be-

come an easv prey. On taking a number of

these birds, the usual pra6^Icc is, to embowel

them, and cut off theiv le^s ; after which,

thrusting
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thrusting a hot iron up the body, to dry all

internal moisture, and filling the cavities with

salt and spices, thev carry them to the usual

resort of Europeans, by whom they are rea-

dily purchased.

OT the King Bird of Paradise, which we

are now more particularly to describe, Sonne-

fat observes, that all liis predecessors have ei-

ther given an imperfedl idea, or- copied from

defedtive models.

This bird, he sav5, is about the size of the

cottimdn European blackbird. It's head,

•heck, throat, back, tail, and wings, are of a

shining red, as bright and vivid as carmine,

and of a soft and silky appearance I'he mid-

dle of the belly is white, terminated by a

transverse bar of green below tl\e neck ; the

feathers which form this bar being of abrigh:-

niess and polisii resembling metal. On ea(.h

side of the belly, beneath the wings, there are

Jong feathers ; brown at their bases, and aUo

a corisidtrable w^av upward, but taniinatin^

in green points of the same lustre as th.(?

ti-ausveric
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transverse bar on the breast. From the mid-

dle of the tail proceed two long filaments, or

shafts, of blackish feathers without beard?,

which extend far below the tail and wings
;

and, near their extremities, these shafts, which

there become bearded on one side, convolve

themselves, so as to form a pretty large circle,

open in the centre. This beautiful circle is of

an emerald colour, bright and varying. About:

each eye there is a black spot j and the irides,

as well as the bill and feet, are yellow.

It is not a little singular, however, that'

Clusius has described the King Bird of Para-

dise as the smallest of the geaus. The wings,

he says^ are considerably longer than the bo-

dy ; the bill is white ; the lower part of th'e

vppcr mandible is covered wltli a sort of red

silky down, as well as the forepart of the

head, but the middle part about the eyes is full

9f black specks ; the feathers on th-e neck

and breast, which resemble silk, arc of a deep

black colour; the back, wings, and tail, are of

a dusky yellow ; beneath the breast is a blaclc

»tripe as broad as tlie little finger; and the

fcaiheri
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feathers which cover the belly are white, but

black near the wings. The naked quills are

slender and black, and rolled up into a kind of

balls at the end ; on one side of which balls

there are very fine shaggy hairs, their upper

parts being of a shining deep green, and their

under ones of a dusky yellow.

JEdwards, too, who unquestionably both de*-

scribed and figured from nature, says, in ex-

press terms, speaking of his King Bird of Pa-

radise, ** this very elegant bird is about the

size of the chaffinch." The description, how-

ever, corresponds in several particulars with

that of Sonnerat; whocertainlv saw^ the livinfj

bird at it's full growth, while Edwards might

possibly describe from .the stuffed skin of ^

young one.

I







RED UNDERWiNG.

Of this grand and beautiful Moth, which is

far from being uncommon in most parts of

England, the following description has been

given by the late Moses Harris ; to whom we
are also indebted for the annexed very accu-

rate figure.

** The antennae resemble tlireads ; the tho-

rax is crested, and of a brownish grey co-

lour : the abdomen, and superior wings, ate

of the same hue ; the latter having double

lines, and zigzag bars crossing them in several

places, with a remarkable spot on the bar

tendon, which is in the middle of the wings^

shaped something like the human ear.

** The under or inferior wing\s are of a £iie

Scarlet colour, whence obviously arises the

simple name of Red Underwing ; these wings,

however, have tw^o broad bands or bars of

black. The tongue is spiral; and all the

wings are dentated.

" The
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The Caterpillar, which feeds on the

willow, is about two inches and a half long
;

and it's colour is so much like that of the

bark, that the animal is net easily seen when

sought for. It is full fed about the latter end

of June, or beginning of July, when it

changes into the Chrysalis, state beneath the

bark, within a spinning.

** The Chrysalis is red, cevered with a fine

bloom.

*' The Moth, which appears in August,

flies in the day-time ; and is very fond of

settling against barns, or the sides of such

houses as are built with wood."
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RING-TAILED MAUCAUCO.

By some naturalists, the Maucauco is called

the Macauca, and by others the Mococo.

Goldsmith uses this latter appellation ; and he,

with several others, describes it as a branch

only of the Maki family, or those animals

which approximate nearest to the Monkey
race.

The Maucauco, however, a name which wc
shall adopt for the generic title, forms a dis-

tmS: genus of animals of the Lemur tribe,

in the Linnaean distribution of nature.

This genus, of which there are several spe-

cies, is characterised by Linnaeus,, as having,

six cutting and twa canine teeth in each jaw;,

a sharp-pointed visage^ like that of the fox;^

and feet formed like tlie human hands.

It's hands, too, it uses, like the monkey,
[singly, for gathering or holding it's food;

[whicli is not the case with tb« squirrel, and

such-
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such Other animals as are a few links farther

removed in the great chain which connedls,

by so many nice gradations, the almost infi-

nite varieties of animated nature. These, in-

deed, feed themselves with their fore-paws,

but can hold nothing in one of them singlv,

and are obliged to take up whatever they eat

in both at once.

But, though in the conformation of the

Maucauco's hands, it nearly approaches- the

monkey kind ; in other respe6^:s, such as the

make of the snout, the form of the ears, and

the parts that distinguish the sexes, it entirely

differs.

Of these animals there are many different

kinds ; all varying from each other in colour

or size, but agreeing in the human-like figure

of the hands and feet, and in the nose's some-

what resembling that of a dog or fox.

BufFon seems to treat them all as a hideously

disgusting race of animals, not surpassed in

ugliness by the worst grimaces of the baboon.

We can fecl.no sufficient reason for this idea,

m
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in the figure or description of any Maiicauco

with which we are acquainted. In none of

them does there appear to us, from their gene -

i-ai formation, a capability of gestures equally

repulsive with those which mark almost every

species of the baboon.
.

^

The Ring-Tailed Maucauco, indeed^ of

which we are at present more particularly tq

-,s?peak, is so far, in our judgment, from bp-

jug what is denominated ill-favoured; that wft

shall not be singular, we apprehend, in ac*

knowledging our opinion, that it is really %

pleasing and even beautiful little animal.

It is, in size, not much larger than a com-,

snon domestic cat ; but the body and limbs arc

more slender, and of a longer make. ThQ
hind legs, too, are cpnsiderably longer than

the fore ones. The tail, from which this ani*-

mal derives it's specliic name, is double th^

length of the body : It is coverctl with fur, and

alternately marked with broad j ings of blacfc

V aikl white. The extraordinary size ot^ the eyes.

: very remarkable ; and they are surrounded

,
by a broad black space. The C4id of the nosi?

is
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is also black ; the face is white ; and the ears

are ere6t. The head is covered with dark

cinereous hair ; that of the back and sides is

somewhat lighter, and frequently of a reddish

hue; the hair on the outsides of the limbs is

paler; and that on the belly, and insides of the

limbs, is white : the whole being soft, glossy,

and delicate ; smooth to the touch, and ere(^t

like the pile of velvet. The ' nails are fiat,

and the insides of the hands and feet are black.

When the animal sleeps, it brings it's nose to

it's belly, and it's tail over it's head.

In somevi'hat of this attitude, though not

sleeping, our figure of the Ring-Tailed Mau-
cauco is delineated. The fruitwhich it holds,

is to shew that it uses only one hand in eating.

This animnl, wlilch is a native of Mada-

gascar and the neighbouring islands, is ex*

tremely gentle ; and, though it in many re*

specfls resembles the monkey, it neither pos-

sesses it's irreclaimabiy malicious nor mischie-

vous habits.

Like the nicnkcy, however, it is adlive^ •

and
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and perpetually in motion ; and, like all four-

handed animals, moves in an oblique direc-

tion.

It is exceedingly cleanly; has a feeble cry;

and, when taken young, is tamed with the

greatest ease.

The Ring-Tailed Maucauco, as well as

most of the other species, is a gregarious ani-

mal. They associate in flocks of thirty or

forty ;
and, apparently, concert together plans

of operation, which are assisted, like those of

the higher orders of animated life, by a mu-
tuality of exertion*

Goldsmith, in his account of the Coati-

mondl, says— This animal is very subject

to eat it's own tail, which is rather longer tliaa

it's body : but this strange appetite," he adds,

*V is not peculiar to the Coati alone; the Mo-
coco," by which he means the Ring-Tailed

Maucauco, " and some of the Monkey kinds,

do tlie same, and seem to feel no pain in

wounding a part of the body so remote from

the centre of circulatioru"

According
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According to Flacouit, the Ring-Tailed

Maucauco is sometimes found white. Gau-

che, in his Voyage to Madagascar, also speaks

of a white kind, which grunt like swine, and

are called by the natives Amboimenes.

Pennant, who enumerates and describes

eleven species of the Maucauco, has collecled

the following different names, under which the

Ring-Tailed Maucauco is mentioned or de-

scribed by dilFerent travellers and naturalists.

By Flacourt, in his History of Madagascar,

it is called Vari ; by Grose, in his Voyage to

the East Indies, Mocawk ; bv Edwards, Mau-

cauco ;
by Linnasus, Lemur Catta; and by

BufFon, Mococo.







BLACK SWAN,
OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

Though every schoolboy, on entering

into the Syntax of Lilly's Latin Grammar,

becomes acquainted with the popular phrase

—

*' Rara avis in terris, liigroque simillima

Cygno," this uncommon bird has, till within

these few years, been wholly unknown ; at

least, to all modern naturalists.

We have received from an intelligent friend,

who was probably one of the party alluded to,

the following acount of it's first discovery.

** Tn an excursion made by some gentlemen

to tiie northward of Port Jackson, in the

year r788, this flatcly bird was firfl: seen,

swimming erect, and undismayed at their ap-

proach, in a small creek that led to ^»ome wa-

ters which are found between Port Jackson

"and Broken Bay. It's appearance was so

grand and novel, that the temporary surprise

which succeeded, allowed it tioie to get on th^

wing,
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wing, and escape unhurt. Several of these

birds were afterwards killed ; and the flesh,

tliough coarse, was found to be very pala-

table.

\\
These birds have been seen in great

numbers, in the lagoons, or ponds, which

lay between the two harbours abovemen-

tioned ;
where, among the thick sedges which

skirt the borders of them, they deposit their

eggs, and hatch their young. The feathers of

these continue, for some time after they are

produced, of a very light bjown.

** Those who amused themselves with

shooting these birds, found the parents an easy

prey when at'tended by their young : for

nothing could induce them to quit them,

though £red at from every direction and

themselves frequently wounded, while their

offspring had life. The sanie affe^lion has

been noticed between the male and female

birds.

** The natives of New South Wales name

t his bird M^lgo."

Latljam
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Latham calls it, Anas Nigra, remigibus

albis," or the Black Swan with white remiges

;

and, in a late edition of the Linn^an System,

it has been chara6t:erized under the appella-

tion of Anas Plutonia.

The annexed print is copied from a very

exa6l drawing, kindly furnished by the gen-

tleman who has favoured us with the above

particulars which come within his own know-

ledge. He adds, that the bird rises very hea-

vily from the water
;
and, that it's colour is

not absolutely black.

It is, however, of such a sooty darkness, as

fairly to warrant tlie appellation w^hich it has

obtained.

In size, and general appearance, with the

exception only of colour, it bears the mosc

striking resemblance to the Common Swan ;

and is remarkable for all that stateliness, and

graceful dignity of adlion, in it's various mo-
tions and attitudes, which so peculiarly mark

this eminently distinguished European bird.

The
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The Black Swan is wholly of thai dark

hue from which it derives it's- name; with the

sole exception of the long wing-feathers, or

remiges, w^hich are w^hite. The beak, which

is of a fine red, has a blackish tip on the up-

per mandible, and on the curvature near the

tip is a spot of yellow. The feet are some-

what lighter than the legs, which are of a

deep black.

From the snowy whiteness invariablv found

to preside over- the plumage of the Common
Swan, no small number of those who believe

nothing but what they see, and who think

themselves, what they certainly are not, the

wisest of mankind, for a considerable time

refused their assent to the possibility of a Black

Swan's existence. It has, however, been

abundantly proved, even in their own way ;

the stuft'cd bird having been repeatedly seen in

England. We cannot, liowever, positively

assert, that the Black Swan has yet made it's

appearance alive in any part of Europe ;.

tliough we see no good reason why it might

not be broiight over, and even bred in our

climate.







ELEPHANT BEETLE.

Among the Beetle, or Scarabaeus tribes,

as they are denominated by Linnaeus, the Ele-

phant Beetle stands super-eminently distin-

guished

.

In this numerous race of inse6ls, besides

the differences resulting from the various

shapes and colours of the different species, the

variety of their sizes is remarkable ; some be-

ing smaller than the head of a pin, and others

as large as a man's fist.

The Beetle families are distinguished by hav-

ing two transparent wings, with cases or

shells which cover them closely while at rest,

but allow them their proper play when flying.

They are all bred tirst from the egg ; then be-

come a grub; next a chrysalis, in which the

parts of the future fly are distinclly visible;

and, lastly, the Beetle quits it's prison, break-

ing forth as a winged animal in full malui ity.

The
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The cases to the wings of the Beetle tribes

are the more necessary, as they all live fre-

quently beneath the surface of the earth, in

holes dug out by their own industrv. These

cases, though they do not assist flight, but

probably tend, if not to retard it, at least to

limit it's duration, nevertheless serve to shield

the inse61: from injury while in it's subterranean

situation, as well as to preserve" the internal

wings clean and even, and produce a loud buz

-

zins: noise when the Beetle rises into the air.

The security, indeed, which this inse61: de-

rives from it's shelly covering, has called forth

the moralizing ideas of our unequalled bard.

*' And often, to our comfort, shall we find,

The sharded Beetle in as safe a hold

As is tho full-vvingcd Eagle."

SH AKSPEARE.

The B.'ctle, indeed, seems to have been par-

ticularly regarded bv Shakspeare; who makes,

in li's behalf, one of his noblest appeals to hu-

manity.

E'en [he jioor Beetle, that we tread upon,

In corj-ioral siiftoraiK-e feels a pang as great,

As when a Giant dies

The
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The formation of the Beetle, whatever may

he it's species, is always like that of shell-fish

;

the bones being placed externally, and the

muscles within. These muscles greatly re-

semble those of quadrupeds in their formation ;

but are endued with such surprising strength

tbat, bulk for bulk, they are a thousand times
,

stronger than those of man. This prodigious

strength of the muscles is eminently useful in

digging the animal's subterraneous abode

;

where it is generally hatched, and to which it

most frequently resorts, even after it becomes

a winged inse61: capable of flying.

To what has been remarked respe6ling the

vast diversities of the Beetle families, may be

added the wonderful differences in their origi-

nal production. Some being produced in a

month, and going through all their stages of

(Existence in a single season ; while others take

nearly four years in attaining to maturity, and

live as winged inserts a year afterwards.

The Elephant Beetle, considerably the lar-

gest of the genus hitherto known, is found lu

South America
; particulaily, at Guiann, Su-

lii'.am,
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rinam, and about the River Oroonoko. It is

of a black colour; the whole body being co-

vered with a very hard shell, full as thick and

strong as that of a small crab. It's length,

from the hinder part to the eves, is almost four

inches
;
and, from the same part to the end of

the proboscis, or trunk, from which it derives

it's name of the Elephant Beetle, four inches

and three quarters. The transverse diameter

of the body is two inches and a quarter ; and

the breadth of each elvtron, or case for the

wings, is an inch and three tenths. The an-

tenna, or feelers, are quite homy ; for which

reason, the proboscis or trunk is moveable at

it's insertion into the head, and seems to sup-

ply the place of feelers. The horns, which

are eight-tenths of an inch long, terminate in

points. The proboscis is an inch and a quar-

ter long, and turns upwards, making a crooked

line, which terminates in two horns, each

nearly a quarter of an inch in length, but not

perforated at the cxtrcmitv* like the proboscis

of other inscfts. About four-tenths of an

inch above the head, or that side" next tlie

bodv, there is a prominence or small horn,

wiiich woAjld, if the rest of the trunk were

av»av.
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away, cause this part to resemble the horn of

a rhinoceros. There is, indeed, a Rhinoce-

ros Beetle; the horns or trunk of which,

however, have no fork at the end, though the

lower horn resembles this. The feet are all

furcated at their extremities, but not like the

claws of the lobster.

The annexed figure is an exa6l representa-

tion of the Elephant Beetle
; specimens of

which are preserved in the Leverian Museum.

Of any peculiar habits which may distin-

guish this species, we have no information that

can be depended on. It Is probable, however,

that they are nearly the same as in those Bee-

tles which it most resembles in size and con-

formation. I
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WHITE BEAR.

The White Bear is frequently called in

England the Greenland Bear ; and sometimes,

by naturalists, the Polar Bean

The length of this animal is said to be often

thirteen feet; and it seems to be almost the

only creature which, by being an mhabitant

of the ar6i:ic- regions, grows larger than those

of the same tribes in more temperate climeSi

The rest of animated nature, in general, as

they approach the poles, seem to suffer a di-

minution of size through the regions of the

surrounding atmosphere ; but the White Bear,

unmolested in these desolate climes, and meet-

ing with no opponent more powerful than it-

self, grows to an enormous magnitude : and>

as the lion is the tyrant of the African forests,

so the White Bear sways his rude sceptre

over the icy mountains of Greenland and

Spitzbergen.

The
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The White Bear has a long head and neck
;

short round ears
;
large teeth ; and limbs of

vast size and strength. I^'s hair, which is

long and soft, Is of a white colour, tinged in

some parts with a dirty yellow.

In Martin'^ Spitzbergen, where this animal

is particularly described, it is said to bark al-

most like a dog that is hoarse ; to be less

clumsy, and more nimble, than the common

Bear; and to have a head so far from being

very tender, like the head of the common Bear,

that he saw it receive, without being in the

smallest degree stunned, several blows on

that part, which he is persuaded would have

knocked down an ox.

The White B':ar is confined to tlje coldest

part of the globe. It has been found as iar

as navigators have penetrated northwards

above latitude 80. The frigid climes alone

seem adapted to it's nature. It is unknown,

except on the shores of Hudson's Bay, Green-

land, and Spitsbergen. The north of Nor-

way, and of great part of Russia, arc desti-

tute of this animal; but it is abundantly seen

again,
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again, in Nova Zembla, and from the River

Ob, along the Siberian coast, to the month

of the Jenesei and Lena. It is, however,

never met with far inland, except when it loses,

it's way in mists ; nor is it found either in

Kamtschatka or it's islands. It has been seen

as far south as Newfoundland ; but is not a

native of that country, being only carried

thither accidentally on floating islands of ice.

During the summer season, the White Bear

either resides on an island of ice, or employs

itself in passing from one of these islands to

another : for it swims admirably can conti-

nue that exercise, as some assert, six or seven

leagues; and dives w^ith wondci ful agility. la

-winter, it either retreats under tlie snow,

where it forms deep dens, supported by pillars

of the same congealed element ; or retires

imder some great cn:iincnce beneath the fixed

ice of the frozen sea.

The female brings forth two young at '4

time ; and so strong is their mutual afle6lion»

th;it they suffer dcatli rather than desert each

other.

These
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These animals feed on fish, seals, the car-

cases of whales, and even on human bodies;

which last they often greedily dig out of their

rraves, They are said to be particularlv fond

of human blood ; and are sometimes so daring

as to attack companies of armed rhen. It is,

indeed, very common for a drove of White

Bears to rush, from the surrounding ice, to-

wards our Greeniandmen ; arid, climbing up

the sides, board the vessel, in search of that

blubber, the scent of which so powerfully at-

tra6i:s them. On these occasions, however,

the sailors, who generally perceive them com-

ing, instantly run aloft ; and, with their mus-

kets, soon dispatch tliese unwelcome visitants.

Even at land, where they often devour

birds and their eggs, allured by the smell

of tlie seal's flesh, they not unfrequentlv

break into, and plunder, the houses of ti.e

Greenlanders.

Frequent, and terrible battles, ensue be-

tween the White Bear, and the morse or the

whale : in these confli^Tts, the Vvift teeth of the

morse usually give it a decisive surcriority ;

and
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and the whale also, being in it's own element,

commonly proves too powerful for it's four-

footed opponent. When, however, it meets

with a young whale or morse, it amply re-

pays itself for every injury received in it's ren-

counters with the parents.

TheWhite Bear has frequently been brought

alive to England : but it appears uneasy, and

restless ; and has, even in our winter, the ap-

pearance of suffering from extreme heat, ex-

cept when it has cold water thrown over it,

without which k v/ould not long: survive.

The flesh of the White Bear, though by

most naturalists said to taste like mutton.

Goldsmith asserts, in consequence of it's

feeding on fish and seals, is too strong for food.

The fat is melted for train oil ;. tliat of the

feet being reserved for medicinal purposes.

Tlie liver, Pennant remarks, is very unwhole-

some ; as three of Birentz's sailors experi-

enced, who feil dangerously ill on eating some

of it boiled. The skin makes an excellent

warm and durable cloathing.

The
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" The number of these animals," says

Goldsmith, that are found about the north

pole ; if we consider the scarcity, there, of

all other terrestial creatures, is very amazing.

They are not only seen at land ; but often on

ice-floats, several leagues at sea. They are

often transported in this manner to the very

shores of Iceland ; where they no sooner

land, but all the natives are in arms to receive

them. It often happens," adds the dodtor,

that when a Greenlander and his wife arc

paddling out at sea, bv coming too near an

ice-float, a White Bear unexpedledlv jumps

into their boat ; and, if he does not overset

it, sits calmly where he first came down, and

like a passenger, suffers himself to be rowed

along. It is probable the poor little Green-

lander is not very fond of his new guest;

however, he makes a virtue of necessitv, and

hospitably rows him to shore."

Buffbn, who very rehn^^antly admits the.

claim of the White Bear to be considered as

a dlflcrent species, asserts that, when these

animals find any prev on land, thev do not

give themselves the trouble to seek for fcod in

tlic
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the sea : they devour rein-deer, and any other

beasts they can seize
; they even attack men,

and dig up dead carcases. But, when almost

famished, as they often find themselves in those

barren and desart countries, they are obliged

to live in the ocean. They plunge in, to seize

the young seals, and other marine animals

;

and they rest on the ice, waiting their prey,

which they perceive, from their station, ap-

proaching at a great distance. As long as

they find this post produces them an abundant

subsistence, they never quit it: so that when

the ice begins to float, in the spring season,

;

they sufFcr themselves to be carried away with

i
it

;
and, as they cannot now rejoin the land,

or even quit the ice on which they are em-

barked for any long time together, they often

perish in the open sea. Those which arrive

on the coasts of Norway and Iceland, with

these floats of ice, are so greatly famished, as

to fly with the utmost ferocity on every crea-

ture they meet, in order to devour it; and

what has still augmented the prejudice, that

:hese White Bears are of a more ferocious or

nore voracious kind than the common Bear,*

s because some authors have persuaded them-

selves
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selves that they were amphibious, like the seal,

and that they even remain under water as

long as they please. The contrary, however,

Buffon maintains, is evident from the manner

in which they exist. They even swim, he

says—though other naturalists speaks very

difFerently—but a short time together, and not

more than a mile at once
;
they are easily fol-

lowed by a boat till weary
;
and, though they

sometimes plunge to tlie bottom of the water,

to refresh themselves, they are soon obliged to

rise to the surface for fear of drowning,

when the hunters kill them.

Bears sometimes wholly white, but more

frequently brown, or black spotted with that

colour, are occasionally seen on the parts of

the Russian borders ^in Siberia, in a wander-

inor state ; which are supposed, by Dr, Pallas,

to have strayed out of the lofty snowy moun*

tains which divide the two countries.







SPOTTED INDIAN WOODPECKER.

Woodpecker is the English general ap-

pellation, for a genus of birds of the Pious

kind, of which there are numerous varieties,

some of them in aUnost every part of the

world. They all subsist entirely on ants and

other inseiSls; and their principal action is

that of climbing up and down the trunks or

boughs of trees, for the purpose of procuring

their food. They have a long slender tongue,

armed with a sharp bony point barbed on each

side
;

this, assisted by a curious apparatus of

muscles, they can exert at pleasure, darting it

to a great length into the clefts of the bark,

where they transfix, and instantly extra6l, the

concealed insecls. They arc also said to bore

holes, with their bills, in hollow rotten trees;

as well to come at the inse6ls within, as to de-

posit their own eggs.

These are habits which may, in a general

^iew, be considered as common to the whole

kind. There are, however, some exceptions;

particularly, with rcspedl to tke Woodpeckers

ol"
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of Guinea and Brasil ; which suspend their cu-

riously constructed nests from the extremities

of the branches of trees, equally secure from

the monkies on the sam.e boughs, who dare

not venture so far, and the numerous snakes,

•which in vain wreathe their terrific forms

around the trunks below.

The Spotted Indian Woodpecker, or Picus

Benga]ensis of Linnsus, is called by Albin the

Bengal Creeper
;
and, by BufFon, the Green

Woodpecker of Bengal.

Wc have adopted, however, both the namfc

and the figure of Edwards.

It is smaller than the Green European

Woodpecker ; and has along, ftraight, blackish

bill, ridged on the upper part. The cra^\'n of

the licad, from the bill backwards, and beyond

tlie eyes, is black speckled with white ; but

I'lc hinder part of the head is covered witli

long scarlet feathers, tending backwards in

form of a crest. The sides of tlie head below

the eves ars white ; and the throat, from the

bill
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bill to the middle of the breast, is irregularly

variegated with large black and white spots.

The hinder part of the neck is black ; and, on

each side, there runs a v/hite line down to the

wings. The beginning of the back is yellow
;

but the lower part, and the rump, are of a dull

green hue. The belly, thighs, and covert*

beneath the tail, are white, sprinkled with se-

ttiilunar spqfs. Some of the exterior prima-

ries are black, barred with white ; the re-

fiiainder, and the coverts of the wings, are of

a dull green colour ; and the lesser coverts are

a dark brown, with distin6i: white spots. The

tail is blackish, with a cast of dull green ;

the feathers of which it is composed being stiff

and pointed. The legs and claws are dusky.

Buffon says, that the Green Woodpecker

of Goa, which he considers as one of the

most beautiful of the "Woodpeckers, bears a

striking resemblance to this bird : and, from

this similarity, joined to the circumstance that

they inliabit contiguously, he is induced to

conclude that they are the same
;

or, at least,

two kindred species. The Goa Woodpecker,

however,
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however, he ackno vvledges, has it's bill one-

third larger than that of Bengal, or our Spot-

ted Indian Woodpecker of Edwards.

The Green Bengal Woodpecker of Brisson,

as well as his Cape of Good Hope Wood-
pecker, which last bears a still closer resem-

blance, BufFon positively classes with this

Bengal or Spotted Indian Woodpecker. He
is of opinion, that Brisson described tlie Cape

Woodpecker from nature, and the other from

Edwards's figure.







METROSIDEROS LANCEOLATA.

IS beautiful ever-green shrub is one of

those vegetable productions of New South

Wales, which have been classed under the

general title, Banksia,

It is, according to the Llnnaean system, of

the Icosandria Monogynia order ; and is, by-

some naturalists, called the Metrosideros Citri-

na, or Harsh- Leaved Metrosideros.

The name Metrosideros was originally

given, by Riunphius, to some plants of this

^enus found at the Dutch settlement of Am-
boyna. The term is classically significant

of the hardness of the wood for which those

plants are distinguished; and which, in the

Dutch language, is called Yzerhout, or Iron-^

wood. Forster figures this and another ge-

nus on the same plate, under tlic name Lep-

tospermum
; and, Schreber, in his Linnseus,

places Metrosideros, Melaleuca, Leptosper-

mum,
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mum, and Fabricia, all under the genus Me-

laleuca : but Goertner, in his elaborate work

on the seeds of plants, makes them separate

genera, in conformity with the ideas of Sir

Joseph Banks and Mr. Dryander.

The Metrosideros Lanceolata, under the

name of Metrosideros CitHna, has been

figured and described by Mr. Curtis, from

a plant of English growth, produced to-

ward the close of the summer 1793, at Lord

Cremorne's. But, though the root, as Mr.

Curtis informs us, came from Botany Bay, the

flowering, on the slightest inspection of the

print, will be found so different from that

which we have delineated with all the accuracy

of which coloured engravings are susceptible,

from the actual plant as it flowers in New
South Wales, that even it's kindred might al-

most fail to be recognized by any person not

an adept in the botanical science. The flow-

ers, in fa»5l» so far from appearing one blended

m iss of crimson tilamcnts, unencumbered by

surrounding leaves, and forming, as it were,

a single flower, headed like a spear, as in the

annexed
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annexed print, spring from the stem at consi-

-derable distances, and have most of them at-

tendant leaves, so as to wear a quite different

aspedl.

Mr, Curtis describes it as an evergreen

shrub, growing from the height of from four

to six or more feet. He observes, that it's

leaves on the old wood feel very harsh or ri-

gid to the touch
;
and, when bruised, give

forth an agreeable fragrance. The flowers,

he adds, grow in spikes on the tops of the

branches, and ow^e their beauty wholly to the

brilliant colour of the filaments.

To this we may add that, in it*s native

clime, it grows to about five feet in height

;

flowers in December; and is found to thrive

best in a marshy soil. It is highly melliferous,

so as even to be clammy to the touch ; but the

bloom is without fracrrance.o

X Many gardens in England, and most of the

. nurseries in the vicinity of the metropolis,

now boast the possession of this beautiful

^^xttLiiii: shrub
;
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shrub ; which is raised, without difficulty,

both from cutting* and seed, and has been

thought to improve by cultivation. It does

not, however, usually flower, at least in En-

gland, till about the fifth or sixth year.

An account of the Metrosideros Lanceola-

ta, as described by the learned and ingenious

Dr. Smith, may be seen in the Transadtion*

•f the Linnaean Society, vol. iii.
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VARIED SQUIRREL.

The Varied Squirrel, or Sciurus Striatus of

Linnaeas and other naturalists, is supposed,

hy some, to be the same animal as the^^' ;o-

quallin of Bulton ; which Goldsmith calls the

Brasilian Squirrel, and describes as being a

beautiful animal of the kind, very remarkable

for the variety of it's colours. It's belly is

said to be of a bright yellow ; it's head and

body being variegated with white, black,

brown, and orange colour. It wants the

tufts at the extremities of it's ears ; and does

not climb trees, as most of the kind are seen

to do.

In this description, unquestionably, there is

much resemblance to that of the Varied

Squirrel of Edwards, hereafter to be de-

scribed ; and, indeed, it seems evident to us^

that there is an entire class of these striped

Squirrels, originally from one family, per-

haps, but bearing very different degrees of

affinity. The Grey Virginian Squirrel, called

by



by BufFon the Petit Gris—that being the

French name of it''s valuable fur, though very-

inapplicable to the size of the animal itself,?

which is larger than a rabbit—Goldsmith says,

his a beautiful red streak on each side length-

w^)-?." The Barbary Squirrel, of which

Buffon makes three varieties, " is of a mixed

colour, betw^een red and black ; and, along

the sides, there are white and brown lines,

which render this animal ver^^ beautiful;, but

what still adds to it's elegance is, that the belly

is of a sky blue, surrounded with white/'

The Squirrel of New Spain, which is of a

deep iron grey, is said also, by Goldsmith,

to have seven longitudinal whitish streak*

along the sides of the male, and five along

those of the female.'*

In our opinion, howe\'er, what Goldsmith .

calls the Little Ground Squirrel of Carolina,
]

is the only animal which he mentions that can I

be truly considered as our Varied Squirrel of

Edwards. This, indeed, as far as Goldsmith's

description goes, which is comprehended in

the few following words, will be found so*

far
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far compleatly to correspond It is of a.

reddish colour ; has blackish stripes on each

side; and, like the fornier,*' meaning the

Brasilian Squirrel, or Coquallin of BuiFon,

delights not in trees,"

Here, too, as well as in the Coquallin, we find

a trait of distinction between even the Striped

Squirrels, that of preferring the ground to

trees ; which seems to imply, that there may
have been two different families, in their ori-

gin, of the Striped Squirrels only*

From these speculative ideas, hov/ever, we
proceed to the a6lual description of the Varied

Squirrel, as accurately figured and described

by Edwards.

The nose and feet of this animal arc of a

pale red colour; the eyes arc full; and the

cars are plain. The ridge of the h?.ck h
marked with a black streak ; and each side lias

•"^aipale yellow stripe, bounded above a.id be*

low with a line of black. I'lie head, body,

and tail, arc of a reddish brown hue ; and the

breast and belly arc white.

Varied



Varied Squirrels inhabit the north of Asia,

and greatly abound in the forests of North

America. They seldom ascend a tree ; unless

when they are pursued, and have no other

means to efFe6t their escape. They burrow

under ground ; and form their habitations with

two avenues each, that they may have a ready

access to the one, should the other bv any ac-

cident be stopped up. These retreats are very

ingeniously contrived. Their general form is

that of a large gallery, with two branches on

each side
;
and, at the end of each branch,

there is a spacious chamber, which serves as a

magazine for winter stores. In one of these

chambers they deposit acorns ; in another,

maize; in a third, hickery nuts
;
and, in the

fourth, chesnuts, which are considered as tlieir

most favourite food. If their stock of provi-

sion holes out, they seldom stir from their

apartments during the winter season
;

but,

when tiicsc are exhausted before nature enables

them to obtain new supplies in the regular

course, tliev dig into the cellars, where apples

are usually preserved by the natives ; or pene-

trate into their barns and granaries, and carry

away astonishing quantities of the maize there-

in
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in deposited. The cats, however, frequently

destroy them, on these occasions, in prodigious

numbers, or their depredations would not seldom

prove ruinous to the farmer.

The Varied Squirrel bites very severely

;

and is of so extremely wild a nature, that it is

hardly possible ever to tame it. The skin,

which is of but little value, is sometimes used

for the linings of -cloaks.









RED-BREASTED GOOSANDER.

The Goosander forms a (listln6l tribe of

water-fowl. It has a round bill ; the body

and wings are shaped like those of the penguin

kind ; and it's legs are not hid in the belly.

Goldsmith observes, that *' the Goosander

may be distinguished from all others by it's

bill ; which is round, hooked at the point,

and toothed, both upper and under chap, like

a saw\ It's colours," he adds, " are various

and beautiful : however, it's manners and ap-

petites entirely resemble those of the diver. It

feeds on fish, for which it dives ; and is said

to build it's nest on trees, like the heron and

the cormorant. It seems to form the shade

between the penguin and the goose kind : hav-

ing a round bill, like the one j and unembar-

rassed legs, like the other. In the shape of

the head, neck, and body, It resembles them

both."

This bird, which dives with great dexterity,

frequents the rivers and lakes of Great Britain,

particularly



particularly in severe winters ; but it's native

regions seem to lie in higher northern latimdes.

The- length of the male is about two feet four

inches ;..thc breadth about three feet two inches

;

and the weight four pounds. The bill is three

inches long, narrow, and finely serrated ; and

both that and the sides are red. The head is

large; and the feathers on it's hind part are

long and loose.

The female of the common.Goosander is

less than the male ; and has frequently been

called, by naturalists, who erroneously con-

sidered it as a different species, tlie Dun
Diver.

The Red-Breasted Goosander, which breeds

in Scotland and the Hebrides, is much smaller

than the common species. It's length is one

loot nine inches ; it's breadth two feet seven

inches ; and it's weight little luore than two

pounds^ The bill is three inches long ; the

lower mandible being red, and the upper dusky:

and tlie irides are of a purplish red. The head

and tliroat are of a beautiful varying black and

green
i the former being adonieu witli a long

pendent
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pendent crest of the same colour. The upper

part of the neck, of the breast, and the whole

belly, are white ; the lower part of the breast

is ferruginous, spotted with- black ; the upper

part of the back is black ; and, near the inser-

tion of the wings, there are some white fea-

thers, edged and tipped with black. The ex-

terior scapulars are black, the interior being

white ; the lower part of the back, the coverts

of the tail, and the feathers that cover the

thighs, are elegantly marked with wavy lines

of black ; the coverts on the ridges of the

wings are dusky the greater coverts are half

black and half white ; the secondaries, next

the quill-feathers, are marked in the same

manner; and the quill-feathers are dusky.

The tail is short, and of a brown colour ;

and the legs, which are strong, are orange-

coloured.

In the female, the upper part of tlie neck

is of a deep rust-colour ; the crest is short
;

the throat is white ; the fore parts, both of

the neck and breast, are marbled with deep

ash-colour; the belly is white; the great

quill-
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quill-feathers, are dusky ; the secondaries are

black and dusky ; and the back, scapulars,

and tail, are ash-coloured.







PEPPERMINT
OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

The annexed figure, which we liave deno^.^

minated the Peppermint of New South Walcs^

represents a small branch of a tree which

grows plentifully in that part of the world>

and has obtained the name of the Peppermint

Tree, among the European settlers ; in coil-

seqiience of the very great resemblance be-

tween the essential oil drawn from it^s leaves^

and that obtained from the Mentha Piperita^
_

or common Peppermint, which grows SO

abundantly in England and otlier countries of

Europe.

The drawing, which we have exa6lly copiedf,^^

is not more than about double the size of oiir

print, yet it is said to be the natural size.
^

It presents to view the capsules, of a red co-"*

lour, not very unlike our hawthorn bcrries,.^,^

the size being as similar as the hue.

All



presents the semblance or nature, m a branch

positively taken from the tree in New South

Wales, and drawn with precision on the spot-

Much difference, however, certainly appears,

between our subjedl:, and that which has been

figured and described in Mr. White's very re*

spcdtable account •'New South Wales,

In that gentleman's representation of the

Peppermint Tree, the leaves appear merely

green, without those ferruginous markings so

conspicuous on the leaves of our figure.

The capsules, too, which were avowedly taken

irl a dry state, seem very difTerent, as well in

form as in colour.

We have too little information, to decide

positively on the causes of these variances,

which are abundantly manifest to the eye;

some idea, however, may perhaps be col-

le61:ed, from the following ingenious account

of the Peppermint Tree, as given in Mr.

White's work, which wc shall take the li-

berty to transcribe for the gratification of our

readers.

The
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** The Peppermint Tree, or Eucalyptus

Piperita, grows to the height of more than a

hundred feet, and is above thirty feet in cir*

cumference. The bark is very smooth, hke

that of the poplar. The younger branches,

which are long and slender, are angulated near

the top ; but, as they grow older, the angles

disappear. Their hark is smooth, and of a

reddish brown. The leaves are alternate, lan-

ceolat^y pointed, very entire, smooth on both

sides, and remarkably unequal, or oblique, at

their base ; the veins alternate, and not very

conspicuous. The whole surface of both

sides of the leaves is marked with numerous

.

minute resinous spots, in which the essential

oil resides. The foot-stalks are about halfau

inch in length, round on the under side, an-

gular above, and quite smooth. The flowers

we have not seen. What Mr. White has sent

as the ripe capsules of this tree, (although not

attached to the specimen of the leaves) grow

11 clusters, from six to eight in each, sessile,

md conglomerated. These clusters are sup-

ported on angular alternate footstalks, which

form a kind of panicle. Each capsule is

ibout the size of a hawthorn -berry, globular,

but
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but as it were cutofF at the top, rugged on the

outside, hard and woody, and of a dark brown

colour. At the top is a large orifice, which

shews the internal part of the capsule divided

into four cells, and having a square column in

the centre, from v.'hich the partitions of the

cell arise. These partitions extend to the rim

of the capsule, and terminate in four small

projedlions, which look like the teeth of a

calyx. The seeds are numerous, small, and

angular."

The oil obtained from the leaves of this tree
'

has been experienced to be much more effica- !

cious in removing all chollcky complaints,

than that of the English Peppermint ; which

Mr. White attributes to it's being less pungent,

and more aromatic.

This Peppermint Tree of New South \\ ales jl

appears to be of the same genus with a tree ff

which is cultivated in some English green-
!j

houses, and which Mr. L'Heritierhas described, ji

in his Sertum Anglicum, by the name of Eu- i

calvptus Obiiqua ; though it is commonly

called, in the gardens, Metrosidcros Obliqua:*

but
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but we dare not assert it to be the same spe-

cies ; nor can this point be determined, by any

botanist, till the flowers,' and every other part,

are seen and compared together. The best-

specimens of each, which could be procured in

England, have in fa6l been compared, and no

specific difference was found to exist between

them. The Eucalyptus Obliqua, when dried,

has an aromatic flavour, somewhat similar to

our plant. We have remarked, indeed^f*

says Mr. White's account, innumerable

minute white spots, besides the resinous-

ones, on both surfaces of the leaves, in some

specimens of the garden plant, which are

not to be seen in our's ; and the branches of

the former are rough, with small scaly tu-

bercles. But how far these are constant, we
'cannot decisively pronounce. The obliquity

in the leaves, one side being shorter at the bas.e

than the other, as well as somewhat narrower

all the way up, as in the Begonia Nitida of

the Hortus Kcwensis, is remarkable in both

plants.'*

A quart of the essential oil of this New
South Wales Peppermint was sent, by Mr.

White,
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White, to Mr. Wilson, an eminent druggist

in London ; but we have not heard to what

uses it was appUed, or whether any large

quantity has since been brought over to Eng-

land.
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ASS.

IHIS well-known useful but neglected qua-

druped, from it's great resemblance to the

horse, might naturally be supposed of the same

species, only somewhat degenerated from that

noble animal: the species, however, are per-

fe6lly disiindl, and there is an inseparable line

drawn between them, the animal produced from

the mixture of ahorse and an ass being barren.

This, indeed, seems to be the barrier between

every species of animals, which keeps them

asunder, and preserves the unities of their

forms. If the mule, or monster, bred be-

tween two animals whose forms nearly ap-

proach each other, be no longer fertile ; we
may conclude that the animals, whatever ex-

ternal similitude appears between tliem, are

distin6b and separate kinds. Nature, who always

provides for the pcrfe6lion and preservation

of her productions, has wisely stopped the

fecundity of these ill-formed produclions, to

preserve the form of every animal uncontami-

aated : were not this the case, the different

species
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species of animals \s'ould soon be blended

with each other ; no one kind would preserve

it's original perfection
; every creature woul'tt

quickly degenerate ; and the world must ine-

Titably be over-run with monstrous and de-

formed productions.

The horse and the Ass, though they- some-

what resemble each other, are nevertheless of

two distin6i: kinds, and very different in their

riatures, tempers, and habits. Their shapes antJ

manners possess a considerable degree of

similarity ; but there is something in every

animal, besides it's conformation and way of

life, which determines it's specific nature.

Thus, between the horse and the Ass, there

is a much stronsicr reseniblancc than between

the goat and the sheep ; and vet the latter

produce an animal capable of reproducing an

offspring which resembles a sheep, while the

mule of the former is marked witli invariable

ffterii'ity. The goat and- the sheep may, there-

fore, be denominated of one species, though

so unlike in figure ; while the horse and the

Ass are perfe6llydistin6f, notwithstanding they

are io nearly allied in conformation. It is,



indeed, asserted by Aristotle, that the mate

mules were sometimes prolific ; but this as.-

sertiori has never yet been confirmed by any

positive testimony, though a period of nearly

two thousand years has elapsed since it was

first advanced*

,
Before the discovery of America, the AsiS

seems to have been entirely unknown on that

continent, though the climate is peculiarly fa-

vourable to this race of animals ;
and, where

;they have been permitted to run wild, they

multiply so quick, that in some places they

-are become a nuisance.

The Ass is naturally swift, fierce, and for-

midable
;
hut, when tamed, it presents a very

different picture. The moment it's original

liberty is lost, it seems to relinquish every

claim to freedom, and assumes a meekness

and submission even humbler than it's servile

situation. It is now the most patient and

gentle of all domesticated animals ; and suf-

fers with constancy, and perhaps with cou-

rage, all the ill treatment which cruelty anci

caprice undeservedly inflidt. It is extremely

temperate,
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temperate, as well with respecl to the quanrity

as the quaHty of it*s provisions ; being sitis-

fied with the most negle6):ed weeds, and making

it's humble repast on the refuse of the horse

and other animals. But, notwithstanding this

apparent indiiTerence as to food, it is pecu-

liarly delicate in it's water, drinking onlv at

the clearest brooks. It is, in fact, a pattern

,of abstemiousness, both in drinking and eat-

ing ; nor docs it ever dip it's nose in the

stream, as is the practice of the horse. Be-

ing seldom saddled, it frequently rolls itself on

tlie grass ; and lies down for this purpose

whenever opportunity permits, without re-

garding it's burden. It is exrremelv averse

to water; never rolls in the mud, like the

horse ; and constantlv runs out of it's way, to

avoid the dirty parts of a road.

In if'>~ juvenile state, the Ass is sprightly,

and even beautiful ; but it soon loses these

quahfications, either throu2;h a;c cr injurious

treatment, and becomes slow, stupid, and ob-

stinate^ It seems to evince no ardour: ex-

cept, indeed, that the male is so extremely

libidinous,
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libidinous, that he has been known to drop

down dead immediately after copulation ; and

that the female is as strongly attached to her

young as the male is to her, not being de-

Euiterred, either by fire or water, from prote6t-

ing her foal. The Ass is remarkably partial

to it's owner, by whom it is too often abused :

it scents him at a considerable distance ;

distinguishes him from others in a crowd

;

and seems to know the road he has passed, as

well as the place he inhabits. When over-

loaded, it shews the tyrant's injustice, by-

hanging down it's head, and lowering it's

ears
;

and, on being too hard pressed, opens

it's mouth, and draws back it's lips after a

very disagreeable manner. If it's eyes are

blinded, it immediately becomes motionless

;

and, on being laid down, so that one eye is

concealed in the grass, while the other is co-

vered with a stone or any other article, it

continues fixed in the same situation, without

attempting to rise, or free itself from these

slight impediments. It walks, trots, and gal-

lops, like a horse
; but, though It sets ont very

freely, it is soon weary, and no c< rporeal

infiiclioas are then capable of making it ciend

it't
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it's pace. In vain does the unmerciful riderexert

his ivh^Tp, or his cudgel: the poor animal pa-

tientlv endures all
;
and, conscious of it*s (rwn

imhecilitv, as well as of the inefficacy of re-

"sistance, does not even attempt to move.

But, notwithstanding the apparent stupiditv

'of this animal, it is capable of being trained

with the same facility as most other qua-

drupeds ; and several Asses have been ren-

"dered srrfficientlv sas^acious and aftive to be

exhihited as public spe6lacles. It is, how-

e\'er, the misfortune of this humble and use-

ful animal, to be despised bv man
;
though

it's efforts are exerted to please him, and it's

services are so cheaph^ purchased. The horse

is the onlv favourite j and on him all ex-

pence and labour are bestowed : he is fed,

attfended, and stabled ; while the Ass is aban-

doned to the inhiimanitv of the lowest rus-

tics, or even to the barbarous sport of ch;ld-

rcn
;
and, instead of o^ainins: the lessons

ft receives, is always a loser. It is forced

along by blows ; insulted with unnecessary

stripes and overloafded by indolence : and, as

it falls generally to the lot of the poor, it

largely



largely participates In their wants, amd; dis^

tresses. Thus this faathmi animal, "which

would umdoubt^dly be fctst of the quadruped

iind, were there no horse, is consideijed, as-

of liiLide value : aji it's properties and qualifi-^

cations being found elsewhere in a higher de.-t

gree, the creature is. entirely disregarded);;

and, from being iii£ttuia)ily the second in tb©

scale of utility, is degraded into the most lixs

significant of all domestic quadrupeds-.

. Hence' so very lilitlie attention has been, paid

to the improvement of the breed, that it ha*

been suffered to degenerate ; and it appears

highly probable that the Ass, of all other ani-

mals, is the most enfeebled, and rendered

most diminutive, by being in a state of domes-,

tic servitude. The hoi'se, the cow, and the

sheep, are rendered larger by tlie skill and

assiduity of man ; while the Ass is permitted,

to dvvind-le in every generation. Indeed, it iS'

with us so little valued, that the whole spe-

cies would probably have been long since ex-

tin61:, if the medicinal quaHtics of it^s- milk

had not tempted the avarice of mankind tor

continue the breed. This salutary liquid is

in
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in some cases esteemed the most sovereign, as

-well as the most innocent, of all prescriptions :

it is extremely nourishing and abstergent, and

therefore highly valued in hedVic complaints.

In disorders of the stomach, abscesses of the

kidneys, the stone in the bladder, and arthri-

tic pains, ll appears to be gently cathartic,

and was frequently direfted by Hippocrates

to be used in large quantities where moderate

purging was necessary. When applied as a

topic, it renders the gums firm, alleviates

arthritic pains, and gives the face an agreeable

whiteness.

Were there as much care bestowed on the

Ass as commonly falls to the share of the

horse, and were the same industry used in

crossing the breed and improving it ; there is

great reason to suppose, that we should soon

see the Ass emerge from it*s present humble

state, and become a very respedlable and use-

ful animal.

The Spaniards seem to be better acquainted

with the nature of the Ass than any other na-

tion in Europe i and, as they use every neces-

sary
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sary precaution to improve the breed in Spain,

it is no unusual thing to meet with an animal

of this species full fifteen hands high.

The Ass seems to have been originally a

native of Arabia, and other parts of the east

;

and v^arm climates still produce the largest

and best. Their size and spirit both evidently

d^line on their removal into colder regions.

Ill Persia there are two kinds of Asses : one

of which, used for burdens, is slow and h^a-

vy; the other, which is kept for the . saddle,

being stately and nimble. They are ma-

naged in the same manner as horses
;
except

that the rider sits nearer the crupper : and,

like them, they are taught to amble. Their

nostrils are generally enlarged, in order to

uUow them more room for breathing ; and

one of them is frequently sold for a sum equal

to forty or fifty pounds of our money. The
Persians, indeed, so higlily esteem the flesh

of this animal, that it's delicacy is even pro-

verbial among them. When fresh killed, it is

hot and unsavoury
; but, being kept some time

after it is boiled, is said to become cxGcll^nt

food.
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food. The flesh of the tame Ass, however,

is more dry, tough, and disagreeable, than

even that of the horse
;
and, accordhig to

Galen, it is very unwholesome.

The Ass is not only more hardy than the

horse, but liable to fewer diseases ; and it is

less subje6^ to be infested with vermin than any

other hairy animal
;
probably, on account of

the dryness and hardness of it's skin. Like

the horse, it takes three or four years in ar-

riving at a state of perfedlion ; and frequently

lives to t]\e age of twenty or twenty-tive. It

sleeps very little, and never lies down for that

purpose till quite worn out with fatigue.

The female G^oes about eleven months with

young, and iicvcr brings forth more tlian one

at a time. M he mule mav be engendered be-

tween a stallion and an Ass, or between an

Ass and a mare ; but the latter breed is every

way preferable, bting larger, stronger^ and

better shaped.

The skin of the Ass being extremely hard

and elastic, it is used for many different pur-

poses; particularly, in the maiiufadturc of

shacrccn,
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shagreen, drums, shoes, and a thick parchment

for the leaves of pocket-books. BufFon says,

there is also a probability that the bones of

this animal are harder than those of others ;

since the ancients made flutes of them, and

they were found shriller than those made with

other bones.

The Ass is, perhaps, the animal which, ia

proportion to it's size, can carry the greatest

weight ; and, as it costs but little to feed it, and

scarcely requires any care, it is of considerable

juse in many drudgeries which would other-

wise occupy the horse. Indeed, it is less liable

,to start, or stumble, than that noble animal;

and is found serviceable at our mines, in situ-

itions scarcely accessible to the horse. In

iountries where the earth is light, the Ass is

requcntly put to the plough, and it's dung

5 an excellent manure.

Though the common tame Ass is of difFe-

;nt brown shades, from nearly white to almost

lack, it is generally of a dun, greyish, a.sh-

>lour ; the lines along the back and over the

shoulders,
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shoulders, which form the cross that charac-

terises this animal, being of a dark or dusky

chocolate hue. The knees, too, are com-

•moniy marked with the same dark colour.

The Ass, though a theme of vulgar scorn,

has received much honourable notice from

men of genius and learning, as well ancient

as modern, in almost every country.







CRESTED LONG -TAILED PYE.

This cunous and beautiful bird is said, by

some naturalists, to be theMuscicapa Paradisi of

Linnaeus. The bill is of a dark ash-colour,

pretty straight, sharp-pointed, and angled ; the

neck and head are covered with black feathers,

refleilinga blue or greenish glbss ; and the plu-

mage on the crown forms a crest. The back,

wings, and tail, are of a bright reddish cin-

namon colour ; the tips of the quills are

dusky ; and the two middle feathers of the

tail are longer than the exterior ones at least

nine inches. The breast is of a bluish ash-

colour ; the belly, thighs, and coverts under

the tail, are white; and the kgs, feet, and

claws, are ash-coloured.

Brisson is said to describe the same bird, in

three different places of his Ornithology, by

the names of tlic Crested Fly-Catcher of the

Cape of Good Hope ; the White Fly-Catcher

of the Cape of Good Hope ; and the Crested

Fly-Catcher of Brasil. These three, Buffoa

says.
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says, are really the same : the first and third

being males ; and the second, which is raiher

larger, a female ; this peculiarity, though

principally confined to the birds of prev, ob-

taining also in the Fly-Catcher, the Mou-
cherolles, and the Tyrants.

In BufFon's description of both male and

female, though we see some resemblance of

our Crested Long-Tailed Pye, we can bv no

means discover enough to convince us, that he

is speaking of the same bird. He observes,

that Klein supposes it to be a Crested Thiaish;

and Moehring, a Jackdaw : a striking in-

stance, he adds, of the confusion bred by a

rage for nomenclature. We have still ano-

other, he concludes : Linnaeus imagines it to be

a Raven ;
but, as it has a long tail, he calls it

Corvus Paradisi, or the Paradise Raven.

BufFon, or his editor, seem to have for-

gotten that, at the commencement of their

account, it is said to be the Muscicapa Para-

disi, of Linnseus ;
consequentlv, not his Corvus

Paradisi.







BANKSIA INCOGNITA.

Though this plant is one of those Nevr

South Wales produ6lions which are called

Banksia, it's particular species appears to be

unknown by our most distinguished natural-

ists. The plant they have not seen ; and the

drawing, though beautiful, and without ques-

tion an exa6): representation of nature, as the

other performances of the same artist are ge-

nerally acknowledged to be, still affords no

sufficient clue to the most expert botanist for

it*s decided arrangement.

It appears to have been taken in an early

state of the plant's vegetation, before the con-

glomerated buds burst out into flower; and

has, in it's present state, as well in colour as

form, no very distant resemblance to the In-

dian corn.

We are assured, by our friend, who has

seen the natural obje6l from which the print

is taken, that it has precisely the general ef-

fect
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fe£l of the natural plant, which is all the

knowledge he pretends to
;
except, indeed,

that the capsules, he well recoUedls, like those

of the other Banksia flowers, greatly abound

with honey.

Notwithstanding this dearth of information,

respe6ting what we have denominated the

Banksia Incognita, it has been judged a sub-

je6l likely to prove not unacceptable to the lovers

of natural history, by whom it may possibly

be hereafter better known.

It is, at least, in our opinion, a pleasing ob-

je6l
;
and, most certainly, it is a natural one.
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KANGAROO.

iHE Kangaroo was first discovered by ouf

British navigators on the western side of New
Holland, and is yet unknown in any other*

part of the worlds Pennant, who clashes it

with the Opossums, calls it a Gerboid Kan-

garu: and, indeed, most naturalists seem> in-

clined to consider it as a species cf the Jerboa.

Zimmerman, in particular, calls it the Jerboa

Glgantea, or Gigantic Jerboa,

It has a small head, neck, and shoulders
;

and the body regularly increases in thickness

to the rump, from whence it again tapers to

the tail. The head is oblong, and formed like

liiat of a fawn ; the upper lip being divided.

The nostrils are wide and open, and the lower

jaw is somewhat shorter than the upper.

The pupil of the eyes is of a blueish black,

and the iridcs are dusky. The .ears, which

are four inches long, are ere6l, oblongly

ovated, rounded and thin at the ends, and co-

vered with short hairs.
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The hair of the Kangaroo is of a grevish

brown colour, somewhat similar to that of the

wild rabbit of Great Britain. It is thick and

long, when the animal becomes old ; but is

very slow in it's growth, and for a considera-

ble time resembles a strong down. In some

parts, however, the mouth, for example, it be-

gms earlier to be iiairy.

This animal's teeth are so singular, that It

is impossible to decide, from them, to what

class the Kangaroo belongs. It has four broad

cutting teeth in the upper jaw ; but only two

long lanceolated teeth in the lower, which

point forwards, and are so placed as to oppose

those of the upper. It has also four grinding

teeth, in each jaw, remote from the others

;

^nd possesses the very singular power of sepa-

rating the lower inclsores, and bringing them

again close to ^ach other.

The proportions in some of the parts of

this animal bear no analogy to what is com-

mon in most ethers.

The
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-The fore legs are so very short, as scarcely

to reach the nose, and are said to be useless 4

for walking. The hind legs are almost as,

long as . the body, and the thighs are very

thick. On the fore feet are five toes, with

long conic and strong black claws ; but on

the hind feet there are only three, the middle

toe being very long and thicjk> like that of an,,

ostrich, and extending far beyond the two

others, which are small, and placed very dis-

tin6i: from it. The inner toe of the hind feet

is singularly distinguished, by havjng two

,

small claws; and the bottom and hind partj^^

of the feet, on which the animal often rests,.

are black, naked, and tuberculated. The tail,

\vhich is thick at the base, and tapers to a
point, has at the end a strong hard nail, and

the hair on it is short and somewhat hard.

The tail, though long in the old, is in the

young short proportionably to the animal's-

size. *^ It would seem," says Mr. White,
** to keep pace with the growth of the hind

legs, which are the instruments of progressive

motion in this animal, and which would also

shew that the tail is a kind of second instru-

ment in this adion.**

The
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The scroturn, which is large, and pendu-

lous, is placed before the penis ; and the fe-

male has, on the belly, an oblong pouch, of a

vast depth, the receptacle of her young.

»

The Kangaroo is frequently more than six

feet long, from the nose to the tail. That

which is mentioned in Cook's Voyages, as

having been shot, weis^hed eightv-four pounds ;

yet, on an examinadon of the grinding teeth,

it did not appear to have arrived at it's full

growth. Subsequent accounts assure us, that

they grow to the weight of a hundred and

fifty pounds.

Kangaroo, is the name by which the natives

call this extraordinary animal.

It lurks among the gras?^, feeds on vegeta-

bles, and drinks by lapping. It goes chieriv

on it's hind legs
;
making use of tlie fore feet,

is bands, only for digging, or bringing if s

food to it*s mouth.

The Kangaroo h cxtrejnely timid : at the

sight of men, it nies from them by amazing

leaps

;
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leaps
;
springing over bushes seven or eight

feet high, and going progressively from rock

to rock.

When in motion, this animal carries it's

tail quite at right angles with it's body ;
and,

as it alights, often looks back. It is much
too swift for greyhounds ; and frequently

escaped from some of the fleetest of those ani-

mals, with which it was hunted, on it's first

discovery, by Sir Joseph Banks. The tail is

it's weapon of defence ; with which it.is salci

to be capable of beating away the strongest

dog.

According to our first navigators, the Hesh

of the Kangaroo is very good eating ; but the

old ones are reported, by more recent voy-

agers, to be lean, tough, and coarse.

*' In the spring of 1793," says Mr. Pen-

nant, *' I had an opportunity of observing the

manners of one brought into the capital alive.

It was in full health, very a6live, and very

mild and good-natured. On first coming out

of
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of it's place of confinement, it for a little

time went on all fours, but soon assumed an

upright attitude. It would sport with it's-

keeper in very singular manner : it first

placed it's tail in a perpendicular manner j

cre6led it's body on it as a^ prop ; and then,

raising it's whok, body, darted it's hind legs,

on the breast of the man. It was capable of

striking with great force, if provoked ; and it

could scratch violently with it's fore claws,'*

It is, according to Pennant, a very ano-

malous animal : but has more relation ro the

Opossum genus than any other
;
though, in

the form of it's legs, he acknowledges, it

comes very near to the Javan.

White remarks that, *' in it's mode of pro-

pagation, it comes nearer to the Opossum than

any other animal
;
although it is not at all

similar to it in other respedts.

The Kangaroo, we are informed, by a gen-

tleman w^ell acquainted wiih the animal in it's

natural state, becomes domesticated in a very

few
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few days after it is taken. This curious qua-

druped, he remarks, if such it can be called,

has been found, in the false belly of the mo-

'ther, perfeftly formed, and only the size of a

Windsor bean ; from which diminutive 'ori-

gin, however, wonderful as it may appear, the

animal grows to the weight of a hundred and

fifty pounds

!

Had we not received this intelligence from a

quarter of the most unquestionable authentici-

ty, we should have inclined to an opinion that

the size of this young Kangaroo had ^eeti "et-"

roncously taken from that of the young Kan-

garoo Rat ; a mistake which might have easily

happened before these animals were much
known, but which can hardly now be sup-

posed possible.

As the fa6l is, to account for such a phae-

nomenon, would occupy more space than we
can possibly devote to even so curious an in-

vestigation. The principle, however, we con-

ceive, may be sufficiently traced by analagous

enquiries into the secret operations of nature.

The
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The Queen has, at Richmond, several Kan-

garoos, which have bred in England. They

are very fond of heat ; and one which was

brought over in 1797, was sold to an itinerant

keeper of animals for thirty guineas^
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. GREAT BLACK COCKATOO

This bird, the Psittacus Aterrimus of natu-

Miists, is as large as a maccaw; consequently,

i of the largest birds of the parrot kind.

The bill of this bird is strong, very much

rched, and of a dusky brown colour
;
having

n angle on each side of tlie upper mandible,

^he eyes are of a fine black ; and the sides of

le head, from the eyes to the under part of

le bill, are covered with a red, naked, cor-

igated skin, which partly covers the inferior

andible. The crest is of a lightish grey.

>lour, the feathers of which are pointed,

d reflected upv/ards at their tips ; and tliiii

est is either raised, or depressed, at pleasure,

tne bird, in the same manner as the crcsta

other Cockatoos ; so that, sometimes, it is

iSted prodigiously high, and at others re-

ned almost close to the head. The whol^

j
image, from the crest downwards, is of a

ish black, or dark lead-colour
;
being some-

at deeper on the back and wings, than under

body. The tail, which is pretty loug,

consiits



consists of tapered feathers; a^d the legs and

feet, wliich are of a brovvnish black hue, are

covered with a rough scaly skin.

The Great Black Cockatoo is a native of

Ceylon, and other oriental regions.

Our figure, which is copied from Edwards,

was sent from Ceylon to that excellent natu-.

ralist ; who recognised the same bird, in a

colle(flion published by Vander Meulen, at

Amsterdam, in the year 1707, which Peter

Schenk terms the Indian crow.

BufFon ingeniously enough remarks, that

the Great Black Cockatoo mav be reckoner

the Negro of the Cockatoos, which are ii

general white.

7
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PORCUPINE CATERPILLAR,
OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

This curious Caterpillar, we have denomi-

nared the Porcupine, from it's general resem-

blance, when concealed in it's armed covering,

to that auillcd animal.

It is a native of New Holland ; and the

beautiful drawing, which we have copied,

was made at Port Jackson, in Nev^^ South

Wales, where this inse6l is sufficiently com-

mon. But though, like other Caterpillars, it

certainly undergoes the different changes in-

cident to the tribe, we have not l>een able to

discover to what pardcular moth or fly it

gives birth. We arc thankful, however, for

such information as we can get, for the pre-

sent, respeding any non-descript articles,

and patiently wait the farther develope-

ment of time: ado6lriae which we most cor-

dially recommend to our readers; as some
information is certainly better than none, and

every Utile commonly gives rise to a little

more.

Jrom



r rom the gentleman wno ravoured us witn

tlie drawing, we have received the following

account
;
which, he says, is ail that he knovt's

xespe<5iing this very curious inse£t.

The Porcupine Caterpillar is a large grub»

-which weaves for it's residence, and protec-,

tion from external injuries, a case, the inte-

rior of which is, as it were, Hned with the

finest silk: the exterior is fortified with small

pieces of sHght twigs, or different lengths,

all of which are i>ecured to the case bv the

gummy juice with which the litde reptile spinfr

it's silk.

'* To the case there are two apertures,

. 'lich it opens or cloiw^s at pleasure. When
the grub ^vi^hes to feed, il^e largest aperture

ii» made use of, from whence the little thing

crawls about halfway out; instantly retreat-

ing, however, into it's case, on the smallest

appearance of danger, and at the same instant

fastening this end of the covering to whatever

it may have been crawling on, whether twig or

leaf, by a thread or two of silk. The other

aperture Is at the farther end, and is used for

discharging
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discharging it's excrement. It experiences

the different changes to which the Caterpillar

tribe are subject."

In addition to these particulars, we have

also learned that, when any accident happens

to the curious case in which this Caterpillar

is enveloped, so as to lacerate or tear it in

holes, the little animal repairs, with incredible

expedition, whatever damage may have been

received ; so that, in a very few hours, it fills

up a large hole with the same silky substance,

artd this with an exadlness so perfe6l that the

nicest eye cannot discern what was the extent

of the injury.

The curious covering of this animal we
have seen

;
and, in it's texture, it much re^

sembles the finest fleecy hosiery : it is of a sort

of grey ash, or mouse colour ; and has the

silky softness of a mole skin.

The Caterpillar, which is three inches long,

lias eleven annulations, or rings, between the

:iead, and the tail or extremity. The £rst

hree of these annulations are of a fine yellow,

beautifully



beautifully marked with black or dusky oblong

spots ; and these annulations have each two

claws : the other eight rings are of a diityi.sh

pale yellow colour; but the part above the

^jyent has the appearance of being covered wi .h

large scale, though it is, in fadl, only a

substance of the s,ime beautiful spotted yellow

as the head and three first annulations.

We are opinion, that the animal seldom

crawds out far beyond the third annulation, in

pursuit of it's food - from the circumstance of

those alone having any claws or feet: though

that, we are sufficiently aware, in the Cater-

pillar race, can by no means be considered as

a rule.

This kind of armed covering, it seems, is

not quite peculiar to the Porcupine Caterpillar

which we have delineated ; for, as our friend

informs us, there are, in New South Wales,

a smaller kind of CaterjiiUars, or grubs,

which make these cases muci\ stronger than

the specimen now given
;

being termed of

twigs about an inch in length, laid close toge-

ther over a case of siik.

It
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It is probable that Nature, whose instni£i:s

are always dire6ted to a due preservation of

all her offspring, qualifies these inse61;s witiv

the power to form such armed coverings as

are likely to have a repulsive effect on the ap-

petites of birds, or other animib; for the pur-

pose of saving from destrudtion the entire

species, which might otherwise fall a prey to

tlieir known voracity.

In our annexed print, the Porcupine Cater-

pillar is seen crawhng from it's case on the

branch of a Gum Tree
;

and, underneath,

on another part, appears the case alone,

attached closely by the chief aperture, to shew

the maimer in which the little animal in-

srantaneously a6ts, whenever it is alarmed by

the dread of danger.
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SPOTTED HY^NA.

IHIS species of the Hyaena seems to have

been first described by Pennant, as a variety of

the Hyaena; though it is mentioned by several

earlier writers, under different names. In

Bosnian's Guinea, it is called the Jackal, or

Wild Dog ; in Churchiirs CoUe£lion of

Voyages, the Qunmbengo ; and in Kolben's

Cape of Good Hope, the Tiger Wolf.

This animal, which Pennant very properly

calls the Spotted Hyaena, he describes to have

a large and flat head. Above each eye, there

are some long hairs
;
and, on each side of the

nose, very long whiskers. It has a short

black mane ; and the hair on the body is short

and smooth. The ears are short, and a little

pointed ; their outsides being black, and their

insides cinereous. The face and upper part

of the head are black : but the body and limbs

are of a reddish brown, marked with distin6l

round black spots, and the hind legs have

transverse black bars. The tail is short, black,

and full of hair.

. This description was taken, by Mr. Pcnant,

from



.from an animal shewn some years ago in Lon-

don, which was considerably larger and stronger

than the Common or Striped Hvsena, though

possessing the same nature and qualities.

The Spotted Hyaena inhabits Guinea, yEthi-

opia, and the Cape of Good Hope. It lives

in holes in the earth, or clefts of rocks, and

preys chiefly by night. It howls horribly;

will attack mankind ; and even scrapes open

graves, to devour the dead. Into sheep-folds

it frequently breaks
;

where, killing two or

three sheep, it devours as much as it can, and

then carries off another carcase for iu's future

repast. It has such prodigious strength, that

it has been known to seize a female Negro,

fling her over it's back, holding her by one

leg, and run away with her.

BufFon, Pennant remarks, misled by Bos-

man's name of this animal, makes it synony-

mous with the common jackal.

As the Spotted IlyaDua was unknown to

the ancients, it is not loaded with the many

fabulous qualities which have been ascribed to

the Common Hyirna.



i





HOOPOE.

The Ploopoe, or Upupa-Epops of Linnseus,

forms a distin6l genus of birds, of the order of

Picas, in the system of that celebrated natu-

ralist : the chara6leristics of which arc, that

the beak is bent, convex, subcompressed, and

in some degree obtuse ; the tongue is obtuse,

triangular, and very short ; and the feet are

ambulatory. Liiuiseas has classed three spe-

cies under this genus ; the Upupa-Epops, the

Promerops, and the Bird of Paradise : Buffbn

also makes three species ; but he substitutes

the Bee-Eater for the Bird of Paradise.

Bclon says, that the Hoopoe has derived it's

name from it's large beautiful tuft, Huppe

:

but, Buffon remarks, a little attention would

have convinced him, that it is in reality formed

from the Latin Upupa ; which name, accord-

ing to Plautus and St. Jerome, was also given

to girls of pleasure. Varro informs us, that

the Latin name Upupa is formed from the cry

of the bird. Poo, Poo j and the origin is as-

cribed, as the aiicients were accustomed to

ascribe



ascribe the origin of almost every thing, to a

fable.

" Tereus, King of Thrape/having ravished

Philomela, the sister of his wife frggne, the

latter, in revenge, killed her son by him, and

'Ifery-ed up the flesh at her husband's table. On
0ie discovery of this horrid repast, Progne was

transformed into a swallow, Philomela into a

riii^htingale, and Tereus into a Hoopoe; and

:c latter, still bemoaning his loss, screams

TT^ !—or, where, where ! where is mv
.on!" *

In those dark ages, as thcv may we'll be

called,when supernatural charms andspells were

supposed to have wonderful power over ani-

.lals which had no rational faculties, as well as

those who appear to have been in this respedl

but little superior, the Hoopoe was considere.i

as prodigiously skilful in defeating the machi-

nations of witches, wizards, and hobgoblins.

The female, in consequence of this art, could

preserve licr olFspring from these dreaded in-

juries. She "knew all the plants which defeat

faiciuations ; those \vhich give sight to the

blind ;
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blind; and, more wondrous still, those which

open gates or doors, locked, bolted, or barred !

Of this last property iElian gravely relates the

following instance: A man," he says,

having three times successively closed the

nest of a Hoopoe, and having remarked the

herb with which the bird as often opened itj

applied the same herb, and"—he may safely

add—" with the same success, to charm the

locks of the strongest coffers !"

Such, indeed, are the marvellous qualities

of the Hoopoe, if we are to believe all the as-

sertions of ancient authors, that even death

only heightens it's virtues, and imparts to

them new energies : among the rest, it's heart,

it's liver, it's brain, &:c. eaten^ with the '

plication of certain magical incantations si

pcnded to different parts of the body, produce

terrible or pleasing dreams ! Sec. From these

follies our forefathers were by no means free :

for, in England, it was long held an linlucky

bird, and the forerunner of some public cala-

mity. Nor can all modern nations even yet

be exempted ; the Swedes, for example, at

present, regarding it's appearance as a certain

presage



})resage of war. The ancients were better

warranted, in considering it's early song as the

sign of a good vintage ; since this might pos-

sibly prove tlie harbinger of a mild spring, and

fgcward season.

.
,j:;Qnitting, however, this enchanted ground,

and liberating our .readers, as well as ourselves,

from the ma2;ical circle into which we have

been betrayed, we shall proceed to a more so-

ber account of the common Hoopoe.

As this bird has a great abundance of fea-

thers, it appears considerably thicker than it

is. It is, in fa5:, about the size of the mi ^Ic-

toc thrasli ; but looks, wliile in it's feathers,

to be as large as a common pigeon. It weighs

from about three to four ounce?. The beak is

black,. -blender, aad slightly hooked ; and the

head is adorned with a most beautiful and ele-

gant crest, rising two fingers higli, and com-

posed of two series of feathers which the bird

raises and depresses at pleasure : tlie tips of

these feathers arc ornamented with black and

white, and the rest is of a pale orange-colour.

The neck is of a pale reddish-brown hue ; the

breast
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breast and belly are white, variegated with

longitudinal streaks, which disappear in the

middle as the bird grows older; the tail, which

is black, and composed of ten feathers, has in

i-t a white spot of a crescent shape, the horns

pointing towards it's extremity. The wings,

which are black, transversely streaked with

white, do not extend, when folded, to the tail,

InEgypr, the Hoopoes are said to gather in

small flocks ; in most other countries they ap-

pear cither single or in pairs only. Sometimes,

during the season of their passage, numbers may

be found in the same distri6l : but, ButFon says,

these are solitary individuals, unconneclsd by

any social tie
;
and, when hunted, rise one after

another. 'I'hey are scattered through almost

the whole of the ancient continent, from

Sweden, and even the Orkneys and Lapland,

as far as the Canaries and the Cape of Good

Hope on the one hand, and the islands of

Ceylon and Java on the other ; but are only

migratory in every j)drt of Europe. They are

sometimes found at sea : and excellent ob-

servers class them with tliose birds which twice

in the year pass the island of Malta. Li some

countries,



countries, such as England, they are very rare,

and never breed.

Frisch mentions, that they can creep on the

bark of trees like the woodpeckers ; wliich is

perfeclly consistent wirh analogy, for thev also

breed in the hollow trunks, as well as in the

holes of walls, on the dust usually collected at

the bottom of such cavities. It has been often

asserted, that the female besmears her nest with

excrements of the wolf, of the fox, of the cow,

and of all sorts of animals, not excepting hu-

man ordure ; and that she does this with the

view to cefcnd her voung by the loathsome

stench. But the fact, BufFon asserts, is no

more true than the intention ; for the Hoopoe

never plasters the mouth of her nest like the

Nuthatch. At the same time, the nest, he al-

lows, is indeed very dlrtv and offensive ; a ne-

cessary consequence ot it's great depth, which

is often from twelve to even eigiiteen inclies.

The voung cannot throw out their excrements

;

and, therefore, grovel a long time among tilth :

whence, undoubtedly, arose the proverb—" As

nasty as a Hoopoe.'^ But this filthiness of the

bird only prevails while it's young are rearing ;

for,
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for, at all other times, it is very cleanly. The

female usually lays four or hve greyish eggs,

somewhat larger than those of the partridge.

The cry of the male, who is accused of not

feeding the young, is "Bou, bou, bou !" which

may be heard at a great distance. Those who

have listened attentively to the Hoopoe, pretend

to have noticed different infle6tions and accents,

corresponding to it's different circumstances :

sometimes a hollow moaning, which foreboded

rain; sometimes a shriller cry, indicating a fox

in sight, &c. It is said never to drink at springs

or brooks ; and, for this reason, to be seldom

caught in snares. When tamed, however, it

plunges it's bill with a brisk motion into the

water, but does not repeatedly lift up it's head,,

like many other birds. It has, probably, BufFon

r€ma,rks, a power of raising the water into

it's gullet by a kind of su6lion. The brisk

motion of the bill he assigns to natural habits

in it's mild state, as the a 61 by which it catcher

inseiSls, crops buds, bores into the earth for

worms-, and perhaps for humidity too, as well

as searches the nests of ants for the eggs.

But, though the Hoopoe be with great diffi-

cully



culty ensnared, it is very easily shot. It suf-

fers a near approach
;
and, notwithstanding it

fties in a tortuous course, it's motion is slow.

In launching ofF, it flaps it's pinions, like the

lapwing; and when it alights on the ground,

walks with an even pace like a common hen.

The Hoopoe, says Buftbn, usually leaves

our northern climate about the end of August

;

though one may occasionally be left, which is

too young, or too much wounded or enfeebled,

to undertake a distant voyage. This, being

left behind, may contrive to lodge in the same

hole where it nestled ; and there pass the win-

ter, in a half-torpid state, requiring little food,

and hardly able to repair the loss of feathers

occasioned by moulting. A single bird being

now and then found in this condition by seme

hunter, has given rise to the assertion, that all

the Hoopoes winter in hollow trees, torpid,

and diverted of plumage ; as has, BufFon re-

marks, been said of the cuckoo, with just as

little foundation.







NEW-YORK SWALLOW-TAIL.

This large and very beautiful Butterfly*

though evidently a native of the place from

whence it derives it's name, is also found in

several parts of the West Indies, as well as

North America : nor is it, indeed, very dissi-

milar from that which we have in England.

The antenns of the New-York Swallow-

Tail are long, the knobs at their extremities

being remar^kahly large. The head, thorax^

and abdomen, are black. None of this spe-^

cies have any palpi. The superior wings are

of a fine light yellow, a little on the orange

tint. The cuter or fan-edge has a border of

black about a quarter of an incli broad ; in

which, near the edge, are eight spots of light

yellow, one on each membrane, xldjoiuing

to the upper or se6lor-cdge, there are four

large Uack spots ; and that whicli is near tlie

tliorax, ciossing the superior wing, extends

downward through the interior, growing n:iv-

lower, and indeed losing itself in a misiv

poiiu,



point, as it approaches the abdominal corners.

The inferior wings are of tlie same colour as-

the superior ones. On the bar tendon In the

middle of eacn wing, there is a long angular

black stroke. The outer or fan-edges have a

border of black, almost three-quarters of an

inch broad. Near the external edge o-f each

wmg, which is denticulated, there are four

Tcllow crescent-like spots;, and, near the

lower or abdominal corner, there is an eve-

like spot, the supposed centre of which is red

surrounded with black, and over this there is an

arc-like mark of blue, concenaic with the

red spot. The tails at the lower parts of the

wings arc nearly three-quarters of aii inch

long.

The expansion of the wings is four inches,

and a quarter.
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